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Abstract
Artificial spin ice is a class of arrays of interacting ferromagnetic nanoislands that are used to experimentally
model Ising spin systems. It has been successfully used to understand the behavior of frustrated spin systems,
particularly the class of magnetic pyrochlore oxides known as spin ice. Here I describe a series of experimental
studies that further extend the usefulness of artificial spin ice. First, I outline a thermal annealing technique
developed to place artificial spin ice samples into their ground state, which previously-used techniques such
as ac demagnetization were unable to do. Second, the shakti lattice, a new lattice geometry that better
mimics the behavior of real spin ice, is described. Third, a series of experiments using artificial spin ice
to explore memory effects in hysteretic systems is detailed. Finally, I describe real-time photoemission
electron microscopy measurements of thermal fluctuations of the nanoisland magnetic moments in another
new lattice geometry. All these investigations illustrate the utility of artificial spin ice in bridging the gap
between experimental studies of natural materials and theoretical and numerical work.
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Chapter 1
Frustrated Magnetism
1.1 Conventional magnetism
Artificial spin ice is a model system used to understand geometrically frustrated magnetism. In order to
understand the significance of artificial spin ice and its role in condensed matter physics, this first chapter
provides an introduction to frustrated magnetism, starting with a brief overview of magnetism in general
and then defining how a magnetic material can be frustrated.
Magnetism is fundamentally a quantum mechanical effect. The magnetic behavior of materials is ulti-
mately due to the (quantized) angular momentum of the electrons in the material’s atoms. This electronic
angular momentum has two sources: orbital angular momentum, a property of the electrons’ orbitals which,
in a na¨ıve semi-classical picture, can be attributed to the electron’s orbital motion about the nucleus; and
spin, which is an angular momentum intrinsic to the electron itself. The interaction of the resultant atomic
magnetic moments with an external magnetic field and with each other is the origin of magnetism.
All materials are to some extent magnetic, but in the absence of interactions between atomic magnetic
moments, there is no magnetic order in the absence of an applied magnetic field. The change in an individual
atom’s Hamiltonian due to an external magnetic field can be found using second order perturbation theory
[1]. An atom with completely full electronic shells has no net orbital or spin angular momentum and so
interacts only weakly with an applied magnetic field. A material comprised of a large number of these
(noninteracting) atoms placed in a magnetic field will develop a small magnetic moment opposite to the
applied field, a situation called Larmor diamagnetism.
On the other hand, if the atom does have a net angular momentum, it will interact more strongly with
a field. A material composed of atoms with a net angular momentum will develop a magnetic moment
parallel to an applied field, which is known as paramagnetism. Metals, in which electrons are not localized to
individual atomic orbitals but rather can move throughout the material, also exhibit a kind of paramagnetism
(called Pauli paramagnetism), although its origin is somewhat different. An applied magnetic field will
preferentially populate electronic bands in which the electron magnetic moment is parallel to the field, at
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the expense of bands with electron moment oriented opposite the field, which again results in a small induced
magnetic moment parallel to the applied field.
Interactions between atomic magnetic moments complicate a material’s behavior. These interactions
favor either parallel or antiparallel alignment between atomic moments. While it might seem that dipolar
interactions between atomic magnetic moments are the obvious cause of these interactions, these are often
negligible compared to a more important interaction called exchange, although there do exist materials,
such as spin ice, in which dipolar interactions among atomic moments play a significant role. Exchange is
a consequence of the Pauli exclusion principle and electrostatic repulsion between electrons. An intuitive
way of understanding exchange is to recall that the Pauli exclusion principle prevents two electrons from
occupying the same state at the same location. Two electrons with opposite spin can go into the same orbital,
whereas two electrons with parallel spin cannot, since then all their quantum numbers would be identical.
Since electrons with parallel spins will thus stay farther apart, thus minimizing the electrostatic repulsion
between the electrons, the Pauli exclusion principle causes an interaction between electrons that depends
on their relative spin orientation. Although this simplistic description explains ferromagnetic exchange
interactions, in other materials the situation can be much more complex. For example, in some materials,
exchange interactions between two magnetic ions are mediated by a nonmagnetic atom between them, a
phenomenon called superexchange. Furthermore, conduction electrons can mediate interactions between
atomic moments and can even interact among themselves, situations called indirect exchange and itinerant
exchange, respectively [1].
Ferromagnetic materials are comprised of atoms whose magnetic moments are kept parallel by the ex-
change interaction, giving them a net magnetization even in the absence of an applied magnetic field. This
makes ferromagnets useful for a wide variety of commercial uses from electrical power generation to data
storage media. The magnetization disappears if the temperature is raised past the Curie temperature, at
which thermal flucutations destroy the magnetic order imposed by the exchange interaction.
The net interaction between magnetic moments in materials is not always ferromagnetic (i.e., causing
parallel spin alignment). In some materials, the net exchange interaction causes antiparallel arrangements
of adjacent atomic spins on the crystal lattice. This combination of long-range order but no net magnetic
moment is called antiferromagnetism. More complicated spin arrangements are possible, too. Some mate-
rials, called ferrimagnets, have two sublattices with different types of atomic spins. These sublattices are
magnetized antiparallel to each other, as in an antiferromagnet, but because the magnitudes of the different
types of atomic moments are different, there remains a net magnetization for the bulk material. Other
materials contain magnetic interactions that cause spins in successive planes of the crystal to be rotated by
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a small angle relative to each other, leading to a spiral spin structure called helimagnetism. Some of these
common magnetic structures are illustrated in Fig. 1.1.
The study of magnetism on the nanoscale reveals a host of interesting phenomena not readily apparent at
macroscopic levels. Most important among these are magnetic domains. At the atomic level, each magnetic
moment of an atom in a bulk sample of iron, for instance, is more or less aligned with the moments of its
neighbors. But on a larger scale, regions (called domains—see Fig. 1.2a) of the sample will be magnetized
in different directions, and these domains are separated by domain walls, in which the magnetization (the
volume density of magnetic moments from, for example, the individual atoms) rotates over a short length
from the direction of the first domain to that of the second. This is why not all pieces of iron are magnetized:
if the domains’ magnetization directions are not all aligned, the overall magnetization of the material will
average to zero. Applying a magnetic field causes the domains of magnetization parallel to the field to grow
at the expense of domains oriented against the field, and the resultant configuration persists even after the
field is removed.
Magnetic domains in different materials occur in a large variety of different configurations [2]. The
exact configuration of the domains is determined by the balance of a number of factors: the strength of
the exchange interaction between spins, magnetostatic energy caused by the weak but long-ranged dipolar
interactions between spins, and magnetocrystalline anisotropy (the tendency of magnetization to align with
specific crystallographic directions) [3, 4]. Fig. 1.2 shows some of the many types of domain structures that
can be found in various types of magnets. Frustration (to which we turn next) and magnetic domains have
a common theme: competition between interactions leads to complex and interesting physics.
1.2 Frustrated magnetism
A system is said to be frustrated if it contains competing interactions that cannot be simultaneously satisfied.
Compare the square and triangle in Figs. 1.3a and b with antiferromagnetically-coupled Ising spins (spins
that can point only up or down) at the corners. The spins on the square are unfrustrated, since they can be
arranged so that all nearest-neighbors point in opposite directions, satisfying all the pairwise interactions.
The spins on the triangle, however, are frustrated. One spin can be placed pointing upward and the second
downward, but regardless of whether the third spin is placed up or down, it will have an energetically-
unfavorable parallel relative orientation to one of the first two spins.
The competition between interactions that causes frustration can have a variety of origins. In a class of
material called spin glasses [5, 6], the competition typically comes from disorder in the material itself. Spin
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glasses are commonly produced by alloying a magnetic metal with a nonmagnetic one. The magnetic ions
are located randomly throughout the lattice and can interact with each other via the RKKY interaction, the
strength and sign of which depends on distance. The combination of disorder in site occupancy and varying
interactions leads to frustration. An example of such a situation is shown in Fig. 1.1c.
Frustration also occurs on spatially-periodic, ordered lattices [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. As our initial
example of Ising spins on an equilateral triangle might suggest, lattices containing triangles (such as the
two-dimensional triangular and kagome lattices in Fig. 1.3c and d and the 3D GGG and pyrochlore lattices
in Fig 1.3e and f) are one of the most common classes of frustrated magnetic materials. Systems such as
this, in which the competition between interactions is imposed by the lattice geometry rather than disorder
or mixed interactions, are said to be geometrically frustrated. Though here we focus on geometrically
frustrated magnetic materials, it should be noted that geometrical frustration is implicated in many other
material systems, including water ice, negative thermal expansion compounds such as ZrW2O8 [14], buckled
colloidal monolayers [15], and elastic beam lattices [16].
Having defined what frustrated magnetism is, we now consider how to quantify it so that we may identify,
classify, and compare various geometrically frustrated magnetic materials. Ramirez introduced as a parame-
ter of frustration the quantity f = θCW /Tc , the ratio of a material’s Curie-Weiss temperature to its ordering
temperature [8]. The Curie-Weiss temperature θCW is proportional to the interaction energy between spins
in a magnetic material. Since at high temperatures magnetic materials are typically paramagnetic and obey
the Curie-Weiss law,
χ =
C
T − θCW (1.1)
a linear fit of the high-temperature inverse susceptibility yields a measurement of the Curie-Weiss temper-
ature. In an ordinary (anti)ferromagnet, the spins order near the Curie-Weiss temperature; in a frustrated
magnet, the competition between interactions prevents ordering from occurring at this point, and the inverse
susceptibility remains linear to a much lower temperature, as shown in Fig. 1.4. Typically perturbations to
the magnetic Hamiltonian eventually lead to some type of magnetic ordering at a much lower critical tem-
perature Tc , so the size of the frustration parameter f indicates the degree of frustration in the material.
Geometrical frustration leads to a host of interesting phenomena, sometimes in the same material. For
instance, gadolinium gallium garnet (Gd3Ga5O12), in which magnetic gadolinium ions are located on the
vertices of two interpenetrating corner-sharing triangular networks, possesses a spin glass phase (normally
associated with magnetic systems with site disorder) in addition to a spin liquid phase and an antiferro-
magnetic long-range ordered phase [17]. Spin glasses frustrated by site disorder are still not completely
understood, and they constitute their own subfield of investigation, but we will not consider them further.
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Instead, brief descriptions of several interesting geometrically frustrated magnetic materials are given be-
fore we turn to spin ice, the material that inspired the artificial spin ice systems considered in subsequent
chapters.
The magnetic pyrochlore Tb2Ti2O7, a cousin of the spin ice compounds described in the next section,
is a geometrically frustrated material in which magnetic Tb3+ ions reside on the corners of a network of
corner-sharing tetrahedra [18, 19]. Neutron scattering studies find that, rather than ordering or freezing into
a metastable state, the spins fluctuate down to the lowest achievable temperatures [20]. The short-range
correlations among the spins, shown in Fig. 1.5, are reminiscent of atoms in a liquid, so this material (and
others like it) are known as spin liquids. Interestingly, small perturbations such as pressure or small magnetic
fields cause Tb2Ti2O7 to order at low temperatures [18, 19, 21].
The most interesting variety of spin liquid is the quantum spin liquid, in which quantum (rather than
classical) fluctuations result in a spin liquid state in which all the spins are entangled with each other [22].
Quantum spin liquids are of intense theoretical interest, not in the least because they may explain the physics
of high-temperature superconductivity [23] and because they are expected to contain exotic elementary
excitations such as spinons, which possess spin-1/2 but no charge. Experimental proof for the existence
of quantum spin liquids is elusive [22, 24]; the current best candidate quantum spin liquid is the mineral
herbertsmithite (ZnCu3(OH)6Cl2). The crystal lattice of ZnCu3(OH)6Cl2 contains kagome layers of spin-1/2
Cu2+ spins, making the material highly frustrated (f > 1000). Recent neutron scattering measurements
provide evidence of spinon excitations in herbertsmithite, strengthening its position as a quantum spin liquid
[25].
As in Tb2Ti2O7, the antiferromagnetically-coupled Cr
3+ ions in the cubic spinel ZnCr2O4 also form
a pyrochlore lattice of corner-sharing tetrahedra. Though ZnCr2O4 has a large Curie-Weiss temperature
θCW = −390 K , it only orders into a Ne´el state at T = 12.5 K, which verifies the geometrical frustration of
this material [26]. Above this temperature, ZnCr2O4 is a spin liquid. Inelastic neutron scattering on single
crystals revealed that the fluctuating degrees of freedom in this spin liquid are not individual spins but
rather hexagonal clusters of six antiferromagnetically-ordered spins[27]. ZnCr2O4 exhibits a common theme
in frustrated magnetism: frustration inhibits the formation of a long-range ordered phase, and out of the
highly-degenerate manifold of low-energy states, interacting composite entities (in this case the hexagonal
loops of ordered spins) emerge as the relevant degree of freedom.
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1.3 Spin ice
Spin ices are a class of geometrically frustrated magnetic materials that exhibit a number of interesting
physical phenomena including residual entropy resulting from a large degeneracy of low energy states and
elementary excitations that behave like magnetic monopoles [28, 29, 30, 31, 32]. The canonical spin ice
materials are the rare-earth pyrochlores Ho2Ti2O7 and Dy2Ti2O7. The first indication of interesting physics
in these materials came in 1997, when Harris and coworkers conducted neutron scattering experiments on
Ho2Ti2O7 which revealed a lack of magnetic ordering down to 0.35 K despite the material’s (ferromagnetic)
Curie-Weiss temperature θCW = 1.9 K [28].
To understand the interesting physics of spin ice, we must first take a close look at the structure of the
materials. The structure of spin ice materials is the pyrochlore lattice [33], in which the magnetic ions (e.g.
Ho3+ or Dy3+) reside on the corners of a network of corner-sharing tetrahedra, as shown in Fig. 1.6. The
magnetic Ho3+ and Dy3+ ions have a doublet ground state of | ± 8〉 and | ± 15/2〉, respectively, with little
admixture from excited states, which are about 300 K higher in energy [30]. The crystal field constrains
these spins to point directly into or out of the tetrahedra on which they reside (i.e., along one of the 〈111〉
axes), making them effectively Ising spins.
The spins of spin ice materials have net ferromagnetic interactions. Since these interactions cannot
all be simultaneously satisfied, spin ice a frustrated magnet. Interestingly, both Ho3+ and Dy3+ ions in
spin ice possess antiferromagnetic exchange interactions, but ferromagnetic dipolar interactions dominate
over exchange due to the large magnitude of the ions’ moments [30, 31]. To see how the frustration of
ferromagnetically-coupled spins on the pyrochlore lattice works, consider placing one by one the spins on
the lower left tetrahedron in Fig. 1.6. One can place one inward-pointing (blue) and one outward-pointing
(red) spin without difficulty, but it is impossible to place the remaining two spins on the tetrahedron without
having at least two pairs of spins in an energetically-unfavorable configuration.
The frustration of ferromagnetically-coupled spins on the tetrahedra in the pyrochlore lattice has im-
portant consequences for spin ice. No matter how one arranges spins on a tetrahedron, there will be
unfavorably-oriented pairs of spins. The lowest-energy configuration one can obtain is a state in which two
spins point into and two spins point out of each tetrahedron, a configuration said to obey the ice rule [28, 34].
But there are many different ways to arrange the spins in a sample of spin ice such that the ice rule is obeyed
on every tetrahedron. This degeneracy of ground states leads to configurational disorder in spin ice at low
temperature, yielding residual, or zero-point, entropy that persists in principle to absolute zero [35].
We can calculate the zero-point entropy of spin ice by making use of Boltzmanns entropy formula S =
kB ln Ω, where Ω is number of possible microstates. To count the number of microstates of spin ice obeying
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the ice rule, we first note that there are two spins per tetrahedron, so a sample with N spins has N/2
tetrahedra. Each tetrahedron has four spins, each of which can point in either of two directions, so there
are 24 = 16 possible configurations for each tetrahedron. However, because each spin is shared between two
tetrahedra, we allocate only 22 = 4 states per tetrahedron and thus (22)N/2 = 2N microstates for the sample.
Only 6/16 of these configurations obey the ice rule, however, so at low temperatures the total number of
microstates available to our spin ice sample is Ω0 = (
6
16 (2
2))N/2 = ( 32 )
N/2. Inserting this into the entropy
formula, we find the zero-point entropy of spin ice is S0 =
NkB
2 ln
3
2 . The entropy of spin ice samples can
be found by measuring specific heat down to the lowest possible temperature and applying the third law of
thermodynamics (Nernst’s theorem),
S(T ) =
∫ T
0
Cp
T
dT (1.2)
Ramirez and coworkers [35] carried out this type of measurement on Dy2Ti2O7 and discovered zero-point
entropy S0 =
NkB
2 ln
3
2 , consistent with the calculations above (Fig. 1.7).
Zero-point entropy is not unique to spin ice. It has been observed in paraffin (C20H42; degeneracy comes
from disorder in proton spins), molecular crystals such as solid CO (degeneracy comes from orientational
disorder in CO molecules), and quenched binary alloys such as β-brass (degeneracy comes from disorder in
Cu and Zn site occupation) [36]. Spin ice actually derives its name from the most famous material exhibiting
zero-point entropy: water ice. In 1935, Linus Pauling showed [37] that the puzzling residual entropy of water
ice [38] was due to disorder in the positions of H+ ions in water ice. The zero-point entropy of ice is exactly
analogous to that found in spin ice, and the mapping between the two is shown in Fig. 1.8. Each H+ ion is
located along a line joining adjacent oxygen ions in the crystal lattice, but rather than being located exactly
between them, it resides closer to one oxygen ion than the other. In combination with the crystal structure
and stoichiometry of ice, this leads to the original ice rule, which dictates that each oxygen atom will have
two H+ ions close to it and two far away, closer to neighboring oxygens [34]. The vector describing the
displacement of the hydrogen ions from the midpoints of the lines joining adjacent oxygens maps directly
onto the holmium or dysprosium spins in spin ice [28].
The existence of zero-point entropy in materials such as water ice and spin ice leads us to ask whether
the third law of thermodynamics is violated in these cases. The third law of thermodynamics states that
the entropy of every chemically simple perfectly crystalline body equals zero at absolute zero [39]. There
are a number of situations that require care when applying the third law [40]. First, absolute zero cannot
be experimentally accessed, so in principle thermally active degrees of freedom can persist at the lowest
measurable temperatures, contributing to apparent zero-point entropy. Second, the ground state of the
crystal may actually be extensively degenerate, so even if the crystal were cooled to absolute zero, it would
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still have a large selection of possible states. Third, the crystal may become trapped in a metastable state
during cooling, in which case no matter how far the temperature is lowered, the crystal will retain the
entropy it possessed at the point at which it froze into the metastable state.
These subtleties of the third law raise the question, Could perturbations of the Hamiltonian beyond
the ferromagnetic-nearest-neighbor interaction stabilize a unique, ordered ground state within the spin ice
manifold at low temperatures, thus removing the ground state degeneracy and consequently the zero-point
entropy? The answer is both yes and no. Detailed Monte Carlo simulations have revealed the existence
of an ordered ground state [41, 42], but two important issues had to be addressed. First, the interactions
between the spins in spin ice are much more complicated than a simple net-ferromagnetic nearest-neighbor
interaction. They include both antiferromagnetic exchange (which, by itself, would lead to a unique ordered
state of all-in, all-out tetrahedra) and dipolar interactions, which dominate over the exchange to yield a net
ferromagnetic nearest-neighbor interaction. Dipolar interactions are long range, decaying only as 1/r3, which
provides the perturbation necessary to obtain long-range order. Second, a method to allow the simulated
spin-ice crystal to cross the large energy barriers (due to the energetic cost of creating three-in, one-out
defects) separating ice-rule-obeying states is necessary to allow the discovery of the true ground state. The
Barkema and Newman loop algorithm [43, 44], in which complete closed loops of spins rather than isolated
spins are flipped, allows simulations of spin ice to maintain ergodicity at low temperatures. Monte Carlo
simulations of Dy2Ti2O7 incorporating both of these modifications show a phase transition at 0.18K to a true
ground state with long range order [41, 42] (shown in Fig. 1.9). However, this phase transition and ground
state were not initially observed experimentally. Evidently the loop algorithm, which allows simulated spin
ice to remain thermalized at low temperatures, is artificial in the sense that real materials behave more like
traditional, single-spin-flip Monte Carlo simulations, in which spin ice becomes frozen in an ice-rule state
before it can reach the true ground state. Interestingly, recent experiments on Dy2Ti2O7 in which samples
were cooled to 0.34 K and allowed to equilibrate for > 100 hr (instead of 600 s for previous experiments)
exhibited a reduction of entropy below NkB2 ln
3
2 , suggesting a transition to an ordered ground state [45].
Experimental identification of the ground state of Dy2Ti2O7 and Ho2Ti2O7 remains to be seen.
Elementary excitations constitute a major paradigm in condensed matter physics: one defines the ground
state of a condensed matter system as the vacuum state, and isolated energetic excitations above this
vacuum are treated as particles [46, 47]. At this point, we have a good understanding of the disordered,
highly-degenerate spin ice state in which each tetrahedron in the pyrochlore lattice of spin ice has two spins
pointing in and two spins pointing out, and simulations and recent heat capacity experiments even give
us some level of insight into the ordered ground state which may develop out of this manifold at very low
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temperatures. Now we instead think of the spin ice manifold as a vacuum state and adopt the elementary
excitation paradigm, which leads to very interesting physics. In 2008, Castelnovo and coworkers suggested
that the elementary excitations of spin ice are magnetic monopoles [48], a particularly exciting idea because
since the time of Dirac [49] magnetically-charged elementary particles have been of perennial theoretical
interest but have not been observed experimentally, despite many careful searches [50, 51] including in
particle accelerators [52], iron ores [53, 54], meteorites [54], and even lunar samples [55] (but see Ref. [56]).
To understand how magnetic monopole excitations arise in spin ice materials, we think of the magnetic
moments of the Ho3+ or Dy3+ ions, not as intrinsic dipoles, but instead as “dumbbells” of two spatially-
separated magnetic charges whose magnitude is chosen such that µ = qd , where µ is the magnetic moment
of the original rare earth ion, d is the separation between two tetrahedra centers, and q is the effective
magnetic charge [48]. Next we coarse-grain slightly and think of the lattice in terms of tetrahedra rather
than individual spins or dumbbells. In the spin ice state, each tetrahedron obeys the ice rule and in the
dumbbell picture has two north and two south magnetic charges and so is neutral overall. However, if an
individual spin is somehow flipped (through thermal fluctuations, perhaps), the ice rule is violated. One of
the adjacent tetrahedra will contain an excess of north magnetic charge and the other an excess of south
magnetic charge. These magnetically-charged tetrahedra are the magnetic monopole excitations. These
monopoles can separate and travel through the lattice at no extra energy cost (other than their effective
Coulomb interaction) by flipping a chain of spins without further violation of the ice rule. This process is
illustrated in Fig. 1.10.
The existence of magnetic monopole excitations in spin ice has been demonstrated by several types of
experiments. Poorly-understood experimental measurements [57] of the spin relaxation time in Dy2Ti2O7
could be explained in terms of interacting monopole excitations [58]. Experimental measurements showed
that the spin relaxation time increased faster than the expected Arrhenius law (τ = τ0e
2Jeff/kBT ) describing
thermally-activated spin flips [57]. Jaubert and Holdsworth showed [58] that simulations incorporating inter-
actions between the thermally-activated monopole excitations reproduced the experimental data extremely
well, providing a convincing argument for the validity of the dumbbell model and the idea of monopole
excitations (Fig. 1.11).
Several more experiments have placed magnetic monopoles in spin ice on a secure experimental footing.
Neutron scattering measurements of Ho2Ti2O7 showed temperature-dependent contributions to the scatter-
ing function that are easily understood as a result of strongly bound pairs of monopoles (Fig. 1.12) [59].
Neutron scattering was also able to reveal the presence of Dirac strings, the chains of flipped spins joining
pairs of monopoles, in Dy2Ti2O7 [60]. First a magnetic field was applied along the [001] direction in order
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to select a single ice-rule state, and then as the field was reduced, sparse strings of flipped spins joining
monopoles were observed. The path of these strings perpendicular to the field followed a random walk; by
tilting the magnetic field away from the [001] direction, this random walk could be biased. The magnitude
of the magnetic charge possessed by the magnetic monopoles was investigated using a muon spin rotation
experiment [61]. Muons, sensitive to fluctuating magnetic moments (in the case of spin ice, these fluctuating
moments are caused by dissociated pairs of monopoles), were implanted into a sample of Dy2Ti2O7, and the
measured fluctuations were related to the monopole charge through the second Wien effect, normally used
to describe the conductivity of electrolytes. The extracted effective magnetic charge, 5 µBA˚
−1, agrees with
that predicted in Ref. [48], although the attribution of the muon spin rotation signal to magnetic monopoles
has been questioned [62, 63]. Recent experiments have examined more complicated aspects of monopole
physics in spin ice, including magnetic charge currents (or magnetricity) [64], monopole diffusion through
Brownian motion [65], and out-of-equilibrium monopole dynamics [66].
1.4 Conclusion
We have seen that the geometrical frustration of spin ice leads to a rich variety of interesting physical phenom-
ena. Its zero-point entropy (at first glance) challenges our understanding of basic ideas such as the third law
of thermodynamics and forces us to distinguish between true ground states and the experimentally-accessible
manifold of metastable, frozen states. The magnetic monopole excitations of spin ice demonstrate the sym-
metry between electricity and magnetism and allow us to study a type of object otherwise experimentally
inaccessible.
Despite its many virtues, there are two significant problems with spin ice. First, the materials parameters
(such as lattice constant) cannot be easily tuned (but see Ref. [67]). It would be advantageous if we could
adjust the lattice constant or the magnitude of the spins, but we are effectively limited to the few spin ice
materials found in nature. Second, it is very difficult to image individual spins (but see Ref. [68]), so while
such an experiment could be extremely useful in studying the microscopic nature of the monopole excitations
and in probing the nature of the true ground state, it is virtually impossible to carry out in a bulk spin ice
crystal. These difficulties are circumvented in the model system of artificial spin ice [77], to which we now
turn.
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1.5 Figures
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Collective Magnetism
In the chapter before we learned about the various magnetic interactions be-
tween magnetic moments in the solid state. In the following diﬀerent mag-
netic ground states will be discussed which are caused by these interactions
and which result in collective magnetism. A schematic overview is given in
Fig. 5.1. Ferromagnets exhibit magnetic moments which are aligned parallel
to each other. In antiferromagnets adjacent magnetic moments are oriented in
Fig. 5.1. Diﬀerent arrangements of magnetic moments for ordered magnetic sys-
tems: (a) ferromagnets, (b) antiferromagnets, (c) spin glasses, (d) helical arrange-
ment, (e) spiral arrangement
Figure 1.1: The microscopic spin structure of several common types of magnetic materials. A ferromagnet
(a) has all of its spins aligned in one direction, whereas an antiferromagnet (b) has alternating up and
down spins. A ferrimagnet is similar to an antiferromagnet except that one sublattice of spins (the down
spins, say) have smaller magnetic moments than the other, leading to a net magnetic moment. A spin glass
(discussed in section 1.2), with randomly-located magnetic ions, is depicted in (c). A helimagnet is shown
in (d). Within one plane of the crystal lattice (here these planes are represented as disks), the atomic spins
are ordered ferromagnetically, but the direction of this order rotates by a constant amount between planes.
Image reproduced from Ref. [69].
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Figure 1.2: Magnetic domains in a variety of magnetic systems. Clockwise from upper left: an early domain
configuration image of a Ni platelet (78× 66 µm) produced by optical microscopy of ferromagnetic colloidal
particles that highlights the domain walls of the platelet, a 9 × 9 µm image of domains in perpendicularly
(i.e. normal to the page) magnetized Co/Pt multilayers, 100× 100µm image of fractal domain structures in
Nd2Fe14B, 7×7µm image of antiferromagnetic domains in a LaFeO3 film, a 5×5µm image of ferromagnetic
domains in nanopatterned permalloy rectangles, and the configuration of spiral domains in helimagnetic
Ho metal (504 × 450 µm) imaged by circularly polarized Bragg diffraction. Images reproduced from Refs.
[70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75], respectively.
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Figure 1.3: Frustrated lattices. One can easily place antiferromagnetically-coupled Ising spins on the corners
of a square while satisfying all the nearest-neighbor interactions, as shown in (a). This is not possible,
however, on an equilateral triangle: the top and lower left spins can be placed in an antiparallel orientation,
but regardless of how one places the third spin, it will be parallel (unfavorably aligned) to one of the
first two spins. Two-dimensional lattices based on triangles are often frustrated. For example, placing
antiferromagnetic Ising spins on the triangular (c) or kagome (d) lattices will yield frustrated magnetism.
The gadolinium gallium garnet (GGG) lattice (e) consists of two interpenetrating, three-dimensional lattices
of corner-sharing triangles. The frustrated pyrochlore lattice (f) consists of a network of corner-sharing
tetrahedra, which are the 3D analogs of equilateral triangles. Panels (c) and (d) are reproduced from Ref.
[8], and panels (e) and (f) are reproduced from Ref [9].
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as shown in Figure 3.9,10 Starting at the
upper-left unshaded part of this diagram
and going counterclockwise, we first have
traditional magnetic ground states de-
scribed by mean-field theory—these have
little disorder and are unfrustrated. In the
lower-left quadrant, disorder is intro-
duced with no frustration—for instance,
when spins are removed at random from
a ferromagnet; this reduces z and hence
the ordering temperature until it vanishes
at the percolation transition. In the lower-
right quadrant, frustration is induced as a
result of disorder, and this is the basis for
spin-glass phenomena, as discussed ear-
lier. Finally, in the upper-right quadrant,
as for the triangular lattice, frustration can
occur in systems with little disorder as an
intrinsic property.
As we have already stressed, geometric
frustration occurs in materials with a 
triangle as the basic unit of interacting
spins. Several different structure types of
magnetic lattices are shown in Figure 4.
Fortunately, there are many realizations 
of these structure types. For instance, 
the “pyrochlore” magnetic lattice in 
Figure 4 is the A or B site of the pyrochlore
mineral structure A2B2O7.11 The magnetic
lattice is also the B site of the spinel 
compound family AB2O4. The “kagome”
lattice is realized in the magnetoplumbite
minerals, and the “triangle” lattice is the 
B site of the delafossite family of com-
pounds. We previously catalogued the fam-
ily of geometrically frustrated magnets,12
namely, those where the susceptibility-
extrapolated TWeiss  TNeel , the measured
ordering temperature for an antiferro-
magnet, and we find that these all contain
magnetic lattices built from triangles.
What makes geometrically frustrated
magnets so interesting is that the absence
of long-range order is accompanied by a

large amount of “spectral weight” that re-
mains in the system even at very low tem-
perature. Spectral weight is the total
integrated density of states for a particular
degree of freedom. For magnetic systems
it is the total entropy S: for example, for 
S  1/2, the total entropy is Rln2, where R
is the gas constant. The spectral weight as-
sociated with geometric frustration de-
rives from the multiplicity of equal-energy
states shown in Figure 1 and, as we will
see, it is the origin of spin-liquid and spin-
ice states, which we discuss next. Given
that the entropy is the temperature-
integrated specific heat divided by tem-
perature,
, (1)
we will see that specific heat, C, is an es-
sential measurement for estimating spec-
tral weight downshift.
So far, we have discussed how frustra-
tion arises from a particular type of (trian-
gular) coordination among interacting
spins. An additional factor of importance
for geometrically frustrated magnets is the
type of spin. The role of spin type is also
discussed by Moessner and Chalker13 as
criteria for geometrical frustration based
on the number of constraints and the
number of degrees of freedom. The spin
type can be divided into two classes, those
in which the spin orientation is continu-
ous (Heisenberg, or x–y) and those in
which it is discrete (Ising, Potts). Among
continuous spins, one finds the s-state ions
of the 3d and 4f series such as Mn2+, Fe3+,
and Gd3+, as well as ions with quenched
orbital moment such as Cr3+. Among Ising
spins are Dy3+ and Ho3+. A striking ex-
ample of spectral-weight downshift is
S  
0
C/Tdt
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Geometrically Frustrated Matter—Magnets to Molecules
Figure 1. (a) Spins interacting with an antiferromagnet (AF) interaction on a bipartite lattice. (b) The smallest geometrically frustrated unit. In an
extended system, this leads to macroscopic entropy. (c) In spin glass, frustration is induced by an impurity ferromagnetic (FM) bond.
Figure 2. Inverse susceptibility versus
temperature for an antiferromagnet, a
frustrated magnet, and a ferromagnet.
Figure 3. Collective low-energy states of
magnets (unshaded areas) and
structural systems (shaded areas) as a
function of disorder and frustration. A
“relaxor ferroelectric” is a ferroelectric
cluster state with a broad phase
transition.
Figure 1.4: High temperature magnetic susceptibility data provide an important clue into a magnetic ma-
terials low temperature behavior through Curie’s law (eqn. 1.1). The fingerprint of a frustrated material
is an inverse susceptibility that remains linear in temperature well below the Curie-Weiss temperature.
Reproduced from Ref. [11].
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FIG. 3. Top panel: A neutron diffraction pattern from
Tb2Ti2O7 at 2.5 K is shown. Bottom panel: The difference
between diffraction patterns taken at (i) 2.5 K (closed symbols)
and (ii) 50 K (open symbols) and that taken at 100 K. The
solid lines are fits of the net intensity to the scattering expected
from spins correlated over a single tetrahedron only (see text).
is [19]
IsQd , Si,j , Si ? Sj .
sinsQri,jd
Qri,j
,
sinsQri,jd
Qri,j
(1)
if spins are correlated over nearest neighbors and conse-
quently one value of ri,j (the distance between spins at
sites i and j), only. The fit of the model to the data is
shown as the solid lines in the bottom panel of Fig. 3.
It provides a good description of the diffuse scattering,
correctly accounting for the positions of the peaks and
valleys. Interestingly, the inclusion of spin correlations
beyond nearest neighbor and using, for example, the FeF3
local structure produces another broad peak in the cal-
culated net intensity intermediate between those at ,1.2
and ,3.1 Å21, as observed [8] in Tb2Mo2O7, where mag-
netic moments at the Mo41 site can mediate longer-range
spin correlations. We therefore conclude that spins in
Tb2Ti2O7 are correlated over a single tetrahedron only,
down to at least 2.5 K.
INS measurements were carried out on the same
sample, now mounted in a closed cycle refrigerator.
Measurements were performed on the C5 triple axis
spectrometer at CRL in constant scattered energy mode
with E0yh ­ 3.52 THz and a PG filter in the scattered
beam, as well as with E0yh ­ 1.2 THz and a cooled
Be filter in the scattered beam. Low energy-resolution
measurements revealed the presence of dispersionless
magnetic modes at h¯v , 2.4 and 3.5 THz, which are
crystalline electric field levels.
Lowering E0yh ­ 1.2 THz allowed for higher energy
resolution s,0.09 THz FWHMd measurements and typi-
cal constant jQj scans at 0.7, 1.2, and 2.2 Å21 at 12 K
are shown in the top panel of Fig. 4. The energy of the
modes at 0.7 and 2.2 Å21 are nearly identical, while there
is a pronounced decrease in the integrated intensity of the
mode at 2.2 Å21 compared with that at 0.7 Å21 consistent
with that expected due to the Tb31 magnetic form factor.
The energy of these modes clearly dips near 1.2 Å21, and
Gaussian fits to these and similar data at a variety of jQj’s
bear this out as is seen in the lower panel of Fig. 4. At
this temperature, the energy of this mode dips by roughly
10%, at the wave vector corresponding to the first maxi-
mum in the magnetic structure factor (see Fig. 2).
This incomplete softening of a well-defined excitation
has not been previously observed in geometrically frus-
trated magnets, or in chemically disordered spin glasses.
Similar magnetic behavior has been observed in the
amorphous ferromagnet Co4P [20]. The minimum in the
magnetic excitation spectrum goes away with increasing
temperature roughly on the scale of up and by 30 K it is
no longer evident as seen in the bottom panel of Fig. 4,
FIG. 4. Top panel: Constant jQj scans at 12 K are shown.
The inelastic peak at 1.2 Å21 is centered at a lower energy
than those at 0.7 or 2.2 Å21. Bottom panel: The dispersion of
the magnetic excitation spectrum at 12 and 30 K is shown. At
12 K a clear minimum in the excitation spectrum is seen near
the first maximum in the magnetic structure factor (see Fig. 3).
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Figure 1.5: Neutron powder diffraction of the spin liquid Tb2T 2O7. The top panel, taken at 2.5 K, shows
the nuclear Bragg peaks superimposed on a diffuse liquid-like pattern. The magnetic component of the
diffraction pattern can be extracted by subtracting data taken at a higher temperature where there is o
significant magnetic component. The lower panel shows such a subtraction for 2.5 K (filled circles) and 50 K
(open circles) data. Figure reproduced fro Ref. [20].
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Long-Range Order at Low Temperatures in Dipolar Spin Ice
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It has recently been suggested that long-range magnetic dipolar interactions are responsible for spin
ice behavior in the Ising pyrochlore magnets Dy2Ti2O7 and Ho2Ti2O7. We report here numerical results
on the low temperature properties of the dipolar spin ice model, obtained via a new loop algorithm which
greatly improves the dynamics at low temperature. We recover the previously reported missing entropy
in this model, and find a first order transition to a long-range ordered phase with zero total magnetization
at very low temperature. We discuss the relevance of these results to Dy2Ti2O7 and Ho2Ti2O7.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.87.067203 PACS numbers: 75.10.Hk, 65.20. +w, 75.25. +z, 75.40.Mg
Competing or frustrated interactions are a very common
feature of condensed matter systems. In some cases, the
frustration can be so intense that it induces novel and com-
plex phenomena, often causing extensive degeneracy in the
ground state of the system and preventing any ordering
down to absolute zero temperature, a situation referred to
as “zero-point entropy.” Because of the availability of a
large variety of magnetic materials that can be described
by rather simple theoretical models, magnetic systems of-
fer themselves as the ideal benchmark for generic con-
cepts pertaining to collective phenomena in nature. In this
context, the term spin ice was recently coined by Harris
and co-workers [1] to describe the analogy that exists be-
tween the statistical physics of certain geometrically frus-
trated Ising pyrochlore magnets, and proton ordering in
the hexagonal phase of ice (Ih) [2–4]. For the Ising py-
rochlore systems Ho2Ti2O7 and Dy2Ti2O7, the Ho31 and
Dy31 rare earth magnetic moments reside on a network of
corner sharing tetrahedra (Fig. 1). Each moment is forced
by single-ion anisotropy to lie along the axis joining the
centers of the two tetrahedra that it belongs to [1,5]. For a
simple theoretical model considering only nearest neighbor
ferromagnetic (FM) exchange, the ground state is macro-
scopically degenerate, but is required to have two moments
pointing in and two pointing out of every tetrahedron, a
constraint that maps exactly the two short and long proton
bonds and the ice rules for their arrangement in Ih [6,7].
This nearest neighbor FM model shows no ordering and
is characterized by a broad Schottky-like peak in the mag-
netic specific heat [7].
Both Ho2Ti2O7 [1,8] and Dy2Ti2O7 [5,9] show qualita-
tive properties roughly consistent with the basic spin ice
picture of the simple nearest neighbor FM model [6,7].
However, it has been shown recently that, rather than
nearest neighbor FM exchange, it is surprisingly the large
dipolar interaction present in these materials that is re-
sponsible for their spin ice behavior [8–12]. For a model
which we call dipolar spin ice, with the long-range nature
of the dipolar interaction properly handled using Ewald
summation techniques, numerical results show a lack of
magnetic ordering down to very low temperatures [8,9].
Furthermore, the dipolar spin ice model agrees quantita-
tively very well with specific heat data for Dy2Ti2O7 [5]
and Ho2Ti2O7 [8], as well as neutron scattering measure-
ments on the latter material [8]. In other words, while the
nearest neighbor FM model provides a simple and quali-
tative understanding of the spin ice phenomenon, there is
now strong evidence that the dipolar spin ice model with
its long-range dipolar interactions provides a quantita-
tively accurate description of experimental results on real
materials [8,9]. As in the case of Ih, for dipolar spin ice, it
FIG. 1. The lower left “downward” tetrahedron of the pyro-
chlore lattice shows Ising spins (arrows). Each spin axis is along
the local 111 quantization axis, which goes from one site to the
middle of the opposing triangular face (as shown by the disks)
and meets with the three other 111 axes in the middle of the
tetrahedron. For clarity, black and white circles on the lattice
points denote other spins. White represents a spin pointing into
a downward tetrahedron while black is the opposite. The entire
lattice is shown in an ice-rules state (two black and two white
sites for every tetrahedron). The hexagon (thick grey line) shows
a minimal loop move, which corresponds to reversing all colors
(spins) on the loop to produce a new ice-rules state.
067203-1 0031-90070187(6)067203(4)$15.00 © 2001 The American Physical Society 067203-1
Figure 1.6: The corner-sharing tetrahedra of the magnetic ions in the pyrochlore lattice of the spin ice
materials Ho2Ti2O7 and Dy2Ti2O7. The Ising-like magnetic moments of the i ns are shown for one of
the tetrahedra. The Bernal-Fowler ice rule dictates that two spins point into and two spins out of every
tetra dron, as show here in the lower left t tra dron. Figure reproduce from Ref. [41].
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In Fig. 2a inset we show xdc(T ) from 2 to 20 K, illustrating
the small ferromagnetic, FM, intercept, corresponding to a Weiss
constant vw < 0:5 K, where 1=x ¼ const:=ðT 2 vwÞ. The C(T)/T data,
which extend down to lower temperatures (Fig. 2a), show a much
broader peak than usually seen for an antiferromagnetic, AF,
transition. The lack of a clear ordering feature in C(T) is consistent
with a picture where the spins ‘freeze’ in a random configuration as
a result of geometrical frustration. The absence of magnetic order in
a system with no structural disorder is by itself unusual. The first
reported example of such a system is another pyrochlore com-
pound, Y2Mo2O7, where despite the absence of any measured
structural disorder, long-range magnetic order is not observed10—
instead, spin glass freezing among Heisenberg-like Mo4+ ions sets in
at T < 0:3vw < 15 K. But existing susceptibility measurements11 on
Dy2Ti2O7 do not show the sharp cusp expected for a spin glass, but
rather a broad feature peaked at T < 0:7 K, indicating a different
type of frozen spin state for this Ising-type spin system.
The most surprising aspect of our data, however, is found when
integrating C(T)/T from 0.2 to 12 K to obtain the total spin entropy
(Fig. 2b). This temperature range incorporates all appreciable
observed contributions to C(T)/T. We obtain DSð0:2; 12Þ ¼
ð0:67 6 0:04ÞRln2, that is, a shortfall of ,1/3 of the total spin
entropy. It has been previously noted, based on measurements of
C(T) only up to 1.5 K and a numerical extrapolation to higher
temperatures, that the peak height is consistent with reduced
entropy11: but it was suggested that the extrapolation was too
simple, and that the missing entropy would be found for
T . 1:5 K. We see no evidence for missing entropy for T . 1:5 K
and, although it is possible that additional entropy is developed
below 0.2 K, we think it unlikely for the following reasons. First,
C(T)/T drops by almost two orders of magnitude from 1 to 0.5 K
indicating near-complete spin freezing, and second, there is no
structural reason to assume a bimodal distribution of entropy-loss
processes, for example, due to two different exchange interactions.
In addition, our Monte Carlo simulation reproduces the observed
C(T)/T peak height and shape (Fig. 2a). (The Monte Carlo simu-
lation was performed on a sample of size 8 3 8 3 8 tetrahedra
(2,048 spins) and ,104 Monte Carlo steps per spin. The spin–spin
interaction was assumed to be purely dipole–dipole but with a
g-factor reduced by 25% from the J ¼ 15=2 Lande value. This is
most likely the result of the compensating effect of a small
admixture of superexchange interaction. Justification for this,
and further details, will be given elsewhere (A.P.R. et al., manu-
script in preparation).
The comparison of the measured entropy with the prediction of
Pauling for ice Ih, Rðln2 2 ð1=2Þlnð3=2ÞÞ, is shown in Fig. 2b. To test
the idea that there exists a contribution to ground-state entropy
from a different energetically unfavoured state, we applied a small
magnetic field, H, to reduce the energy barriers for spin reorienta-
tion. As shown in Fig 2a and b, an applied field of 0.5 T results not
only in a shift of C(T)/T to higher temperatures, but also in an
increase of the integrated entropy, DS(0.2, 12), from 0.67Rln2 to
0.85Rln2. The increase of temperature where C(T)/T is appreciable
is expected, because Zeeman splitting increases with field. The
increase of total DS, however, underscores the existence of addi-
tional entropy beyond that contained in the H ¼ 0 peak. The
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Figure 2 Specific heat and entropy of the spin-ice compound Dy2Ti2O7
showing agreement with Pauling’s prediction for the entropy of water ice Ih,
Rðln2 2 ð1=2Þlnð3=2ÞÞ. a, Specific heat divided by temperature of Dy2Ti2O7 in H ¼ 0
and 0.5T. The dashed line is a Monte Carlo simulation of the zero-field C(T)/T, as
discussed in the text. b, Entropy of Dy2Ti2O7 found by integrating C/T from 0.2 to
14K. The value of Rðln2 2 ð1=2Þlnð3=2ÞÞ is that found for ice Ih and Rln2 is the full spin
entropy. Inset, susceptibility (M/H) of Dy2Ti2O7 in a field of 0.02T.
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Figure 3 Specific heat versus temperature for various values of applied field. The
broad H ¼ 0 feature is suppressed on increasing H and replaced by three sharp
features at 0.34, 0.47 and 1.12K. The left inset shows the constancy of these
transition temperatures with field; the right inset shows the results of finite-field
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of C/T.
Figure 1.7: (a) Specific heat of Dy2Ti2O7 measured as a function of temperature. (b) Entropy of spin
ice as a function of temperature extracted from (a). The entropy extraction assumes that the entropy
at T = 0 is zero; the difference betwe n the igh-temp rature ex rimental entropy and that expected for
randomly-oriented spins (R ln 2) represents the zero-point entropy of spin ice. Note how closely the zero-field
experimental data matches Paulings prediction (dashed line). Figure reproduced from Ref. [35].
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ground states via independent application of the tetrahedral constraints. This is equivalent to a
ground state entropy per spin Sp=kBNs ¼ ð1=2Þlogð3=2Þ, in fine agreement with the data in
Figure 2. This is a good place to note that Pauling’s estimate was done in the context of the low-
temperature entropy of water ice. The ground states of the two ices are isomorphic upon the
identification of the orientation of the spins with the location of hydrogen atoms on the bonds
between oxygens (Figure 3). In water ice the requirement that exactly two hydrogens are
proximate to a given oxygen is the ice rule that ensures that ice is constructed from water
molecules.
As promised, we have explained the macroscopic T ¼ 0 entropy. The Ising model also
explains the lack of a phase transition at any finite temperature; it has none, and no signature
of long-range order develops at any wavevector all the way down to T ¼ 0 starting in the high-
temperature paramagnetic region.
It would thus appear that we are done, having explained both significant facts about spin ice.
However, this is not the case. First, the nearest-neighbor Ising antiferromagnet is not so simple
after all; in fact, it exhibits a divergent correlation length as T ! 0, which cuts off algebraic,
dipolar spin correlations, which are signatures of an emergent gauge field (20–24). Second, the
dipolar interactions among the spins cannot be truncated to nearest-neighbor distances, and we
need to evaluate their impact on the story we have sketched thus far (25). We begin with the
second question and come back to the first one later. We find eventually that they lead to a
common, comprehensive, and yet simple understanding.
2.2. The Dipolar Puzzle and Its Resolution
To recap: Thus far we have noted that the nearest-neighbor dipole-dipole interaction combined
with the [111] easy axis anisotropy yields a pseudospin Ising antiferromagnet with a macro-
scopic T ¼ 0 entropy and also yields the ferromagnetic sign of the Curie-Weiss constant
observed in high-temperature measurements (1). The dipolar puzzle is that the long-range part
of the dipolar interaction (2) appears to change these results insignificantly, and most impor-
tantly, that it does not lead to low-temperature ordering down to T much smaller than the
Curie-Weiss constant (26, 27). We show now that this robustness results from a remarkable
feature of the anisotropy-constrained dipolar interaction on the pyrochlore lattice—that it
differs modestly and only at short range from a model dipole interaction on the pyrochlore
lattice that has the exact ground state degeneracy dictated by the ice rules.
Figure 3
Illustration of the mapping between spin ice and water ice. A spin that points outward/inward indicates an
H atom that is displaced away from/toward the O atom at the center of the tetrahedron.
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Figure 1.8: The correspondence between spin ice and water ice. The spins in Dy2Ti2O7 map onto the
vect rs describing the displac ment of H+ ions from he midpoints of e lines joining adjacent oxygen io s.
Reproduced from Ref. [32].
the formation of the spin ice state in real mate-
rials is due to long-range dipole-dipole interac-
tions, one needs to compare the spin-spin cor-
relations in real systems with that predicted by
the dipolar spin ice model. Recently, elastic
neutron-scattering experiments on a flux-grown
single crystal of Ho2Ti2O7 have found excellent
agreement with the predictions of the dipolar
spin ice model, and they establish unambiguous-
ly the spin ice nature of the zero-field spin
correlations in that material (28). hese results
also show that the dipolar interactions beyond
nearest neighbor do slightly favor s me of the
spin ice states over others although they do not
significantly affect the ground st entropy.
The elastic neutron-scattering pattern of
Ho2Ti2O7 at T ; 50 mK is shown in Fig. 4 and
compared with theoretical redic ions for the
near-neighbor and dipolar spin ice models. Th
pattern for near-neighbor spin ice successfully
reproduces the main features of the experimen-
tal pattern, but there are important differences,
both qualitative and quantitative, notably in the
extension of the 0, 0, 0 intense region along
[hhh] and the relative intensities of the regions
around 0, 0, 3 and 3/2, 3/2, 3/2. Also, the
experimental data show much broader regions
of scattering along the diagonal directions.
The dipolar model successfully accounts for
these discrepancies. In particular, it predicts
the four intense regions around 0, 0, 0, the
relative intensities of the regions aro nd 0, 0,
3 and 3/2, 3/2, 3/2, and the spread of the broad
features along the diagonal. The neutron-scat-
tering data can in fact be accurately and quan-
titatively accounted for by the dipolar model
with no free parameter, once Jnn has been
determined by the height of the specific-heat
peak (28). Qualitatively similar scattering has
been observed in water ice and described by
an ice-rules configuration of protons (8).
To complete the description of the static
properties of Ho2Ti2O7, it was shown in refer-
ence (28) that the specific heat could be very
accurately described by the sum of the dipolar
spin ice contribution, with Dnn 5 2.35 K, Jnn 5
20.52 K, and a nuclear spin contribution with
level splitting at ;0.3 K, the large value typical
of a Ho31 salt. Analysis of the hyperfine con-
tribution followed the early work of Blo¨te et al.
(17), who observed that the specific heat of
isostructural Ho2GaSbO7 can be accurately fit-
ted by the sum of two Schottky contributions,
one arising from the nuclear and one from the
electronic spins. It is interesting t note that
these authors had also commented on some
evidence for a residual entropy in Dy2Ti2O7,
later attributed by Ramirez et al. to spin ice
behavior (29).
The above results show that dipole-dipole
interactions can cause spin ice behavior, and
that the simple spin Hamiltonian defined in
Eq. 4 can provide a quantitative description
of experimental results on real materials. In
the next secti n, we discuss ow, if dynamics
can be pr served in simulations, t at dipole-
dipole int a tions do stabilize a long-range
Ne´el order at a critical temperature Tc ,,
Dnn, hence partially addressing the second
quest on above.
Open Issues and Avenues for Future
Research
Among open issues in the physics of dipolar
pin ice material ar t e question of the “true
ground state,” the magnetic field–dependent
behavior, the effect of diamagnetic dilution,
the nature of the spin ynamics, and the
properties of spin ice–related materials.
The question of a true ground state has long
intrigued researchers on water ice, and the same
question applies to spin ice. A common inter-
pretation of the third law of thermodynamics is
that the true ground state of a real system must
be ordered, without e tropy. If the system is
ergodic, that is, it can explore all its possible
arrangements, then presumably it sh uld settle
into its absolutely minimum energy ground
state, which we refer to as its “true” ground
state. This is not observed, either in water ice or
in the spin ice materials. However, the experi-
mental zero-point entropy does not necessarily
mean that the system does explore its spin ice
manifold on the time scale of the experiment.
Rather, it suggests that the system, with a finite
correlation length, is self-averaging, so the ther-
modynamic average over one state is equivalent
to the canonical average over an ensemble of
states (42). If the system is “stuck” in a disor-
dered state, then, as discussed in the last section,
the following question arises: Would the long-
range part of dipolar interaction stabilize a true
ground state of lower energy than all the other
spin ice states if it was not dynamically inhibited
from forming as the system is cooled through
the temperature T ; Jeff at which the ice-rule
manifold develops? Recent theoretical work on
the dipolar spin ice model has answered the
above question in the affirmative: The low-
energy frozen state that forms does indeed de-
pend on the dynamics introduced (43). Numer-
ical simulation of the dipolar spin ice modelFig. 4. (A) Experimental neutron-scattering pat-
tern of Ho2Ti2O7 in the (hhl) plane of reciprocal
space at T ’ 50 mK (28). Dark blue shows the
lowest intensity level, red-brown the highest.
Temperature-dependent measurements have
shown that the sharp diffraction spots in the
experimental pattern are nuclear Bragg peaks with
no magnetic component. (B) Calculated neutron
scattering for the nearest-neighbor spin ice model
at T 5 0.15J. (C) Calculated neutron scattering for
the dipolar spin ice model at T 5 0.6 K. This can be
compared with the experimental scattering be-
cause the latter is temperature-independent in
this range. The areas deÞned by the solid lines
denote the experimental data region of (A).
Fig. 5. The predicted long-range or-
dered state of dipolar spin ice. Projected
down the z axis (A), the four tetrahedra
making up the cubic unit cell appear as
dark gray squares. The light gray square
in the middle does not represent a tet-
rahedron; however, its diagonally op-
posing spins occur in the same plane.
The component of each spin parallel to
the z axis is indicated by a plus and
minus sign. In perspective (B), the four
tetrahedra of the unit cell are numbered to enable comparison with (A).
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Figure 1.9: The ground state of spin ice determined by Melko, den Hertog, and Gingras. Reproduced from
Ref. [29].
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stitutes tetrahedra that obey the ice rule along 
the path (6). In his effort to alter the standard 
theory of electromagnetism as little as possi-
ble ( 12), Dirac ( 5) postulated that a monopole-
antimonopole pair is connected by an unob-
servable “string” or tightly wound magnetic 
solenoids. In spin ices, the “Dirac strings” of 
reversed spins have direct consequences ( 3) 
and are observable ( 4). Because all tetrahe-
dra, except the two adjoining the north and 
south poles, fulﬁ ll the ice rule, the string is 
without tension and the energy to separate the 
poles by an inﬁ nite distance is ﬁ nite (1)—the 
defects are dissociated, or deconﬁ ned.
The monopoles in spin ice act like mag-
netic charges: They obey analogous electric 
ﬁ eld laws and exhibit an effective Coulomb’s 
law for their interaction strength. At zero tem-
perature, the spin-ice state can be viewed as a 
“vacuum” free of monopoles and is referred 
to as a “magnetic Coulomb phase” ( 3). This 
analogy affords a mathematical framework 
for calculating the underlying spin correla-
tions of the rare-earth magnetic moments. 
Thermal ﬂ uctuations that create dissociated 
monopoles are sources of the analogous elec-
tric ﬁ eld that modiﬁ es the spin correlations 
( 3,  4) and the dissociated monopoles can be 
used to describe the low-temperature thermo-
dynamic properties of the material ( 1,  4).
Neutron scattering can probe the “Cou-
lomb phase” nature of the spin-ice state by 
measuring the spin-spin correlation function, 
C(r), where r is the distance between spins. In 
the absence of thermally induced monopoles, 
C(r) does not decay exponentially with r, as 
would be the case for a conventional thermally 
disordered paramagnet. Rather, C(r) is theo-
retically expected to 
display the same spa-
tial anisotropy and r–3 
decay as a dipolar inter-
action. These correla-
tions are manifest in 
the neutron scattering 
as “bow-tie” pinch-point singularities at par-
ticular neutron-scattering directions of wave 
vectors Q, which correspond to a “reciprocal 
space” of the real-space lattice in the crystals. 
The theoretical argument for the magnetic 
Coulomb phase ( 1) is highly compelling, but 
all previous neutron-scattering experiments, 
such as those on Ho
2
Ti
2
O
7
 ( 13) and Dy
2
Ti
2
O
7
 
( 14), failed to ﬁ nd an unmistakable signature 
of the pinch points. Unlike prior studies, Fen-
nell et al. performed a polarized neutron-scat-
tering experiment where the scattering signal 
is separated in two components. The pinch 
points are clearly revealed in the component 
where the neutron spin is ﬂ ipped, conﬁ rming 
the theoretical prediction. The pinch points 
are obscured in the more intense “non-spin 
ﬂ ip” signal, which helps to explain why previ-
ous studies were inconclusive.
In their analysis, Fennell et al. introduced a 
parameter that cuts off the pinch-point singu-
larities in reciprocal space, which they associ-
ate with the typical length of the Dirac strings. 
Whereas their experiment was performed in 
zero magnetic ﬁ eld and did not directly probe 
those strings, Morris et al. applied a mag-
netic ﬁ eld B along the [100] crystal direc-
tion to induce a magnetically polarized state 
where the ice rule and the minimum magnetic 
ﬁ eld energy, or Zeeman energy, are satisﬁ ed 
simultaneously (see the ﬁ gure, panel C). The 
magnetic ﬁ eld strength can be tuned near a 
transition where thermally excited mono-
pole-antimonopole pairs start to proliferate. 
The resulting ﬂ ipped spins of the Dirac string 
are then oriented against the magnetic ﬁ eld 
direction, with the strings causing cone-like 
features observable in the scattering inten-
sity pattern. The conic features transform in 
inclined sheets of scattering when the ﬁ eld 
direction is tilted away from the [100] direc-
tion, in close concordance with the calcula-
tions of Morris et al. for this state. The spe-
ciﬁ c heat in zero magnetic ﬁ eld can also be 
described well in terms of a dilute gas of ther-
mally excited monopoles ( 4).
The demonstration that dissociated mono-
pole-like excitations in spin ices can be 
observed and manipulated may help guide 
future studies of similar topological excita-
tions in other exotic condensed matter sys-
tems. Of particular interest is the exploration 
of geometrically frustrated magnetic systems 
with large quantum mechanical zero-point 
ﬂ uctuations of the magnetic moments away 
from the classical Ising spin directions ( 15, 
 16) enforced in the Ho
2
Ti
2
O
7
 and Dy
2
Ti
2
O
7
 
spin ices considered in ( 3,  4). Such quan-
tum magnets could provide condensed matter 
physicists with systems that mimic the phys-
ics of quantum electrodynamics. 
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Magnetic
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A
C
B
Spin excitations creating magnetic monopoles. (A) Spins on two adjacent tet-
rahedra for magnetic ions in the pyrochlore lattice satisfy a rule that requires two 
spins pointing in and two spins pointing out, similar to the arrangement of pro-
tons in water ice. (B) The reversal of a spin connecting two tetrahedra amounts 
to the creation of a “monopole” and an “antimonopole” that differ in magnetic 
“charge.” At ﬁ nite temperature, monopole-antimonopole pairs are created by 
thermal ﬂ uctuations. The monopoles can separate, leaving behind a “Dirac string” 
of reversed spins. Their signature was deduced in spin-polarized neutron scatter-
ing by Fennell et al. in zero applied magnetic ﬁ eld, where the Dirac strings have no 
preferred orientation. (C) For a magnetic ﬁ eld applied along the crystallographic 
[100] direction shown, the ground state has the magnetic moments on each tetra-
hedron pointing with the ﬁ eld, which still maintains the two-in, two-out rule. Two 
separated tetrahedra, each with a ﬂ ipped spin (three in, red; three out, blue) leads 
to a pair of monopoles connected by a string (green) of spins reversed against the 
ﬁ eld. Morris et al. observed a signature for this string in their neutron-scattering 
data by carefully tuning the applied magnetic ﬁ eld.
Published by AAAS
Figure 1.10: The origin of magnetic monopole excitations in spin ice. Panel (a) shows two adjacent tetrahedra
obeying the ice rule. When the shared spin is flipped (b), the two tetrahedra now have more spins pointing
into than out of them (or vice versa), leading to an excess of magnetic charge in the dumbbell model. These
monopoles can separate without further violation of the ice rules, as shown in (c). Reproduced from Ref.
[76].
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a
b
Figure 1 | Spin-ice structure and emergence of monopoles. a, The
magnetic ions (Ho3+ or Dy3+) lie on the sites of the pyrochlore lattice and
are constrained to the bonds of the dual diamond lattice (dashed lines).
Local topological excitations 3 in–1 out or 3 out–1 in correspond to magnetic
monopoles with positive (blue sphere) or negative (red sphere) charges
respectively. b, The diamond lattice provides the skeleton for the network
of Dirac strings with the position of the monopole restricted to the vertices.
The orientation of the Dirac strings shows the direction of the local field
lines in H.
anArrhenius law τ =τ0 exp(2 Jeff/kBT ), as shownby the red curve in
Fig. 2. The timescale τ0 is fixed by fitting to the experimental time
at 4 K with Jeff = 1.11K, the value estimated for Dy2Ti207 (ref. 7).
2 Jeff is the energy cost of a single, free topological defect in the
nearest-neighbour approximation and is half that for a single spin
flip. The calculation fits the data over the low-temperature part
of the quasi-plateau region, where one expects a significant defect
concentration without any double defects (4-in or 4-out), and gives
surprisingly good qualitative agreement at lower temperature, as
the concentration decreases. Although still in the tunnelling regime,
the plateau region corresponds to high temperature for the effective
Ising system. Good agreement here provides a stringent test and any
Temperature (K)
1
0 3 6 9 12 15 18
τ
(s
)
10¬4
10¬3
10¬2
10¬2
10¬1 10¬1
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Figure 2 | Relaxation timescales τ in Dy2Ti2O7: experiment and
simulation. The experimental data (crosses) are from Snyder et al.3. The
Arrhenius law (red line) represents the free diffusion of topological defects
in the nearest-neighbour model. The relaxation timescale of the Dirac
string network driven by Metropolis dynamics of magnetic monopoles has
been obtained for fixed chemical potential (pink filled triangles) and with µ
varying slowly to match the defect concentration in dipolar spin ice (blue
filled circles). The temperature scale is fixed without any free parameters.
Inset: The same data shown in the low-temperature region.
theory not fitting must be discarded. The above expression clearly
does a good job, enabling us to equate τ0 with the microscopic
tunnelling time. This test therefore already provides very strong
evidence for the fractionalization ofmagnetic charge2 and the diffu-
sion of unconfined particles.However, this (or any other) Arrhenius
function ultimately fails, underestimating the timescale at very low
temperature: although it is possible to fit the data reasonably below
2K by a single exponential function by varying the barrier height,
simultaneous agreement along the plateau and at lower temperature
is impossible. The role of the missing Coulomb interaction is there-
fore clear: although non-confining, it must considerably increase
the relaxation timescale by modifying the defect concentration and
slowing downdiffusion through the creation of locally boundpairs.
We have tested this idea by directly simulating a Coulomb gas of
magnetically charged particles (monopoles), in the grand canonical
ensemble, occupying the sites of the diamond lattice. The magnetic
charge is taken as qi =±q. In the grand canonical ensemble, the
chemical potential is an independent variable, of which the value in
the correspondingmagnetic experiment is unknown. In a first series
of simulations, we have estimated it numerically by calculating
the difference between the Coulomb energy gained by creating
a pair of neighbouring magnetic monopoles and that required
to produce a pair of topological defects in the dipolar spin-ice
model, with parameters taken from ref. 7, giving a configurationally
averaged estimate µ/kB= 8.92K. In a second series of simulations,
µ was taken as the value required to reproduce the same defect
concentration as in a simulation of dipolar spin ice at temperature
T . Here, µ varied only by 3%, with the same mean value as
in the first series, showing that our procedure is consistent. The
chemical potential used is thus not a free parameter. As the
Coulomb interaction is long-ranged, we treat a finite system
using the Ewald summation method20,21. The monopoles hop
between nearest-neighbour sites through the Metropolis Monte
Carlo algorithm, giving diffusive dynamics, but with a further local
constraint: in the spin model a 3 in–1 out topological defect can
move at low energy cost by flipping one of the 3-in spins, the
direction of the out-spin being barred by an energy barrier of
8 Jeff. An isolated monopole can therefore hop to only 3 out of
4 of its nearest-neighbour sites, dictated by an oriented network
of constrained trajectories similar to the ensemble of classical
NATURE PHYSICS | VOL 5 | APRIL 2009 | www.nature.com/naturephysics 259
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Figure 1.11: Magnetic relaxation time in Dy2Ti2O7. The experimental data (black x’s) increase faster than
the expected Arrhenius law (red line) at low temperatur s, but are fit well by simulations incorporating a
magnetic Coulomb interaction between monopole excitations (blue circles and pink triangles). Reproduced
from Ref. [58].
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incident neutron polarization, the SF and NSF
cross sections yield information on Syy(Q) and
Szz(Q), respectively. We used a single crystal of
Ho2Ti2O7 to map diffuse scattering in the h, h, l
plane. Previous unpolarized experiments (20, 22)
have measured the sum of the SF and NSF
scattering, but in this orientation only the SF
scattering would be expected to contain pinch
points (26).
Our results (Fig. 2A) show that at temperature
(T) = 1.7 K there are pinch points in the SF cross
section at the Brillouin zone centres (0, 0, 2),
(1, 1, 1), and (2, 2, 2) (Fig. 2A) but not in the
NSF channel (Fig. 2B). The total scattering (SF +
NSF) reveals the pinch points only very weakly
(Fig. 2C) because the NSF component dominates
near the zone center. This is explicitly illustrated
with cuts across the zone center showing that the
strong peak at the pinch point in the SF channel is
only weakly visible in the total (Fig. 3B). The
total scattering (Figs. 2C and 3B) can be com-
pared with the previous observations and calcu-
lations (20, 22), in which no pinch points were
detected. The use of polarized neutrons extracts
the pinch-point scattering from the total scattering,
and the previous difficulty in resolving the pinch
point is clearly explained.
The projective equivalence of the dipolar and
near-neighbor spin ice models (10) suggests that
above a temperature scale set by the r−5 cor-
rections, the scattering from Ho2Ti2O7 should
become equivalent to that of the near-neighbor
model. T = 1.7 K should be sufficient to test
this prediction because it is close to the temper-
ature of the peak in the electronic heat capacity
that arises from the spin ice correlations [1.9 K
(20)]. In our simulations of the near-neighbor
spin ice model (Fig. 2, D to F), the experimen-
tal SF scattering (Fig. 2A) appears to be very
well described by the near-neighbor model,
whereas the NSF scattering is not reproduced by
the theory. However, we have discovered that
S(Q)experiment/S(Q)theory is approximately the same
function f (Q) for both channels. Thus, because
the theoretical NSF scattering function is approx-
imately constant, we find f ðQÞ ≈ SðQÞexperimentNSF .
This function may be described as reaching a
maximum at the zone boundary and a finite
minimum in the zone center. Using the above
estimate of f (Q), the comparison of the quan-
tity SðQÞexperimentSF =f ðQÞ with SðQÞtheorySF is con-
siderably more successful. Differences are less
than 5% throughout most of the scattering
map (26).
Cuts through the pinch point at (0, 0, 2)
at 1.7 K (Fig. 3, A and B) show that it has the
form of a low sharp saddle in the intensity. In
order to better resolve the line shape of the pinch
point, we performed an analogous polarized
neutron experiment on a higher-resolution spec-
trometer. To compare with theory, we used an
approximation to an analytic expression (13, 27).
In the vicinity of the (0, 0, 2) pinch point, this
becomes
Syyðqh, qk,qlÞº q
2
l−2 þ x−2ice
q2l−2 þ q2h þ q2k þ x−2ice
ð1Þ
Here, xice is a correlation length for the ice rules
that removes the singularity at the pinch point
(27). The high-resolution data of Fig. 3C can be
described by this form, with a correlation length
xice ≈ 182 T 65 Å, representing a correlation vol-
ume of about 14,000 spin tetrahedra. The corre-
lation length has a temperature variation that is
consistent with an essential singularity ~exp(B/T),
with B = 1.7 T 0.1 K (Fig. 4C).
The scattering in the NSF channel is con-
centrated around Brillouin zone boundaries, as
Fig. 2. Diffuse scattering maps from spin ice, Ho2Ti2O7. Experiment [(A) to (C)] versus theory [(D) to
(F)]. (A) Experimental SF scattering at T = 1.7 K with pinch points at (0, 0, 2), (1, 1, 1), (2, 2, 2), and so
on. (B) The NSF scattering. (C) The sum, as would be observed in an unpolarized experiment (20, 22).
(D) The SF scattering obtained from Monte Carlo simulations of the near-neighbor model, scaled to
match the experimental data. (E) The calculated NSF scattering. (F) The total scattering of the near-
neighbor spin ice model.
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Fig. 3. Line shape of the pinch point. (A) Radial
scan on D7 through the pinch point at (0, 0, 2)
[s′ is the neutron scattering cross section; see (26)
for its precise definition]. (B) The corresponding
transverse scan. The lines are Lorentzian fits. (C)
Higher-resolution data, in which the line is a
resolution-corrected fit to the pinch point form Eq.
1 (the resolution width of the spectrometer is indi-
cated as the central Gaussian). (D) SF scattering at
increasing temperatures (the lines are Lorentzians
on a background proportional to the Ho3+ form
factor).
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Figure 1.12: Polarized neutron scattering on single-crystal Ho2Ti2O7 confirms the dipolar spin ice model
and shows pinch points that are the hallmark of the dipolar spin correlations expected for the spin ice state.
Figure reproduced from Ref. [59].
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Chapter 2
Artificial Spin Ice
2.1 Introduction and origin
The two most significant limitations of spin ice materials (our inability to either resolve individual spins
or tune the lattice geometry) can both be circumvented by instead studying a model system, artificial spin
ice [77, 78, 79, 80]. In artificial spin ice, interacting single-domain ferromagnetic nanoislands or connected
nanowires are used to model the rare earth spins in spin ice. The shape of the nanoislands is designed in such
a way that an island’s magnetic moment is constrained by shape anisotropy to point along the island’s long
axis, making it effectively a giant Ising spin [77, 81] (but see Ref. [82]). Since the nanoislands are typically
several hundred nanometers long, their magnetic moments can easily be individually resolved by a variety
of magnetic microscopy techniques so that the exact microstate of the array can be determined. Since the
magnetic moments are nanomagnets on lattices fabricated by electron beam lithography [83, 84, 85] instead
of atoms in crystal lattices, the lattice constant and geometry can be tuned at will, permitting the strength
of the interactions between the islands to be tuned. The details of artificial spin ice design and fabrication
will be discussed at greater length in Chapter 3.
The artificial square and kagome spin ice lattices have received the most attention to date. Both lattices
are depicted in Fig. 2.1. The four islands comprising a vertex of artificial square spin ice [77] correspond
to the four rare earth spins on a tetrahedron in the pyrochlore lattice of natural spin ice and have been
experimentally observed obey the same Bernal-Fowler ice rule [28, 34]. Unlike spin ice materials, however,
the six different ice-rule vertices of the square lattice do not all have the same energy. The vertex types
for the square and kagome lattices are cataloged in Fig. 2.2. Artificial spin ice shares only the most basic
features of spin ice (Ising spins and a similar frustrated geometry), yet it faithfully reproduces the constraints
on local spin arrangement (Ref. [77] and Fig. 2.3), which underscores the utility of this model system in
understanding geometrically frustrated magnetic materials. It is of additional interest because it can be
mapped onto the sixteen-vertex model [86, 87], a classic problem in statistical mechanics [88, 89]. The
islands of artificial kagome spin ice are arranged on the edges of a hexagonal net. The islands in a vertex of
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this lattice are equidistant, unlike in the square lattice, but vertices contain only three islands and so obey
a modified two-in/one-out (or vice versa) pseudo-ice rule [90, 91, 92, 93].
Most of the artificial spin ice literature addresses four basic questions. The first question is one of energy
minimization. How can an artificial spin ice sample be prepared in a low energy ice rule state, rather than
a polarized or random one? This leads to the second question. What is the true ground state of artificial
spin ice, and can it be experimentally achieved? The intense interest in magnetic monopole excitations in
natural spin ice leads to the third question. Do analogous monopole excitations with similar behavior exist
in artificial spin ice too? Finally, the flexibility offered by electron beam lithography causes us to wonder
whether there other interesting physical systems we can study with appropriately-designed artificial spin ice
lattices. The experiments described in this dissertation address all of these questions in one way or another,
but first a survey of previous significant results in artificial spin ice is in order. For a more exhaustive survey
of the literature, the reader is referred to several recent review articles on artificial spin ice [78, 79, 80].
2.2 Ground states, entropy, and artificial spin ice
As discussed in Chapter 1, spin ice materials are predicted to have a unique ground state, but this state has
never been unambiguously identified experimentally. Instead, the spins in spin ice get frozen into a single
metastable state within the macroscopically-degenerate ice manifold. The situation is similar with various
artificial spin ice lattices, but here somewhat more progress has been made towards accessing the ground
state.
Like spin ice materials, artificial square spin ice has many low energy states consisting of mainly Type I
and II vertices (see Fig. 2.2a) that obey the ice rule. Because Type I vertices are lower in energy than Type
II vertices, however, the ground state consists of a chessboard tiling of the two distinct Type I configurations
only, with no Type II vertices at all [94]. Though this ground state was not seen in the first artificial square
spin ice samples, which were prepared with the ac demagnetization protocol described in Section 2.3, later
thermalization techniques have allowed the observation of large ordered ground state domains in artificial
square spin ice [95, 96, 97, 98]. In this sense artificial spin ice is more useful than spin ice materials, in that
we can easily study both the degenerate ice manifold and the underlying ground state.
Artificial kagome spin ice is somewhat more complicated because it possesses several ordered phases
[99, 100], shown in Figs. 2.4 and 2.5. In addition to a paramagnetic phase of randomly-oriented island
moments, there are (in order of decreasing energy) the kagome ice I state, in which all the vertices obey
the pseudo-ice rule; the kagome ice II state, in which the vertices are ordered so that each two-in vertex
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is surrounded by three two-out vertices, and vice versa; and a ground or loop state in which all the spins
are ordered. The kagome ice II state can be understood as a magnetic-charge-ordered state, since in the
dumbbell approximation of Ref. [48] each two-in/one-out vertex has a positive magnetic charge and each
one-in/two-out vertex has a negative magnetic charge. Both the kagome ice I and kagome ice II phases are
highly degenerate and possess an extensive entropy. This can be seen by flipping any closed loop of moments
or string of moments spanning the lattice, which has no effect on the allocation of the various types of
vertices in the lattice but produces a new microstate. While the kagome ice I and II phases have both been
studied experimentally, to date no one has been able to access the true ground state of artificial kagome
spin ice. It is likely that unavoidable disorder in island moment properties disrupts the delicate long-range
interactions producing the loop phase and prevents it from developing in experimental samples.
2.3 Energy minimization
It is not obvious a priori that the configuration of island moments an artificial spin ice sample happens to
attain during fabrication will be anywhere near the low energy states containing mainly ice rule vertices,
though as we will see, this is often actually the case. The first experimental studies of artificial spin ice
therefore relied on an ac demagnetization protocol [77, 102, 103, 104] to attempt to drive the samples
into the ground state. The samples were rotated in a magnetic field that periodically reversed polarity
and decayed in amplitude, as depicted in Fig. 2.6. Magnetic force microscopy of artificial square spin ice
revealed that, compared to a random arrangement of island moments, the ac demagnetized samples contained
a significant excess of Type I and Type II vertices that obey the two-in/two-out ice rule [77]. Furthermore,
the arrays of smaller lattice constant (i.e. larger dipolar interactions between island moments) exhibited a
greater excess of ice-rule vertices, as shown in Fig. 2.3. Frustration in artificial square spin ice, combined
with ac demagnetization, produces qualitatively the same microscopic consequences as frustration in spin
ice: the Bernal-Fowler ice rule.
As mentioned earlier, artificial square spin ice has a ground state consisting of a chessboard tiling of
Type I vertices, but although ac demagnetized artificial spin ice arrays could be described using a statistical
mechanics entropy maximization argument [102] and an effective temperature for them could be defined
[103], the arrays came nowhere near the ground state [77, 101, 102, 103, 104]. After demagnetization, the
first samples retained an energy close to that for a polarized array containing only Type II vertices. Further
adjustments, such as reducing the step size by which the magnitude of the applied field decreases, to the ac
demagnetization protocol permitted some reduction in the arrays magnetostatic energy, but extrapolating to
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a step size of zero still left the array energy well above that of the Type I ground state [104]. Recently, other
demagnetization protocols have been explored with simulations and experiment [106, 107, 108, 109, 110]. A
protocol in which the sample was rotated in a linearly decreasing applied field produced substantial domains
of Type I vertices [106]. It remains unclear whether this improvement is due to improvements in the ac
demagnetization technique or to the level of disorder in the samples, which simulations suggest play an
important role in determining demagnetized artificial spin ice’s final state [107, 108, 109, 110].
Even better energy minimization is available via other techniques, however. Morgan and coworkers
imaged artificial square spin ice in its as-grown state, before any magnetic fields were applied, and found
that it exhibited large ground state domains [95]. During island deposition, the island moments can undergo
thermal fluctuations before the islands grow so thick that further dynamics are impossible, and these thermal
fluctuations are better at driving artificial spin ice to its ground state than ac demagnetization. Elementary
excitations comprised of isolated flipped island moments on the background of ordered Type I vertices
obey a Boltzmann distribution, further demonstrating that the as-grown arrays were fairly well thermalized.
The simplest excitations consist of Type III vertices connected by a chain of overturned island moments,
analogous to the magnetic monopole excitations of spin ice materials. In fact, the excitations in as-grown
artificial spin ice exhibit a preference for closed loop configurations, as opposed to straight chains of flipped
moments with Type III monopoles at the end, which is evidence for an attractive force between monopoles of
opposite charge. Fig. 2.7 shows a magnetic force microscope (MFM) image of an as-grown sample of artificial
spin ice from our group, highlighting some of the elementary excitations. This ability to achieve thermal
equilibrium in artificial spin ice also triggered increased theoretical interest [86, 87, 111, 112, 113, 114] due
to the similarity of these processes to traditional Monte Carlo simulations of Ising spin systems [44].
Growth thermalization is a single-shot process: once the islands reach a certain thickness, the island
moment configuration is frozen in place. A more flexible thermalization procedure involves heating artificial
spin ice samples above the Curie temperature of the constituent islands [96, 97]. Then thermal fluctuations
can drive the lattice towards the ground state as the sample is cooled below the Curie temperature but above
the islands blocking temperature. Then the samples are cooled further to room temperature, freezing in
the thermalized island moment configuration and allowing it to be observed by magnetic force microscopy.
This approach allows one to obtain very large ground state domains in the square lattice, with almost no
excited vertices, as well as to observe the phase transition between the kagome ice I and II phases of artificial
kagome spin ice [97]. This thermal annealing process is the subject of Chapter 4.
With appropriately designed islands and nonperturbative measurement techniques, thermal fluctuations
in artificial spin ice can be observed in situ. Using photoemission electron microscopy with x-ray magnetic
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circular dichroism contrast (XMCD-PEEM), Farhan et al. imaged artificial square spin ice with 3 nm thick
islands [98]. These islands are thin enough to undergo thermal fluctuations near room temperature, so a
series of XMCD-PEEM images over the course of several hours revealed a square lattice initially polarized
along a 〈11〉 direction relaxing into its Type I ground state through thermal fluctuations, as shown in Fig.
2.8. The same technique has also been used to study the role of thermal fluctuations in artificial kagome spin
ice building blocks (groups of one, two, or three adjacent hexagons) as they explore their complex energy
landscape [115, 116].
2.4 Magnetic monopoles in artificial spin ice
One of the most interesting features of spin ice materials such as Dy2Ti2O7 is the magnetic monopole
excitations [48], so it is natural to look for analogous objects in artificial spin ice. In artificial square spin
ice, the Type III vertices (with three islands moments pointing inward and one outward, or vice versa) directly
correspond to the magnetic monopole excitations in spin ice [95]. Just as in spin ice, flipping one island
moment against a ground-state background of Type I vertices creates a pair of oppositely-charged Type III
vertices that can be further separated by flipping a chain of islands analogous to the Dirac strings of spin
ice [81, 95, 113, 117]. The preference of thermalized as-grown artificial spin ice for excitations comprised of
closed loops of reversed island moments provides evidence for interactions between the magnetic monopoles
[95]. The magnetic monopoles are also implicated as the mechanism for the growth of ground state domains
[98, 112]. They also play an important role in the reversal of artificial square spin ice magnetized along the
diagonal 〈11〉 direction, where they emerge out of the background of magnetized Type II vertices.
Monopole excitations also occur in artificial kagome spin ice, but here the situation is more complicated.
The excitations emerge on the manifold of kagome ice II states, which includes both lattices magnetized
parallel to one of the sublattices of islands [118, 119] and also thermalized charge-ordered lattices [97, 99, 100].
Flipping one of the island moments can create Type II vertices (three-in or three-out) or Type I vertices with
a charge that does not fit with the surrounding charge-ordered state. Thus not all the monopole excitations
in artificial kagome spin ice have the same magnetic charge, and it is more meaningful to define their charge
∆Q relative to the surrounding ground state. Type I vertices in the charge ordered state have ∆Q = 0,
whereas the excitations have ∆Q = ±2q (where q = µ/a, µ is the island moment, and a is the lattice
constant). Thus a ∆Q = +2q monopole excitation will have a charge of Q = +3q on a site that in the
kagome ice II ground state would have Q = +q. Furthermore, a charge of Q = +q on a site that in the
ground state would have Q = −q is also counted as a ∆Q = +2q monopole excitation.
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Monopole propagation during magnetic reversal of artificial kagome spin ice, as well as the associated
Dirac strings of flipped islands, has been observed experimentally with a variety of magnetic microscopy
techniques [118, 119, 120]. Fig. 2.9 provides an example of such measurements. The strings separating pairs
of dissociated monopoles tend to grow in avalanches as the monopoles move from one pinning site (e.g., an
island with above-average coercivity) to another. The size distribution of these avalanches is exponential,
reflecting the one-dimensional nature of the Dirac strings [119].
2.5 Other lattices
Although the square and kagome lattices have received the most attention to date, several other types of
lattices have been studied. The brickwork lattice is obtained by removing every other vertical island from
the square lattice. While the vertices retain the same geometry as the square lattice in that nearest-neighbor
islands are all perpendicular to one another, the lattice is topologically equivalent to artificial kagome spin
ice. After ac demagnetization (see Section 2.3), brickwork lattices were found to behave similarly to square
lattices [92]. The brickwork lattices did not closely approach their ground state. In contrast, kagome lattices
were found to be in the low-energy kagome ice I phase. These results suggest that the local symmetry of the
island interactions, and not the lattice topology, is the most important factor in determining the lattice’s
behavior.
A few experimental studies have been conducted on lattices of parallel islands arranged on the sites
of triangular lattices. Both the spacing between islands in a row, x, and the inter-row spacing, d, can
be varied, allowing the degree of frustration to be tuned. Several different types of short-range order
have been observed in triangular lattices with different x and d [121]. Furthermore, Zhang et al. showed
that in some cases, nearest-neighbor correlations are opposite what would be expected given the direct
interaction between nearest neighbors [122]. Indirect interactions mediated by nearby islands can dominate
over direct interactions in a manner reminiscent of superexchange in antiferromagnetic materials and the
Orstein-Zernicke equation from the theory of the structure of liquids [123]. Several theoretical studies have
focused on a different type of triangular lattice, in which the islands are placed along the edges of a triangular
net [124, 125].
Most artificial spin ice samples to date have been comprised of elongated permalloy nanoislands which are
magnetized in the plane of the substrate. While these islands are easy to fabricate and image, the anisotropy
of the dipolar interaction means that interactions between islands depend not only on their separation,
but also on their relative orientation. By fabricating circular islands from Co/Pt multilayers, which are
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magnetized normal to the substrate plane, one ensures that all the interactions are antiferromagnetic, and
that all pairs of islands with equal separations experience equal interactions. Zhang et al. fabricated
hexagonal and kagome lattices of these perpendicularly-magnetized islands [126]. While the unfrustrated
hexagonal lattices formed domains of antiferromagnetically-ordered islands, the frustrated kagome lattices
remained disordered. The kagome lattice correlations were very similar to those found in the topologically-
equivalent in-plane artificial kagome spin ice, suggesting that the details of artificial spin ices realization are
not critical to determining its overall behavior.
Artificial spin ice lattices need not be periodic. Artificial quasicrystals consisting of Penrose [127, 128] and
Ammann [129] tilings of connected permalloy nanowires have been studied by ferromagnetic resonance and
magnetometry measurements as well as micromagnetic simulation. They show cooperative behavior during
magnetization reversal, displaying in particular a preference for closed loops of nanowires all magnetized
clockwise or counterclockwise and also avalanche reversal [128]. Both phenomena are reminiscent of artificial
kagome spin ice.
Many other types of artificial spin ice lattices have been proposed [130, 131, 132], primarily various
decimations of the square lattice. These new lattices are straightforward to fabricate with modern electron-
beam lithography and are predicted to exhibit many interesting phenomena. These lattices are only just
beginning to be explored experimentally. The investigation of the shakti lattice [130, 131, 133] described in
Chapter 5 represents an important first step in this direction.
2.6 Conclusion
In some sense, the artificial spin ice problem, at least regarding the original square lattice, is solved: its
ice rule behavior has been observed [77], its ground state has been experimentally found [95, 96, 97, 98],
its relaxation to the ground state by means of thermal fluctuations has been observed in real time [98],
and its magnetic-field-driven behavior has been thoroughly explored [81, 117, 134, 135]. A broad range
of experimental techniques have been brought to bear on it, including magnetic force microscopy [77, 95],
Lorentz transmission electron microscopy [81, 117], photoemission electron microscopy [98, 119], MOKE
magnetometry [136], and even resonant soft x-ray scattering [137, 138]. Artificial spin ice was designed to
model the behavior of spin ice, and its successes and shortcomings have been thoroughly investigated.
However, as is often the case in scientific endeavors, addressing one question leads to many more. Ar-
tificial kagome spin ice is still not completely understood, and its predicted ground state has never been
experimentally observed. Many of the proposed lattices described in Ref. [130] have never even been fabri-
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cated. The study of three-dimensional artificial spin ice [94, 139, 140] is still in its infancy, and microscopic
experimental studies of these systems are lacking. The introduction of connected network versions of arti-
ficial spin ice [90, 120, 141, 142], thermally active artificial spin ice [98, 115, 116], related nanostructured
superconductor analog systems [143, 144, 145, 146, 147], macroscopic artificial spin ice systems [148], and
the possibility of artificial XY–model spin systems [149] present even more opportunities. Artificial spin ice
will probably remain a fruitful area of investigation just like the original Ising model [150].
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2.7 Figures
1 µm
a b
c d
Figure 2.1: Atomic force (a) and magnetic force (b) microscope images of artificial square spin ice showing
the topography (a) and magnetic structure (b) of the lattice. The black and white dots in (b) correspond
to the north and south poles of the nanomagnets in (a). From this type of data, the configuration of all
the island moments in the array can be determined. Type I (magenta), II (blue), and III (green) vertices
(defined in Fig. 2.2a) are highlighted in (b). Panels (c) and (d) show similar AFM and MFM images of an
artificial kagome spin ice lattice. Panels (a) and (b) are reproduced from Ref. [77].
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Figure 2.2: A catalog of the types of vertices found in artificial square (a) and kagome (b) spin ice. The
top two rows of each panel show the possible island moment configurations for each of the vertex types,
and the bottom two rows show the corresponding vertex configuration from an MFM image. The vertices
are numbered in order of increasing energy: the ground state of the square lattice consists of (four-island)
Type I vertices only, and the ground state of the kagome lattice consists of (three-island) Type I vertices
only. The Type III vertices of the square lattice correspond to the magnetic monopole excitations of spin
ice materials such as Dy2Ti2O7. In three-dimensional spin ice materials, Type I and II vertices have equal
energy; however, in the two-dimensional square lattice, the degeneracy is lifted and Type I vertices are lower
in energy. Vertices that obey the ice rule (or pseudo-ice rule in the case of the kagome lattice) are indicated
with blue braces.
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labelled ‘NN’ for the nearest neighbour; ‘L’ denotes the next nearest
neighbour pairing, which is in the longitudinal direction of the
island; and ‘T’ denotes the next nearest neighbour in the transverse
direction from the island (see Fig. 3b inset). We define a correlation,
C, such that C ¼ þ1 if two moments are aligned to minimize the
dipole interaction energy, andC ¼ 21 if two moments are aligned to
maximize the dipole energy. In this way, if the moments for a
particular type of neighbouring pair were uncorrelated on the lattice,
the average value of C would be zero.
We find that the island pairs which were further separated than the
L and T neighbours had weak or zero correlations (jCj , 0.1) for all
lattices. We do see correlations for the NN and T neighbours as
shown in Fig. 3b, but somewhat surprisingly, the correlations for the
L neighbours were relatively small. We can understand this as a direct
consequence of the frustration in the system. Interaction between the
NN neighbours is the strongest, and therefore it is predominant. A
pair of islands of type L has a direct interaction (which is somewhat
weaker than that of the NN pair), but also an indirect interaction,
since the two islands in an L pairing share two NN neighbours. If all
of the NN pair energies are minimized, then the L pair energy is
maximized, and we believe that this frustration leads to the surpris-
ingly weak correlation between the L neighbours. By the same logic,
the relatively strong correlations between the T neighbour pairs also
arise from indirect interactions via NN intermediaries. In the case of
the T neighbour pairs, if the NN neighbour pair interaction energy is
minimized, the indirect interaction energy will also be minimized,
and thus the combined effect is to increase correlations as we observe.
For all of the neighbour types, we find that the correlations
approached zero for the largest lattice parameters, as expected
since the interactions should strongly decrease as the islands are
separated.
The existence of only short-range order and ice-like correlations
on the lattice is precisely analogous to the behaviour of the spin ice
materials, in which there is also no experimental evidence for long-
range order, only ice-like short-range correlations. While there are
theoretical long-range ordered low-energy states for spins on either
our lattice or the pyrochlore spin ice lattice22, the complex energy
landscape associated with the frustration leads to a disordered state
when thermal or magnetic-field-induced excitations are removed.
This is in sharp contrast with unfrustrated lines of ferromagnetic
islands, in which longer-range correlations are observed16,17. It is
interesting that the relative populations of different types of vertices
reaches the randomly oriented limit rapidly as the lattice constant
increases, and that even within the regime of closely-spaced and
therefore strongly interacting islands, the system can access a very
wide range of nearly degenerate states. This wide range of accessible
states has the potential for importance to applications, since, if
information were encoded within a low energy configuration of
the moments, the energetic driving force for local magnetization
reversals could be suppressed by this near-degeneracy, even for highly
dense arrays.
Our demonstration of an artificial frustrated magnet opens the
door to a new mode of research wherein a frustrated system can be
designed rather than discovered. Future studies could examine a wide
range of accessible lattice geometries, rationally designed defect
structures, and the effects of dynamic and static applied magnetic
field23. In addition, the capability to locally probe the magnetic
moments, the accessibility at room temperature, and the similarity
to patterned magnetic recording media all combine to suggest
the potential for novel technological applications that exploit the
fundamental nature of frustration.
METHODS
We fabricated the arrays on Si substrates with a native oxide layer, using films of
permalloy (Ni0.81Fe0.19) with grain size of about 5 nm. We employed a lift-off
technique using a polymethylglutarimide (PMGI) and polymethyl methacrylate
(PMMA) double layer resist24,25. After electron beam exposure, we used methyl
isobutyl ketone:isopropyl alcohol (in the ratio of 1:3) to remove exposed PMMA
resist, followed by removal of that PMGI resist which is not covered by PMMA.
Then we used a molecular beam epitaxy system to grow a 25-nm-thick permalloy
film on the pattern at a deposition rate of 0.1 A˚ s21 at ambient temperature. The
permalloy was capped with 3 nm of Al to prevent oxidation of the magnetic
material. After a lift-off process in acetone, the PMGI and PMMA resists were
removed and the nanometre-scale islands stood on the Si substrate. The total
array size ranges from 64 mm £ 64 mm to 176 mm £ 176 mm, with the size
increasing for less dense arrays (there were 80,000 islands in each array).
We used a Veeco Multimode MFM to detect individual island magnetization
under zero magnetic field. Repeated scans demonstrated that the tip did not
change the orientation of the island moments. Before measurement, the sample
was rotated at 1,000 r.p.m. in an in-plane magnetic field, with the magnetic field
starting at 1,300 Oe (well above the coercive field of the islands) and gradually
stepping down in magnitude to zero.
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Figure 3 | Statistics of moment configurations. These statistics were
obtained from between 1,000 and 3,000 islands in combined measurements
of 2–4 different arrays for each lattice spacing. a, The excess percentages of
different vertex types, plotted as a function of the lattice spacing of the
underlying square array lattice. Note that the excess percentages approach
zero for the largest lattice spacing. b, The correlations between different
pairs of the islands as a function of the lattice spacing of the underlying
square lattice. The inset shows our definitions of the near neighbour pairs
from the grey central island (see text for details). For both the correlations
and the vertex statistics, the typical variation between images for nominally
identically prepared samples was ,10% for the closely spaced lattices in
which we had more than 1,000 islands in a single image, but up to 50% for
the more widely spaced lattices in which we had only a few hundred islands
per image.
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Figure 2.3: The ice rule in artificial spin ice. Panel (a) shows the excess fraction of vertices belonging to
the four types enumerated in Fig. 2.2a compared to what would be expected for a random distribu ion of
islands (i.e., 1/8 Type I, 1/4 Type II, 1/2 Type III, and 1/8 Type IV). Interactions among the islands lead
to a significant excess of Type I and II vertices that obey the ice rule, an effect that is most dramatic at the
smallest lattice spacing, where the interactions are the strongest. Panel (b) shows the airwise correlations
between several sets of near neighbors. Figure reproduced from Ref. [77].
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a. Paramagnet b. Kagome ice I
d. Loop statec. Kagome ice II
Figure 2.4: Schematics of the various phases of artificial kagome spin ice. In its highest-energy (paramagnetic)
phase (a), the island moments are all randomly oriented, and the lattice contains vertices with magnetic
charge Q = ±q (small green and yellow circles) and Q = ±3q (large green and yellow circles). At lower
energies (effective temperatures), the energetically-unfavorable Q = ±3q vertices are eliminated (b), leaving
only two-in, one-out and two-out, one-in vertices that obey the pseudo-ice rule, a situation called kagome ice
I. Besides local obedience of the pseudo-ice rule, there is no ordering of the island moments. At still lower
effective temperatures (c), the magnetically-charged vertices arrange themselves into an NaCl-type charge-
ordered state, with each charge Q = +q (green) vertex surrounded by charge Q = −q (yellow) vertices,
and vice versa. This state (termed kagome ice II ) still possesses extensive entropy: flipping a closed loop of
moments (or a chain that spans a finite array) does not affect the magnetic charge arrangement. To emphasis
this fact, two distinct configurations of the kagome ice II phase are shown: one, which corresponds to the
magnetized state of the array, with all the moments having upward vertical components (left); and one with
disordered moments (right). Finally, the ground state (d) within the kagome ice II manifold maximizes the
number of closed loops of clockwise or counterclockwise moments. Only 2/3 of the hexagons can be in this
configuration, but this ground (or loop) state has long-range order and no residual entropy [99, 100].
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are one-dimensional [29], which is a signature of ‘dimensional
reduction due to frustration’ [70]. This is a consequence of the
fact that the strings do not branch, which, along with the fact
that they do not propagate around corners, can be understood
by considering the local dipolar fields [71]. In addition, the
direction of Dirac string propagation can be controlled, for
example, by the local chirality of the spins, given by the
local curling of the spins at the ends of the islands interacting
at a vertex [72], or in a connected system by the chirality
of the moving domain wall [73]. In the end, the prevailing
propagation mechanisms will depend on the orientation of
the applied magnetic field and the detailed geometry of the
system. For example, the extent of the strings is dependent
on the amount of disorder given by the distribution in the
switching fields of the islands. A system with high disorder
is characterized by short avalanches, whereas low disorder
results in avalanches whose length approaches the sample
size [71, 74].
The displacement of charge defects leaving lines of
islands with reversed moments can also be observed in
artificial square ice arrays as the motion of Type III vertices
(see figure 3(a)) [20, 75], but for the charged vertices to
be ‘freely moving’, the relative heights of the sublattices
should be modified [1, 76]. Indeed, as the positive and
negative charges separate in the artificial square ice systems
fabricated to date, the relevant energy term does not always
behave as expected for a Coulomb interaction [76]. In order
to confirm real quasiparticle behaviour, one would have to
demonstrate appropriate quasiparticle interactions, i.e. that
oppositely charged monopoles attract and monopoles with
like charges repel. A first hint of such interactions has been
observed during magnetization reversal [77] and also as a
preponderance of closed looped configurations minimizing
the number of monopole–antimonopole pairs in thermally
annealed samples [78]. In addition, it is appealing to think
of employing such quasiparticles in devices that make use
of magnetic charge transport without an associated electric
charge current. Such devices would operate on ‘spin currents’,
in which angular momentum is used to transport information,
with a minimum of Ohmic losses associated with electron
scattering.
2.4. Thermal behaviour: novel phases and dynamics
The first publications that addressed the possibilities of
artificial spin ice in a thermal regime were theoretical,
demonstrating that, when considering the long-range dipolar
interactions in an equivalent spin system, there are a number
of transitions when reducing the temperature [25, 26]. The
transitions are observed as distinct peaks in the heat capacity,
C, with the entropy, S, having broad plateaus for the different
phases (figure 7). These transitions bring about changes
in the vertex charge order, the spin ordering or both. At
high temperature the system resembles a paramagnetic phase
with neither charge nor spin order, and on cooling there
is first a transition to a phase with a gas of ±1q charges,
followed by a charge ordered phase with+1q,−1q charges on
alternating vertices. While the charge order at this temperature
Figure 7. Theoretical phase diagram for an artificial kagome spin
ice system. Both the changes in entropy per spin, S, and associated
specific heat, C, are shown. Reproduced with permission from [25].
Copyright 2009 the American Physical Society.
is associated with a large number of spin configurations, when
decreasing the temperature further it was found that the lowest
temperature phase consists of a configuration with both spin
and charge order, as shown in figure 2(d).
Along with more recent work [79], these theoretical
results have provided insight into what one might expect to
observe in a real thermal system with fluctuating magnetic
moments. In terms of experimental work, a first indication
that thermal annealing will provide the long sought-after
route to the low-energy states was uncovered in an as-grown
artificial square ice consisting of permalloy islands [78].
The appearance of the ground state in this sample (see
figure 8(a)) was linked to its formation in the first stages
of film growth when the layer was thin enough (below
1 nm) to support thermal fluctuations. As the layer became
thicker, the moments froze into the ground state, consisting of
vortices with head-to-tail moments of alternating chirality, as
shown in figure 2(c), with boundaries separating domains of
opposite chirality (figure 8(a)). Local excitations, consisting
of clusters of islands with moments flipped relative to
the background, were also present. The frequency of these
excitations decreased exponentially with their excitation
energy above the ground state (figure 8(b)), following a
Boltzmann distribution, and so providing a signature for
thermal excitations and therefore ‘true thermodynamics’. This
experimental work was followed by a theoretical treatment
that provided a phase diagram of the ordering as a function of
thickness and lattice constant [80]. Here it was demonstrated
that the lowest energy state can be reached for sufficiently
high dipolar coupling (low lattice constant) and suitably
high temperatures. More recently it has been demonstrated
experimentally that thermally induced ordered states can be
readily obtained in artificial square ice systems by heating
the sample close to the material Curie temperature and then
10
Figure 2.5: The phase diag am of artificial kagome spin ice, showing he effective temperature regimes for
the phases depicted in Fig. 2.4 as well as the corresponding heat capacity (C) and entropy per spin (S).
Figure reproduced from Ref. [79].
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Figure 2.6: The ac demagnetization protocol used for energy minimization in early studies of artificial spin
ice involves rotating the sample in an in-plane magnetic field (a). The applied field field reverses polarity
periodically and also gradually decays in amplitude (b). Figure reproduced from Ref. [151].
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1 µm
Figure 2.7: Artificial square spin ice with lattice constant a = 360 nm in its as-grown state. Notice the large
domains of ordered Type I vertices (the chessboard pattern). A few of the simplest elementary excitations,
which are comprised of a single island moment flipped relative to the background ground state domain and
can be thought of as a positive-negative pair of monopoles, are highlighted in yellow.
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stages is reflected by an initial sharp increase in the number
of type III vertices, which subsequently decrease in num-
ber as the string ends meet. In contrast, the domain regime
is characterized by a general slow change in the vertex
population, interspersed with small jumps in the number of
type I (type II) vertices, associated with the creation and
fast movement of type III vertices along a domain bound-
ary. While this movement often occurs beyond the tempo-
ral limits of the XMCD imaging, several observations
indicate that the movement of the type III vertices occurs
via a sequential reversal of neighboring nanomagnets.
We now compare our experimental observations with
kinetic Monte Carlo simulations. Here a simplified dipolar
Hamiltonian is used, defining each nanomagnet to have
either one of the two possible magnetic states with the
moments aligned along the long axis of the nanomagnets.
These mesoscopic magnetic moments interact via the mag-
netic dipolar interaction,
Vðrij;mi;mjÞ ¼  0
4r3ij
½3ðmi  r^ijÞðmj  r^ijÞ mi mj;
(1)
where rij is the distance vector separating the ith and jth
nanomagnets with magnetic moments mi and mj, giving
the final Hamiltonian
P
i<jVðrij;mi;mjÞ. Our calculations
are performed for up to six nearest neighbors.
In order to realize the temporal evolution of the magne-
tization dynamics, the magnetic moment of each nano-
magnet is assumed to have a reorientation rate  given
by the Arrhenius form 0 expðE=kBTÞ. Thus the mag-
netic moments are reoriented via thermal activation where
0 is an intrinsic reorientation prefactor, and E is a reor-
ientation barrier energy equal to the sum of the intrinsic
energy barrier of a nanomagnet, E0, and half the dipolar
energy gain associated with the particular moment reor-
ientation [5]. For the calculation of the dipolar energy, we
treat each nanomagnet as a point source, with each moment
equal to the product of the nanomagnet’s magnetization,
FIG. 3 (color). Temporal evolution of vertex-type population.
(a) Experimental data obtained at a constant temperature of
350 K, showing a 100% ground state ordering within eight
hours. (b) Kinetic Monte Carlo simulation data for a Gaussian
disorder in the intrinsic nanomagnet energy barrier with a
standard deviation  ¼ 0:05 and also for the case of no disorder,
 ¼ 0.
FIG. 2 (color). XMCD images of thermal relaxation in artifi-
cial spin ice: (a) string regime, (b) domain regime, and (c) the
ground state (field of view 20 m; see also the Supplemental
Material [20]). Migration of type III vertices (green and yellow
dots) in detail: (d) in the string regime, pairs of type III vertices
are created and separate, and (e) in the domain regime, a type III
vertex travels along various routes within a type II domain
boundary (pink line) so that the bigger type I domain expands
at the cost of the smaller domain. The path taken by the type III
vertex is indicated with colored arrows and a ¼ 425 nm.
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Figure 2.8: Relaxation of thermally active artificial square spin ice. Panels (a)-(c) at the top are a sequence
of XMCD-PEEM im ges shows a square l ttice relaxing into the Type I ground state (c). Note that the
contrast in XMCD-PEEM is different from that in MFM. The plots below show experimental data and
kinetic Monte Carlo simulation data showi g how the vertex popul ti ns evolve with time. Reproduced
from Ref. [98].
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pyrochlore systems20,21,25 Ho2Ti2O7 and Dy2Ti2O7 at sub-Kelvin
temperatures, and monopole-type defects have been reported in
artificially produced connected honeycomb networks26. However,
a direct, real-space observation of the interplay of Dirac strings and
monopoles has not been reported to date.
In this work, we directly observe monopoles and the associated
Dirac strings in artificial kagome spin ice at room temperature, and
we demonstrate that magnetization reversal occurs by means of
the creation and separation of emergent monopole–antimonopole
pairs, leaving such aDirac string of overturned dipoles in their wake.
Our results open the way to manipulate magnetic charges in the
same fashion as electric charges, a concept that could lead to new
types of logic and spintronic device.
Monopoles and Dirac strings in artificial spin ice
An elegant way to directly visualize monopole-type defects and
Dirac strings at room temperature is to study an artificial frustrated
system, namely an array of lithographically fabricated isolated
single-domain nanomagnets. In such a system, the dipolar interac-
tions create a 2D analogue of pyrochlore spin ice27 and the moment
configurations can be observed directly by employing various
magnetic microscopy methods27–29. As nanomagnets arranged
on the links of a square lattice require inequivalent heights to
demonstrate strict spin ice behaviour, we choose to study an
artificial kagome spin ice with the nanomagnets centred on the sites
of a kagome lattice (Fig. 1a), where no height offset is necessary30.
Here, the nanomagnets form the links of a honeycomb lattice
and the ice rules now dictate a two-out/one-in or two-in/one-out
configuration on a vertex of the honeycomb lattice31. Such a kagome
spin ice phase also arises when a 3D pyrochlore spin ice is exposed
to amagnetic field along the [111] direction32,33.
In close analogy to the 3D pyrochlore spin ice, the charge model
is obtained by stretching each dipole with magnetic moment m
into a dumbbell with two opposite magnetic charges of magnitude
q=m/ah located at its ends at the two neighbouring vertices of
the honeycomb lattice, separated by ah (see Fig. 1). At each vertex
α, three charges coalesce, enforcing a non-vanishing vertex charge
Qα =∑n∈α qn that is composed of the individual charges qn =±q.
The charge model (see Methods) then predicts an NaCl-type
charge-ordered ground state that is twofold degenerate with respect
to the sublattice parity in the absence of an external magnetic
field34,35 as it minimizes both the intrasite and intersite Coulomb
interaction. Note, however, that this ground state of the charge
model may also be realized by magnetically disordered states35. For
these ground states, the ‘smeared’ or ‘coarse-grained’ charge density
ρm becomes exponentially small when averaging is carried out over
distances larger than ah. Such a coarse-grained charge density would
describe, for example, the response of a low-resolution magnetic
force microscope (MFM)-type measurement. Within a coarse-
grained charge description (see Fig. 1b), our system is equivalent
to the 3D pyrochlore system.
Charge excitations and monopoles in the artificial kagome
ice are now created analogous to 3D pyrochlore spin ice. For
definiteness, we consider the experimentally relevant situation
where the system is initially set in an external magnetic field. This
initial saturated state constitutes one particular realization of the
chargemodel ground states.We now follow a strategy that is related
to that pursued by Morris et al. in their studies of 3D pyrochlore
spin ice20. On applying a reversed field, the flipping of a single
dipole leads to an inversion of a charge dumbbell and induces
an incipient monopole–antimonopole pair at two neighbouring
sites. The monopole or antimonopole corresponds to an excess
charge1Qα=Qα−Q0,α=2q or−2q, respectively, above the charge
configuration Q0,α of the initial state. This initial state is shown in
Fig. 2, column I, and is also the state surrounding the Dirac string
in Fig. 1b. As illustrated in Fig. 1, themonopole–antimonopole pair
H m
∼ρ
Q/qΔ
5 μm
¬2 210¬1
Figure 3 | Creation and separation of monopole–antimonopole pairs and
growth of Dirac strings. XMCD images (left panels) together with the
associated1Q map (right panels), in the initial saturated state and at four
evenly spaced field values. The initial configuration has all moments
pointing towards the left (bright XMCD contrast) and exhibits no charge
defects (1Q=0) as indicated by white dots in the schematics. On applying
a magnetic field to the right, the island moments switch, with the XMCD
contrast changing from bright to dark, and monopole–antimonopole pairs
(1Q=+2q and−2q indicated with red and blue dots) are created and
separate. The history of the propagation of monopole–antimonopole pairs
is delineated by Dirac strings consisting of chains of dark islands with
reversed moments shown as a continuous line in the schematics. The1Q
map is shown together with the dimensionless coarse-grained magnetic
charge density ρ˜m (see Methods). Note the excellent agreement between
the1Q and ρ˜m maps, which both serve as signatures for non-vanishing
monopole density in this field regime.
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Figure 2.9: XMCD-PEEM images (left) and vertex maps (right) showing the nucleation of monopole-
antimon pole pairs in artificial kago e spin ice and also their separation as the Dirac strings (lines of
flipped island moments which show black contrast n the PEEM images) joining them grow as the applied
magnetic field increases. Reproduced from Ref. [119].
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Chapter 3
Experimental Methods
3.1 Fabricating artificial spin ice
Fabricating the nanomagnet arrays that comprise artificial spin ice requires precise control over island dimen-
sions at the nanometer level. There are two basic approaches to nanofabrication: bottom-up and top-down
[152, 153]. Bottom-up nanofabrication utilizes the self-assembly of nanoparticles or molecules to create the
desired patterns [154, 155, 156]. This approach can produce very small structures, but the type of nanos-
tructures produced is often restricted by the details of the fabrication process. Top-down nanofabrication
involves the direct transfer of arbitrary patterns to a sample, typically by a lithography process in which a
substrate is coated with a light- or electron- sensitive polymer (photoresist) [83, 84, 156, 157, 158]. By either
illuminating the resist-coated substrate through a specially-designed mask or tracing the pattern directly
with a laser or electron beam, the desired pattern can be exposed in the photoresist [83, 84], and further
processing can convert the patterned resist into patterns etched into the substrate or extra material added
to the substrate.
The number of samples and the size of the patterns desired determine the type of lithography that is
required. Integrated circuit manufacturers need to make large numbers of identical patterns quickly, which
is best accomplished by optical lithography [83, 84]. The drawback of optical lithography is that feature
size is limited by the wavelength of the light used to expose the photoresist; consequently, manufacturers
have gradually moved from visible wavelengths to the extreme ultraviolet in order to produce ever-smaller
integrated circuits [157]. For low-throughput sample fabrication where nanometer-scale features are necessary
(e.g., artificial spin ice), electron-beam lithography is the best fabrication method [83, 84]. In this technique,
described in more detail below, an electron beam is used to trace out all the features in the pattern in a serial
manner. This makes electron-beam lithography slower and less efficient than optical lithography, but the
advantage is that the de Broglie wavelength of electrons accelerated to tens of kilovolts is much smaller than
the wavelength of visible light, so much smaller features can be made. While the process is comparatively
slow, no mask is required, so the pattern can easily be modified between successive fabrication runs.
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As mentioned above, electron-beam lithography (EBL) is the optimal fabrication technique for artificial
spin ice lattices. The first stage of EBL is to create the pattern for the sample to be made. We typically
use the Layout Editor software package [159] to generate patterns of artificial spin ice lattices in the GDSII
file format, readable by EBL writers. Fig. 3.1 depicts a screenshot of a Layout Editor pattern for an
a = 300 nm artificial kagome spin ice lattice. The control computer for the EBL writer fractures the pattern
into individual polygons that can be exposed by pixel-like raster steps of the electron-beam.
We use a bilayer resist stack, shown in Fig. 3.2, to fabricate artificial spin ice. Further details of the
fabrication process described here can be found in Appendix A. The lower layer of resist is MicroChem
Corp.’s polydimethylglutarimide (PMGI) resist [160], which is not sensitive to electrons, but provides an
undercut resist profile (Fig. 3.2d) that enables cleaner pattern transfer. The upper layer is polymethyl
methacrylate, also from MicroChem Corp., which is sensitive to electrons and, in addition to being the first
electron-sensitive resist, remains the highest-resolution EBL resist available [84, 161]. Once the layers of
resist have been applied to the substrate, an EBL writer is used to expose the pattern contained in the
GDSII pattern file. A typical dose for our bilayer resist process is 700 µC/cm2. The electron beam alters
the chemical structure of the PMMA. After the exposure is over, the sample is immersed first in a developer
that selectively removes the exposed PMMA, and then in another developer which removes the PMGI below
the removed PMMA.
The nanoislands of artificial spin ice are typically made of permalloy, an iron-nickel alloy (Ni81Fe19 for
our samples) that is very well characterized [162]. This particular composition of permalloy has no magne-
tocrystalline anisotropy [163], so the easy axis of the island is determined strictly by shape anisotropy [3],
which we can control by tuning the island dimensions. A permalloy film is deposited on the developed resist
stack by electron-beam evaporation, usually by our collaborator Chris Leighton’s group in their molecular
beam epitaxy chamber. The standard island thickness is 25 nm, so a 25 nm permalloy film is evaporated
from a 99.95 % purity source at 0.5 A˚/s and a base pressure of 1010 torr. A 3 nm Al cap is deposited on
top of the permalloy film to prevent oxidation. Scanning electron microscopy, atomic force microscopy, and
x-ray diffraction measurements by Leighton’s group indicate that the permalloy film of the sample used in
Ref. [97] (which is typical of all the samples in Chapters 4-6) had a 21 nm grain size and 0.7 nm surface
roughness.
Once the permalloy film has been deposited, the excess permalloy and the remaining unexposed resist
is removed with MicroChem’s Remover PG solvent [164]. When the unexposed resist is removed, only
the permalloy that reached the substrate through the resist mask will be left behind, forming an array of
nanomagnets according to the original design pattern. To facilitate better liftoff, the solvent is heated to
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around 75 ◦C. The sample is then sonicated in acetone to remove any residual resist and finally rinsed in
isopropyl alcohol and distilled water. Optical and scanning electron microscopy are used to verify the quality
of the liftoff and measure the island dimensions before magnetic force microscopy is used to determine the
configuration of the islands magnetic moments. Figs. 3.4 and 3.5 present scanning electron micrographs of
several typical artificial spin ice lattices.
3.2 Measurement
Conventional microscopy techniques such as optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and
atomic force microscopy (AFM) yield valuable information about artificial spin ice samples’ topography and
lateral dimensions. However, they provide no information about the configuration of the islands’ magnetic
moments, which is ultimately the goal of artificial spin ice experiments. A wide variety of techniques exist
for observing the microscopic domain configurations of magnetic nanostructures [165, 166, 167], from the
original primitive Bitter pattern technique [168] which used colloidal ferromagnetic particles to highlight
domain walls for optical microscopy, to magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) microscopy [169, 170], Lorentz
transmission electron microscopy (LTEM) [171, 172], scanning electron microscopy with polarization analysis
(SEMPA) [173, 174], magnetic force microscopy (MFM) [175, 176, 177], photoemission electron microscopy
(PEEM) [73, 178, 179], and transmission x-ray microscopy (TXM) [180] (the last two making use of x-
ray magnetic circular dichroism to provide magnetic contrast). MFM, the primary magnetic microscopy
technique used for artificial spin ice studies [77, 95, 97], is described in detail below, along with PEEM,
which has been recently used to observe thermal fluctuations in artificial spin ice in real time [98, 115, 181].
Magnetic force microscopy is based on atomic force microscopy (AFM), a scanning probe technique with
extremely high resolution [182]. An AFM measures the topography of a sample by scanning an extremely
sharp probe (or tip) back and forth over the surface of the sample in a raster pattern and monitoring the
van der Waals force between the tip and the sample. In contact mode AFM, the tip and the sample remain
in physical contact with each other throughout the scan, and the tip’s deflection by the surface is monitored
by a laser beam reflected from the back of the cantilever to provide data for a topography map. A feedback
loop adjusts the z-position of the tip to follow the surface. In tapping mode AFM (illustrated in Fig. 3.6),
the mode used in conjunction with MFM measurements, the cantilever on which the tip is mounted is
made to oscillate near its resonant frequency. The amplitude and the phase of the cantilever oscillations
(relative to the drive signal) is measured, as in contact mode, with a laser beam reflected from the back
of the cantilever and detected by a multi-segment photodiode. Changes in the amplitude and phase of the
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cantilever’s oscillation provide information about the sample surface, and a feedback loop then adjusts the
cantilever’s z-position to keep the rms amplitude of the cantilever’s oscillation at a constant setpoint.
In magnetic force microscopy measurements (shown in Fig. 3.7, the AFM probe is coated with a fer-
romagnetic material so that, in addition to the van der Waals force between the tip and the sample, there
is also a magnetic interaction. Since the van der Waals force varies as 1/r6 and magnetic dipole-dipole
interactions vary only as 1/r3, the microscope can discriminate between the two forces by measuring each
scan line twice: once just above the surface of the sample, as in standard tapping mode AFM, where van
der Waals forces are present; and once at a greater distance (typically 40 nm), where van der Waals forces
are negligible and only magnetic interactions between the sample and tip affect the cantilever’s oscillation.
Magnetic force microscopy has a number of disadvantages. First, it is not sensitive to the sample’s
magnetization but rather to its stray field, which makes interpretation of contrast in MFM images difficult
in some situations. For simple geometries, such as the nanoislands comprising artificial spin ice, however,
MFM can provide unambiguous information about the sample’s magnetic state. Magnetically soft samples
can be difficult to image because the MFM tip itself produces a stray field that can influence the samples
magnetization (e.g., see Fig. B2 in Appendix B). Due to the serial nature of the raster scan used for
image acquisition, MFM is a very slow imaging technique, so it is not useful for time-dependent studies
[98, 183, 184]. With an ultimate resolution around 10 nm [185], MFM has a resolution advantage over
techniques such as XMCD-PEEM and optical MOKE microscopy, but is surpassed by LTEM and SEMPA.
Another advantage of MFM is that samples can be imaged under ambient conditions, and it is fairly simple
to operate—it is a standard imaging technique on many commercially-available AFM systems and thus
enjoys very widespread use.
Photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM) has found significant use in studies of artificial spin ice
because it is in many ways complementary to MFM. PEEM is a type of electron microscope in which the
photoelectrons emitted from a sample illuminated with x-rays are used to image the sample [73, 178, 179, 186],
as shown in Fig. 3.8a. Though its resolution is inferior to scanning electron microscopy and even MFM,
the broad range of x-ray energies and polarizations available at modern synchrotron light sources mean that
PEEM’s can generate images with a wide variety of contrast mechanisms. The energy of the incident x-rays
can be tuned to a core resonance of one of the elements of a sample, giving chemical contrast. In fact, because
an element’s resonances are affected by its chemical environment, PEEM can even be sensitive to specific
chemical groups [179]. In ferromagnetic materials, the absorption of circularly polarized x-rays is dependent
on the angle between the x-ray polarization and the samples magnetization (Fig. 3.8b), an effect known as
x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) [187]. By taking PEEM images with left- and right-circularly
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polarized x-rays and then dividing each pixel in one image by the corresponding pixel in the other, a map
of the magnetic domains can be created. An XMCD-PEEM image of an artificial spin ice sample taken in
this manner is presented in Fig. 3.9. Though not relevant to the imaging of artificial spin ice consisting of
ferromagnetic nanostructures, PEEM images taken using linearly polarized x-rays can generate images of
antiferromagnetic domains, which cannot be done with any other technique [73, 186].
One advantage of XMCD-PEEM over MFM is that XMCD-PEEM is sensitive to a sample’s magnetization
rather than its stray field. While for simple single-domain structures such as artificial spin ice islands, MFM
images are easily interpreted, more complicated samples (e.g., connected networks) may not have an obvious
mapping between stray field and internal magnetization. In contrast to MFM, XMCD-PEEM images may
be acquired within a few seconds, allowing better time resolution and permitting the imaging of thermal
fluctuations. For repeatable magnetization dynamics, pump-probe XMCD-PEEM imaging can be used to
obtain even better temporal resolution, below 1 ns [178, 183, 184]. Unfortunately, XMCD-PEEM requires a
synchrotron to generate circularly polarized x-rays, so it is a more expensive technique than tabletop MFM,
and its spatial resolution (50− 100 nm typical) is often worse than MFM.
3.3 Image analysis
Since a typical MFM image of artificial spin ice contains over a thousand islands, it is important to be
able to automatically extract the island moment configuration rather than analyzing the images by hand.
Computerized automatic image analysis both greatly increases the speed at which data can be analyzed and
also reduces errors. Our group has developed Matlab codes (see Appendix D) to accomplish this.
The Matlab routines work by matching segments of an MFM image input to the program to a model
image of a vertex, as shown in Fig. 3.10. Different model images are used for different lattice spacings and
geometries. The user sends the coordinates (in pixels) of vertices at the four corners of the image and the
number of rows and columns of vertices in the image, and from this input the program interpolates where
all the vertices in the image should be located. The program then attempts to match model images for
each of the possible magnetic configurations (sixteen in all for the square lattice) of the vertex and creates
a spreadsheet (each island gets a cell set to ±1, depending on whether an island is magnetized up/left or
down/right) on the basis of the best fit. Since each island is shared by two adjacent vertices, the program
can do some error-checking in that if fits to two adjacent vertices give different orientations for the island
moment they share, the program can flag the corresponding cell in the spreadsheet as a possible mistake.
Once the configuration of all the islands’ magnetic moments is recorded in a spreadsheet, other Matlab
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functions can be used to extract useful statistical quantities from the data. The most frequently used
quantities are the vertex population fractions (e.g., the fraction of all the vertices in the square lattice that
are in the Type I configuration, etc.) and the correlation between pairs of island moments (the correlation
between islands is Ci,j =
1
N
∑
i,j
sisj , where N is the number of pairs of island moments, si = ±1 is the Ising
variable representing island i, i runs over the entire lattice, and j runs over the particular set of neighbors
under consideration). For samples with ordered domains, the pairwise correlation can be particularly useful.
If the correlation is calculated not just between nearest-neighbors but out to separations of several lattice
constants, the distance at which the correlation falls to 1/e can be taken an estimate of the radius of an
average domain [44].
3.4 Micromagnetics
In order for a spin system to be frustrated, the constituent spins must interact. Thus for investigations of
artificial spin ice, it is important to be able to quantify the interaction of one island moment with another.
In a simple approximation, islands i and j are treated as point dipoles, and their interaction energy Eij is
calculated by
Eij =
µ0
4pi
(
mi ·mj
r3
− 3 (mi · r) (mj · r)
r5
)
(3.1)
where mi is the magnetic moment of island i and r is the vector between island i and island j. Treating
the islands as point dipoles has the virtue of including not only nearest-neighbor interactions but also long-
range interactions between farther neighbors, and this approach has been utilized in several theoretical and
experimental studies [95, 188].
The islands in artificial spin ice are not, however, perfect point dipoles, so to more accurately calculate
the interaction energies, one must resort to micromagnetics [3]. A calculation involving a complete quantum
mechanical Hamiltonian incorporating the interactions among all the atomic spins in a magnetic nanostruc-
ture such as an island is computationally intractable. In micromagnetics, the magnetization configuration
and associated energy is calculated by approximating the structure’s magnetization as a continuous, classical
vector. The energy is found from
E =
∫ (
C
2
(∇ ·m)2 − 1
2
M ·H′ −M ·Ha + wa
)
dV +
∫
wsdS (3.2)
where M is the magnetization, m is a unit vector parallel to the local magnetization, the first integral is
over the volume of the structure and the second over its surface. The first term (C2 (∇ ·m)2) describes the
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exchange interaction, a fundamentally quantum phenomenon which is approximated by including this term,
which prefers that nearby spins be coaligned. The second and third terms describe the magnetostatic energy
(interaction of the magnetization at one point with the field H′ created by the rest of the magnetization)
and the Zeeman energy (interaction of the magnetization with the external field Ha). The wa and ws terms
account for magnetocrystalline and surface anisotropy, respectively.
Finding the energy of a particular magnetization configuration for an island is more than just a mini-
mization problem. The existence of an energy minimum does not mean that the island’s magnetization will
be in that particular configuration; it depends on the island’s history and whether that energy minimum
is accessible to it [3]. To find the typical magnetization configuration for an island, we typically start with
some initial magnetization configuration (uniform magnetization along the island’s long axis is a reasonable
starting point given MFM images show a similar single-domain configuration) and use a micromagnetic
simulation software package (such as OOMMF from NIST [189]) to relax the magnetization according to
the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation, which describes the evolution of the magnetization in an effective
magnetic field:
dm
dt
= −γG m×H− γGαG m× dm
dt
(3.3)
(γG is the gyromagnetic ratio and αG is a phenomenological damping term). Once the magnetization
converges to a stable configuration, the energy of the configuration can be extracted.
Simulations in OOMMF require a number of inputs. A bitmap image is used to input the geometrical
configuration of the islands to be simulated. The simulations also require several parameters to describe the
sample’s magnetization. Since the islands we study are typically made of permalloy, we use a saturation
magnetization of 8.60 · 105 A/m, an exchange constant of 1.3 · 10−11 J/m, and an anisotropy constant
K1 = 0.0 J/m
3. The damping coefficient is typically set to 0.5. Fig. 3.11 depicts the final magnetization
configuration of two nearest-neighbor islands as determined by OOMMF. Note that the magnetization is
mostly along the islands long axes, but there is some curling of the magnetization at the ends.
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have seen on a practical level how studies of artificial spin ice are done, from fabrication
using EBL to characterization by MFM or PEEM to modeling using the micromagnetic simulation software
package OOMMF. More information on technical problems that may arise during fabrication and measure-
ment can be found in Appendix B. In the subsequent chapters, we turn to four new studies of artificial spin
ice.
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3.6 Figures and tables
Figure 3.1: Screenshot of the pattern of a 300 nm kagome lattice in the software package LayoutEditor,
which is used to design patterns for EBL.
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Figure 3.2: The bilayer liftoff process used to fabricate the artificial spin ice samples used for this thesis.
First a bottom layer of PMGI resist is spin-coated onto the substrate, typically a silicon wafer (a). Then
a top (imaging) layer of PMMA is spin-coated on top of the PMGI (b). After these layers of resist have
been cured, an EBL writer is used to expose the pattern of the artificial spin ice lattice in the electron-
sensitive PMMA imaging layer (c). The exposed PMMA and the PMGI below it are removed by immersing
the substrate in developers (d), leaving a mask-like structure of unexposed resist. Next, a film of metal is
deposited through the mask to form the islands (typically this is a 25 nm film of permalloy deposited by
e-beam evaporation or molecular beam epitaxy) (e). Finally, the substrate is placed in a solvent bath that
removes the remaining, unexposed resist and the unwanted metal on top of it, leaving only the desired metal
pattern behind on the substrate (f). Images are reproduced from Ref. [160].
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244 
less than 2 nm when hitting the specimen. There are seven main components of the EOC 
system as indicated in the diagram. This section will describe items 1 - 3, which are relevant 
to beam generation and focusing.  
 
(4) Beam Axis Alignment 
Coil
(1) Thermal Field Emission 
Electron Gun
(2) 100kV Accelerator
(5) Blanking Electrode
(6) Astigmatism Corrector
(7) Electrostatic Deflector
Specimen
(3) Electromagnetic Lens
 
Fig. 2. Cross-section drawing of an electron-optical control system along with a ray-trace of 
the electrons as they pass through a series of electron-optical components  
(1) Thermal Field Emission Electron Gun 
When an extremely strong electric field (about 5×109 V/m) is applied to a metal surface in 
the direction of the metal’s interior, the free electrons in the metal will penetrate the 
potential barrier at the metal’s surface and will be emitted into the outer vacuum space due 
to the quantum mechanical tunneling effect. This phenomenon is called Field Emission. To 
initiate the field emission, the tip of field emission electron gun cathode is manufactured so 
that its curvature radius becomes as small as approximately 1μm, and a voltage of about 
3kV is applied at the tip against the anode. There are two types of field emission electron 
guns: the cold type, whose cathode is used at room temperature, and the thermal type, 
whose cathode is heated to about 1800K when in use. The former has the advantage that the 
energy of the electrons is kept relatively constant, whereas the latter has the following 
advantages: 1, the degree of tolerance of the environmental vacuum during operation is 
large; 2, the angular current density is about ten times as large as that of the cold type; 3, the 
necessary field intensity is relatively low; and 4, the electron beam can be kept highly stable 
over a long period. 
Because of these advantages, the thermal field emission cathode is generally used in the EBL 
system. The needle-shaped cathode of the thermal field emission (TFE) gun (Figure 3) is 
made of a single tungsten crystal, to the bottom of which a heater line made of 
www.intechopen.com
Figure 3.3: Layout of a typical electron beam lithography writer. High electric fields (1) are used to extract
electrons from a heated filament (typically W or LaB6, which have very low work functions). The electron
beam is then accelerated through a large voltage (100 kV for the samples considered in this thesis) and
collimated (4). A series of electromagnetic lenses (3) is used to focus the beam down to a very small spot
size, and a blanking electrode (at which a voltage can be applied transverse to the beam to deflect it onto
a mask) can be used to turn the beam on and off. Finally, the beam is corrected for as igmatism by more
lenses (6), and an electrostatic deflector applies transverse electric fields to deflect the beam in order to trace
the design pattern (read in from the control computer) onto the sample. Image reproduced from Ref. [85].
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Figure 3.4: Scanning electron micrographs of some examples of some various types of artificial spin ice
fabricated by EBL: a 360 nm square lattice (a), a 260 nm kagome lattice (b), a 700 nm kagome lattice with
circular islands made from Co/Pt multilayers with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (c), and a 360 nm
long-island shakti lattice (d).
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2 µm
Figure 3.5: A larger-scale scanning electron micrograph of a 360 nm square lattice.
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Figure 3.6: The principles of tapping mode atomic force microscopy. The microscope controller drives
the cantilever to oscillate near its resonant frequency. The cantilever’s deflection amplitude and phase are
modified by tip-sample interactions and monitored by a laser beam reflected from the end of the cantilever
to a photodiode, yielding information about the topography (and possibly other properties) of the sample.
Image reproduced from Ref. [190].
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Figure 3.7: The basic operation of a magnetic force microscope in tapping mode. The cantilever is first
scanned just above the surface where both van der Waals forces and magnetic interactions between the tip
and sample alter the phase of the cantilever’s oscillation. Then the tip is scanned across the same portion of
the sample again but at a greater height (40 nm typical), where long-range magnetic interactions still affect
the phase but short-range van der Waals forces are negligible. The combination of these two scans allows
the isolation of the magnetic contribution to the phase shift, permitting a map of the stray magnetic field
of the sample to be constructed. Image reproduced from Ref. [191].
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Figure 7. Schematic diagram of an electrostatic PEEM instrument
with x-ray excitation. Photoelectrons are stimulated by the x-ray
beam, and are accelerated into the column by the first extraction
lens, which forms an immersion-type optic with the flat sample.
Following a contrast aperture, a projection system forms an image at
an area detector.
in the multilayered nanorings, and the ferromagnetic and
multiferroic phases in the hybrid ferromagnet–multiferroic
nanocomposite films. The unique element-specific X-PEEM
technique is an extremely powerful and appropriate tool for
characterization of these complex nanostructures.
3. Photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM)
The basic principle of PEEM is to create a full-field image
of the electrons emitted from a sample surface in response
to photon absorption. The focusing of the emitted electrons
is usually done with a combination of electrostatic and/or
magnetic lenses. Depending on the choice of excitation, this
provides a surface-sensitive spatial map of some aspects of
the samples’ electronic structure. PEEM was first used with
UV sources, and later came to exploit the greater element
selectivity available by excitation with soft x-rays.
3.1. Instrumentation of PEEM
The structure of a basic electrostatic PEEM instrument is
shown figure 7. The first extraction lens, along with the flat
sample, forms an immersion-type objective. At the focal point
of this objective, an aperture is usually placed to limit the
angular acceptance of the system, and with that the spherical
aberrations. This aperture is of variable size, thus optimization
can be achieved between total microscope transmission and
spatial resolution. Following the aperture is a projection
system usually consisting of two or three projection lenses.
These form an image at the back focal plane, where an area
detector is placed. The detector is most often a multichannel
plate and scintillator screen, although solid-state detectors have
been used in some applications [91]. Since the detection
scheme relies on photoelectrons, most of which are secondary
electrons, the probing depth will be limited to approximately
the electron mean free path in the sample. For soft x-ray
excitation, the electron energies are typically less than 10 eV,
therefore the escape depth is 2–5 nm according to the universal
curve [92].
The performance, in terms of spatial resolution, of a
PEEM is governed by three primary sources of focusing
errors: spherical aberrations, chromatic aberrations and
limitations due to electron mean free path. Each of these
may limit the achievable spatial resolution under certain
operating conditions. For most electrostatic PEEMs, spherical
aberrations limit the spatial resolution to ∼20 nm. However,
with soft x-ray excitation, the kinetic energy distribution of
the resulting photoelectrons is broadened, resulting in greater
chromatic aberrations. In this case, the spatial resolution may
be degraded to 50–100 nm. These errors may be minimized or
corrected using additional optical elements. For chromatic
aberrations, energy filtering of the photoelectrons using a
retarding grid or electron spectrometer can improve the spatial
resolution, at the cost of reduced image intensity. Spherical
aberrations can be corrected using electrostatic elements to
compensate them. In section 5, we discuss aberration-
corrected microscopes in more detail.
3.2. Chemical sensitivity of PEEM
The spatial map of the photon absorption coefficient provides
information about the details of the local electronic structure
at the surface of the sample. The nature of the information
obtained depends on the excitation energy used. With
UV radiation, the contrast obtained is mainly derived from
differences in work function across the surface. This
can give chemical sensitivity, especially between metallic
and oxidized surfaces. With excitation in the soft x-ray
range (200–2000 eV), the absorption coefficient of most solid
materials is dominated by strong core level resonances. With
higher photon energies and tunable synchrotron sources,
elemental contrast can be obtained by choosing an appropriate
core level resonance. This can also provide sensitivity to
valence state for many materials, since the local density of
states in the final state will be sensitive to chemical bonding.
3.3. Magnetic sensitivity of PEEM
By manipulating the polarization of the incoming radiation, we
can achieve sensitivity to spin and orbital occupancies. With
excitation in the soft x-ray range, the absorption coefficient
of most solid materials is dominated by strong core level
resonances. Many of these resonances involve transitions
to the unfilled bands where the magnetism of the material
originates. These resonances may be quite strong, especially
for 3d and 4f final states.
With circularly polarized radiation, there is an additional
dependence of the absorption coefficient on the radiation
polarization, resulting in a strong XMCD effect. This effect
occurs for ferromagnetic materials and arises from the spin-
dependent density of states in the final state band. The first
experimental confirmation of the XMCD effect was at the
Fe K edge (1s–4p) [93]; however, transitions that directly
probe the states where the ferromagnetic spins reside typically
show much greater effects [94]. For transition metals the
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microscopy can also be accomplished in a PEEM24. Generally, XPS 
microscopy has been little used for the characterization of organic
and magnetic materials.
For organic matter, soft X-rays not only provide excellent com-
positional contrast, but are also about three orders of magnitude 
less damaging than electron energy-loss spectroscopy in trans-
mission electron microscopes16. Not surprisingly, a large number 
of X-ray microscopy applications involve organic matter in some 
form or another. Similarly, numerous magnetic materials have 
been investigated as a result of the special contrast mechanism of 
element-specific linear and circular dichroism, and the possibility 
of studying dynamical phenomena. Material classes, such as tradi-
tional semiconductors or superconductors and other oxides, have 
not been investigated extensively with NEXAFS microscopy so far.
organics in aqueous environments
Some of the most challenging materials to characterize are organic 
materials suspended or dispersed in the hydrated, unfrozen state. 
They are particularly radiation sensitive (chemical changes and mass 
loss) owing to the ability of damaging radicals to diffuse rapidly. 
Thus, these materials are an area of application where NEXAFS 
microscopy has unique advantages when suboptical resolution is 
required. The first direct, real-space characterization of a new type 
of polyvinyl-alcohol-based micro-balloon in aqueous environment 
(Fig. 2) is a good example25. A six-month-old suspension of the 
micro-balloons that contained at least partially degraded balloons 
was investigated. Imaging below and above the oxygen K edge, as 
well as complete NEXAFS analysis of individual micro-balloons, 
could provide unique information on the composition of the micro-
balloons in water. From the oxygen NEXAFS of the micro-balloon 
interiors, a distinctio  between water- and air-filled particles could 
be made unambiguously. For example, the NEXAFS spectrum of 
micro-balloon A in Fig. 2a showed only the resonances typical 
for the telechelic polyvinyl-alcohol shell, strongly suggesting that 
micro-balloon A is air filled. Furthermore, the micro-balloons A, 
B and C s own in Fig. 2a had total shell thicknesses of 0.38 μ , 
E
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Figure 1 | illustration of compositional, linear and circular magnetic dichroic contrast mechanisms using NeXaFS spectroscopy. a, NEXAFS spectral 
features corresponding to the carbonyl group (shown in red) as function of progressive functional group environment (ketone to carbonate) show a 
systematic shift towards higher energies for a more electronegative environment18. b, Linearly polarized X-rays produce spectral differences, that is, linear 
dichroism, for parallel or perpendicularly aligned antiferromagnetic domains. c, Circularly polarized light produces spectral differences, that is, circular 
dichroism, for parallel, perpendicular and antiparallel aligned ferromagnetic domains. Figure courtesy of J. Stöhr. 
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Figure 3.8: (a) Schematic of a photoemission electron microscope (PEEM). X-rays, typically from a syn-
chrotron, illuminate the sample and generate photoelectrons that are then gathered and focused onto a screen
or CCD by an electron optics co umn. (b) The absorp ion of circularly-p larized x-rays by a ferromagnetic
material depends on the relative orientation of the x-ray polarization vector and the sample magnetiza-
tion. By taking images with both left- and right-circularly polarized x-rays, the sample’s magnetic domain
structure can be determined. Figures reproduced from Refs. [178] (a) and [179] (b).
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XMCD-PEEM imaging
• XMCD-PEEM images of 800 nm square lattice at 250 K showing GS domains and a 
domain wall.
• Square lattice looks static. The “missing” islands in the shakti lattice are actually ones 
whose magnetization reversed during image acquisition.
• Note samples must be rotated 45° to get contrast on both vertical and horizontal islands.
4
Type I
Type II
Type III
Type IV
X-ray polarization2 µm
a b
Figure 3.9: (a) An XMCD-PEEM image of artificial square spin ice. The individual islands here are 470×
170 × 3 nm. The image was taken at 250 K. Islands with a horizontal magnetization component parallel
to the incident x-ray polarization have black co trast, while those antiparallel have white contra t. The
appearances of the various types of vertices with XMCD contra t are shown in (b). As discussed in Chapter
7, at higher temperatures the magnetic moments of the islands can be reversed by thermal fluctuations.
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Figure 3.10: MFM image analysis. A typical MFM image is presented in panel (a). The image is analyzed
in Matlab by providing the image analysis program (Appendix D) with the image and the coordinates (in
pixels) of four vertices in the corners of the image, which are highlighted here with yellow boxes. From these
coordinates, and the number of rows and columns of vertices in the image, the program interpolates the
locations of all the vertices in the image. It then fits each vertex (e.g. (b), which is highlighted in cyan in
(a)) with model images (e.g., panel (c)) of all the possible vertex configurations. Determining the best fit
yields the island moment configuration of the vertex.
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Figure 3.11: The magnetization configuration of a nearest-neighbor pair of islands in the 320 nm square
lattice. The image is 310 nm square, and the color corresponds to the x-component of the magnetization
(red is large, cyan is zero). Note the curling of the magnetization at the ends of the islands.
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Lattice constant NN energy NNN energy 3rd NN energy
(nm) (10−19 J) (10−19 J) (10−19 J)
320 22.3 11.7 3.17
360 14.6 7.41 2.34
400 9.98 5.00 1.70
440 7.27 3.56 1.33
480 5.43 2.64 1.03
560 3.28 1.58 0.662
680 1.70 0.843 0.373
880 0.769 0.378 0.174
Table 3.1: Square lattice interaction energies for nearest, next-nearest, and third-nearest neighbors. Repro-
duced from Ref. [151].
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Chapter 4
Thermal Annealing
4.1 Deficiencies of ac demagnetization
To meaningfully compare artificial spin ice to natural frustrated spin systems such as spin ice, it is important
to bring artificial spin ice to thermal equilibrium. For instance, in addition to simply having an excess of ice-
rule vertices, the different vertex types should appear with the correct Boltzmann probabilities. Furthermore,
to study monopole excitations, we need to have large regions of the lattice contain only ice-rule vertices so
that individual monopole/antimonopole pairs can be resolved and investigated. As described below, the first
attempts at thermalizing artificial spin ice via ac demagnetization met with limited success. In this chapter
we will consider a much more effective method of thermalizing artificial spin ice, thermal annealing. With
thermal annealing, we can bring the square lattice very close to its ground state, and we can also access
some of the low-energy phases of the kagome lattice that could not be reached with ac demagnetization.
At room temperature, artificial spin ice is distinctly athermal [77]: the energy required to reverse the
magnetization of a 220× 80× 25 nm permalloy island at room temperature is on the order of 104 K. Con-
sequently, early experimental [101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106] and simulation [108, 110] studies of artificial
spin ice relied on ac demagnetization techniques to minimize the magnetostatic energy associated with the
arrays’ island moment configurations, as mentioned in Chapter 1. None of the many different ac demagne-
tization protocols explored, however, were successful at closely approaching the two-fold degenerate ground
state of the square lattice, which consists of a chessboard tiling of the two different Type I vertices only.
Figure 4.1 shows an ac demagnetized square array from Ref. [102]; no long-range order is present. A linear
demagnetization protocol has shown the best results so far, but even this protocol leaves the sample with
only 62% Type I vertices [106].
The first indication that energy minimization provided by ac demagnetization could be improved upon
was provided by Morgan and coworkers, who showed that their as-grown artificial square spin ice contained
large domains of ordered Type I vertices[95]. They showed that thermal fluctuations can reverse the island
moments during growth, while the islands are only a few nanometers high. Furthermore, the elementary
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excitations consisting of isolated clusters of flipped spins on the background of Type I vertices obeyed a
Boltzmann distribution. This work triggered significant theoretical interest in artificial spin ice [86, 87,
111, 112, 113, 114], not only because of the magnetic monopole-like excitations, but also because genuinely
thermalized artificial spin ice can be straightforwardly compared to traditional Monte Carlo simulations [44].
The growth thermalization of Ref. [95] is limited in that it is a single-shot process: once the array
is grown, the island moment configuration cannot be altered. Furthermore, growth parameters such as
deposition temperature and rate restrict the ability of experimentalists to adjust the thermal equilibrium
achieved. Ideally a thermalization process should be repeatable and easily tunable.
Our group approached this problem by annealing artificial spin ice samples above the Curie temperature
of the permalloy islands and then slowly cooling the samples back to room temperature [97], as shown in Fig.
4.2a. The idea is that in the temperature regime between Tc (the islands’ Curie temperature) and Tb (the
islands’ blocking temperature), thermal fluctuations can rearrange the island moment configuration, allowing
the arrays to explore their phase spaces more thoroughly than in ac demagnetization. As the temperature
is reduced further, the thermalized configuration becomes frozen in place, and at room temperature, it can
be imaged by MFM. The principle is similar to that proposed in heat assisted magnetic recording, where a
bit on a hard disk is locally heated to reduce the magnetic media’s coercivity so that the magnetization for
that bit, impervious to the write head’s field at room temperature, can be switched [192].
Most of the data below are reproduced from Ref. [97], which includes additional detail, in particular
regarding the theory and Monte Carlo calculations performed by our collaborators.
4.2 Fabrication and materials issues
Permalloy (Ni81Fe19)films deposited on a silicon (with native oxide) substrate degrade in quality as the
sample is heated above the film’s Curie temperature. Fig. 4.3a shows how the magnetic moment of a
25 nm film (the same thickness as the standard artificial spin ice islands) decreases on successive thermal
annealing cycles. This is because the permalloy diffuses into the substrate at high temperatures. In order
to thermally anneal artificial spin ice samples without losing the islands’ magnetization due to this film-
substrate interdiffusion during annealing, we fabricated samples on a silicon wafer with a 200 nm layer of
Si3N4 deposited by low-pressure CVD. The Si3N4 layer acts as a diffusion barrier and prevents film-substrate
interdiffusion, as shown in Fig. 4.3b for a 25 nm permalloy film on a Si/Si3N4 substrate.
We fabricated arrays of artificial square and kagome spin ice with a wide range of lattice constants
(320− 880 nm for the square lattice and 260− 1050 nm for the kagome lattice) on Si/Si3N4 substrates using
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the standard electron beam lithography process described in Chapter 3 and Appendix A. When the samples
were finished, they were annealed at 545 ◦C (just above the Curie temperature of 542.5 ◦C that we measured
for 25 nm permalloy films, as shown in Fig. 4.4.) for fifteen minutes in a magnetically-shielded vacuum
chamber with a base pressure of 10−7 torr and then cooled through the Curie temperature at 1 ◦C/min and
back to room temperature. The experimental temperature profile of the annealing process is shown in Fig.
4.2b. The samples were polarized with an electromagnet prior to annealing, and MFM measurements after
annealing showed that the arrays were no longer polarized, verifying that the annealing temperature was
high enough for thermal fluctuations to rearrange the island moment configuration of the sample. MFM
measurements of all the arrays were taken after annealing, and the island moment configurations were
determined using the Matlab routines described in Chapter 3.
4.3 Experimental results
Some MFM images of the thermally annealed square lattices are presented in Fig. 4.5. Most of the vertices
are in the Type I ground state configuration, verifying that the thermal annealing protocol was very effective
at placing the artificial square spin ice samples into very low energy states. In Fig. 4.5c–f, one can see large
domains of ordered Type I vertices separated by domain walls comprised of excited Type II and III vertices.
The ground state ordering is even better than that produced during growth thermalization in Ref. [95].
Note that as the lattice spacing increases, the interaction energy between islands decreases. The weaker
interactions of the larger lattices are not as effective at driving the lattices toward the Type I ground state
during the limited window between the Curie temperature and the blocking temperature in which thermal
fluctuations allow the system to equilibrate, which leads to smaller domains. This is qualitatively consistent
with what is seen in Fig. 4.5c–f: as the lattice constant increases from 320 to 440 nm, the size of the ground
state domains shrinks.
Similar MFM images of the artificial kagome spin ice lattices are shown in Fig. 4.6. Close inspection of
the smaller lattice spacings reveals that all of the vertices obey the two-in/one-out (or vice versa) pseudo-
ice rule. The presence of the ice rule is nothing new, however. It has been observed in several previous
experimental studies of ac demagnetized samples [90, 91, 92, 93]. Determining whether these lattices are in
the lower-energy kagome ice II phase depicted in Fig. 2.4c requires more careful analysis.
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4.4 Discussion
The square lattice results can be quantified by extracting the vertex populations, i.e., the fraction of the
total number of vertices belonging to each of the different types enumerated in Fig. 2.2a. The results are
shown in Fig. 4.7a. As is to be expected, nearly all the vertices for the smaller lattice spacings are in the
Type I ground state configuration, whereas larger lattice spacings have a significant fraction of vertices in
the excited Type II and III configurations. Even the largest lattice spacing investigated (880 nm), however,
does not have a completely random distribution of islands. If the island moments were all randomly oriented,
1/8 of the vertices should be Type I and 1/8 should be Type IV; however, the experimental data show an
excess of low-energy Type I vertices and a paucity of energetically-unfavorable Type IV vertices.
The size of the ground state domains can be quantified as well. First, the correlations between pairs
of islands are extracted for nearest neighbors, next-nearest-neighbors, and so on for a number of lattice
constants. The distance at which the correlation decreases to 1/e is an estimate of the radius of an average-
sized domain [44]. A plot of spin-spin correlation for the square lattices as a function of pair separation is
shown in Fig. 4.7b. For the arrays with large lattice spacings, the correlation falls off very quickly, indicating
a lack of long-range order, but for the smaller lattice spacings, it falls off more slowly. Extrapolating the
320 nm lattice’s correlation suggests that it has domains that are dozens of islands across, consistent with
the MFM image in Fig. 4.5c. Our ability to extract longer-range correlations is limited by the finite field of
view of the MFM images, but in future studies it may be possible to improve on these measurements using
more sophisticated analysis techniques [193] or x-ray scattering measurements [138].
The long-range ordered ground state of the square lattice is easy to recognize in MFM images such as
those in Fig. 4.5. Order in the kagome lattice is more subtle and is not immediately obvious in Fig. 4.6.
Inspection of the MFM images shows that all the vertices in the smaller lattices obey the pseudo-ice rule
(Fig. 4.8), so the arrays are at least in the kagome ice I phase. It is difficult, however, to determine if
they have reached the lower-effective-temperature kagome ice II phase, or even the ground state loop phase
[99, 100]. In order to better visualize the vertex configuration of the lattice, we created vertex maps in which
each vertex is represented by a dot. Since the charge-ordered kagome ice II phase is two-fold degenerate
at the vertex level (i.e., positive charges on the A sites of the hexagonal lattice of vertices and negative
charges on the B sites, or vice versa), we color-coded each dot red if it corresponded to a vertex belonging
to one of the two possible charge orderings, and blue if the vertex belonged to the other. In Fig. 4.9a
and c, the MFM images of the 260 and 490 nm kagome lattices shown in Fig. 4.6a and d are reproduced.
Fig. 4.9b and d are the corresponding vertex maps. For the 260 nm lattice, crystallites of ordered magnetic
charges (the clusters of red and blue dots) are clearly visible. The size of these crystallites may be limited by
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incomplete thermalization (i.e., the temperature window in which thermal fluctuations can alter the island
moment configuration is not long enough) or the intrinsic structural disorder of the islands. Even though the
vertices are not charge-ordered across the entire image, the presence of the ordered crystallites suggests that
the arrays are close to the kagome ice I—kagome ice II phase transition. Note that the kagome II charge
ordering is the low-energy, zero-field phase predicted in Refs. [99] and [100] rather than the field-driven
ordering of ∆Q = ±3 monopoles found experimentally in Ref. [194].
Taking the Fourier transform of the configuration of magnetic charges in the artificial kagome spin ice
samples provides further confirmation of the charge ordering. Fig. 4.10a and b show the Fourier transforms
of the magnetic charge configurations extracted from the MFM images in Fig. 4.6c and f. There is only a
faint pattern in 4.10b, since this pattern corresponds to the larger 490nm lattice without significant ordering,
but a distinct hexagonal pattern is visible in Fig. 4.10a, which corresponds to the 260 nm kagome lattice
with crystallites of charge order. This pattern is also well-matched by Monte Carlo simulations of a kagome
lattice with the same effective temperature (Fig. 4.10c and d).
The magnetic charge ordering can be quantified. In Fig. 4.11a and b, the charge-charge correlation
is shown as a function of pair order (depicted in the inset in Fig. 4.11a). The zigzag pattern shown by
these correlations is consistent with the antiferromagnetic-like charge ordering, with each positive (or north)
magnetic charge surrounded by three negative (or south) magnetic charges, and vice versa. The experimental
magnetic charge correlations also agree well with the corresponding Monte Carlo simulations shown in Fig.
4.11c. Using a method based on conditional probability that was developed by Lammert and coworkers
[195], we also extracted the entropy associated with the island moment configuration in the various MFM
images. While the entropy is higher than that expected for the completely charge-ordered kagome ice II, it
is distinctly lower than that expected for kagome ice I, as depicted in Fig. 4.12. This is consistent with the
vertex maps, which show only local charge order in small crystallites, and suggests that the smallest lattices
treated with this annealing protocol are close to the kagome ice I—kagome ice II phase transition.
4.5 Conclusion
Other thermalization techniques have also been explored by other groups. Porro et al. annealed square
lattices with islands made of a different composition of permalloy (Ni87Fe13) that has a slightly lower Curie
temperature than the Ni81Fe19 used in this chapter and found ground state ordering comparable to that
found in as-grown samples [96]. MOKE studies of islands made from δ-doped Pd(Fe) uncovered evidence for
the destruction of long-range magnetization in a square lattice by thermal fluctuations [196], and XMCD-
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PEEM measurements of small clusters of this type of island provided real-space microscopy measurements
of thermal fluctuations [115]. By fabricating clusters and arrays of very thin ( 3 nm) permalloy islands,
Farhan and coworkers were able to observe room temperature thermal fluctuations in artificial spin ice
as well [98, 116]. In particular, they observed a square array magnetized along its diagonal relax into a
perfectly-ordered Type I ground state through thermal fluctuations using XMCD-PEEM [98] (Fig. 2.9).
The technique described in this chapter, however, can be used with the same standard permalloy islands
that have been used in previous studies. Furthermore, imaging the island moment configuration can be done
with a tabletop MFM, so while thermal fluctuations cannot be observed in situ, a synchrotron-based PEEM
is not necessary.
The results associated with these thermally annealed artificial spin ice samples point to a number of
important conclusions. First, thermal annealing provides an unprecedented path to low-energy phases of
artificial spin ice (such as kagome ice II) that were not previously experimentally accessible. Our smallest
square lattices approached the Type I ground state more closely than either the as-grown samples of Ref.
[95] or the similar Ni87Fe13 samples of Ref. [96] that were annealed at a lower temperature. Furthermore,
the observation of the beginning of the kagome ice II phase and the correlations among the magnetic charges
in the kagome lattice underscore the importance of magnetic charge-charge interactions in determining
the low-temperature physics of this system. The ability to place artificial spin ice samples in genuinely
thermally equilibrated states promises more fruitful interactions between these experimental model systems
and traditional Monte Carlo simulations and theory.
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We analyze the rotational demagnetization of artificial spin ice, a recently realized array of nanoscale
single-domain ferromagnetic islands. Demagnetization does not anneal this model system into its
antiferromagnetic ground state: the moments have a static disordered configuration similar to the frozen
state of the spin ice materials. We demonstrate that this athermal system has an effective extensive
degeneracy and we introduce a formalism that can predict the populations of local states in this icelike
system with no adjustable parameters.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.98.217203 PACS numbers: 75.75.+a, 75.50.Lk
Disordered states are complex and often do not reveal
themselves completely to experiment. In neural networks,
structural glasses, economic models, and countless other
systems, disorder is often associated with frustration, a
competition between interactions, not all of which can be
satisfied. Even perfectly regular lattices can exhibit frus-
tration if the interactions on the lattice have a fundamental
geometrical incompatibility, such as for antiferromagnetic
interactions around a threefold loop. Such geometrical
frustration governs the exotic ground states of certain
spin systems [1,2] such as spin ice, wherein the spin
interactions mimic the frustration of proton positions in
water ice and so produce a degenerate ground state with an
extensive zero-temperature entropy [3–6]. Recently, Wang
et al. [7] have fabricated artificial spin ice: a two-
dimensional array of elongated single-domain permalloy
islands whose shape anisotropy defines Ising-like spins
arranged along the sides of a regular square lattice, as in
Figs. 1 and 2. The island-island interactions in such a
lattice can be engineered to display frustration and the
magnetic state of every island can be revealed by scanning
probe microscopy. Frustration-induced disorder on a regu-
lar lattice, fully resolved experimentally, provides a power-
ful model system. As reported in [7], demagnetized
artificial spin ice shows short-range icelike correlations
and no long-range correlations, with consistent vertex
populations across experimental runs. A recent Letter [8]
examined this system in the context of the two-dimensional
vertex models of spin ice [9–11].
The six pairwise island-island interactions at a given
vertex of Fig. 2 cannot be simultaneously satisfied.
However, due to a difference in the pairwise island inter-
action energies for neighbors at  and =2 angles to each
other around a given vertex, this array actually has a single
ground state, unique up to a global spin flip, that carries no
macroscopic moment. In [7], the system was demagnetized
by first fully polarizing it in a large external field and then
gradually decreasing the field in an alternating stepwise
fashion while rapidly rotating the sample, all at room
temperature [12]. Although the resulting magnetic states
had only a small residual moment and a much lower energy
than the fully polarized starting configuration, the unique
ground state was never reached, nor even closely ap-
proached. Here, we analyze experimental data on artificial
spin ice [7] and demonstrate that the demagnetization
protocol generated a well-defined (albeit not thermally
equilibrated) disordered state which restores the macro-
scopic degeneracy, but on a hidden manifold. The observed
FIG. 1. A representative magnetic force microscope image of
the experimental system. The single-domain character of islands
is indicated by the division of each island into black and white
halves [7].
PRL 98, 217203 (2007) P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending25 MAY 2007
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Figure 4.1: A sample of artificial square spin ice subjected to ac demagnetization. While many of the vertices
obey the ice rule, there is no long range order. Figure reproduced from Ref. [102].
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Before annealing, we polarized the island arrays with a high magnetic field of 2000 Oe along 
their diagonal direction in order to verify that any ground state ordering present after annealing is 
due to the annealing process rather than thermalization during growth. Then these array samples
on Si/Si3N4 were annealed in a high vacuum annealer (base pressure of 10-7 Torr) on a Cu 
heating stage. Fig. S3 shows a typical annealing process of an artificial spin ice sample studied in
the main text. It was first heated to 545 oC at a rate of 20 oC /min and soaked at that temperature 
for 15 minutes, then cooled down at a rate of 1 oC /min to 445 oC; after that it was cooled to room
temperature naturally (at a rate of approximately 10 oC /min). The stage temperature was 
monitored using a thermocouple in good mechanical contact, and indium was employed to affix 
the sample to the stage. Although precisely monitored, in high vacuum there must necessarily be 
a finite difference in temperature between the sample surface and the thermocouple, due to 
thermal resistance between the thermocouple, stage and sample, as well as radiative effects. No 
direct measure of the sample surface was possible in-situ. To account for this inaccuracy, and to 
obtain an accurate estimate of the absolute value of all annealing temperatures, all temperatures 
were taken relative to the observed value of Tc, as measured on the stage thermocouple. An 
accurate measure of the true, absolute value of Tc was taken from VSM measurements of 
continuous permalloy films and was found to be 542.5 ºC, and all measurements are 
subsequently made relative to this value. VSM measurements also verified that multiple anneals 
above 545 ºC resulted in little degradation of the saturation magnetization of the films. 
Figure S3. The annealing process of the artificial spin ice sample on Si3N4 substrate studied in 
the main text. The sample was heated to 545 oC and held for 15 minutes. Heating rate is 20 oC 
/min and cooling rates is 1 oC /min until 445 oC (after that the cooling rate is approximately 10 oC 
/min). Details around the maximum temperature are shown in the inset.
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Figure 4.2: (a) A sketch of the annealing protocol used to thermalize artificial spin ice samples. The samples
are heated above the Curie temperature (Tc) and then cooled down slowly. In the temperature range between
the Curie temperature and the blocking temperature (Tb), thermal fluctuations allow the sample to explore
its pha e space and approach its ground state. (b) The experime tal temperature profile of the annealing
process used here. Panel (b) reproduced from Ref. [97].
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Figure 4.3: Magnetization measured as a function of temperature for a 25 nm permalloy film on a silicon
substrate with native oxide (a) and a 200 nm LPCVD layer of Si3N4 (b). As the temperature is cycled
repeatedly, the permalloy on the bare silicon diffuses into the substrate, degrading the film magnetization,
whereas the Si3N4 layer serves as a diffusion barrier, so the permalloy magnetization does not degrade.
Figure reproduced from Ref. [97].
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Crystallites of magnetic charges in artificial spin ice
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Artificial spin ice1 is a class of lithographically created arrays of
interacting ferromagnetic nanometre-scale islands. It was intro-
duced to investigate many-body phenomena related to frustration
and disorder in a material that could be tailored to precise speci-
fications and imaged directly. Because of the largemagnetic energy
scales of these nanoscale islands, it has so far been impossible to
thermally anneal artificial spin ice into desired thermodynamic
ensembles; nearly all studies of artificial spin ice have either treated
it as a granular material activated by alternating fields2 or focused
on the as-grown state of the arrays3. This limitation has prevented
experimental investigation of novel phases that can emerge from
the nominal ground states of frustrated lattices. For example, arti-
ficial kagome spin ice, inwhich the islands are arrangedon the edges
of a hexagonal net, is predicted to support states with monopolar
charge order at entropies below that of the previously observed
pseudo-ice manifold4. Here we demonstrate a method for therma-
lizing artificial spin ices with square and kagome lattices by heating
above the Curie temperature of the constituent material. In this
manner, artificial square spin ice achieves unprecedented thermal
ordering of the moments. In artificial kagome spin ice, we observe
incipient crystallization of the magnetic charges embedded in
pseudo-ice, with crystallites of magnetic charges whose size can be
controlled by tuning the lattice constant. We find excellent agree-
ment between experimental data and Monte Carlo simulations of
emergent charge–charge interactions.
In the past few years, the low-temperature physics of the pyrochlore
spin-ice materials has been described in terms of magnetic monopole
excitations5–8. In such systems, the three-dimensional pyrochlore lat-
tice is composed of corner-sharing tetrahedra, with rare-earth-ion
magnetic moments residing on the corners of the tetrahedra. The
ground state of each tetrahedron consists of two spins pointing in
and two spins pointing out of the tetrahedron, satisfying Pauling’s
‘ice rule’. If each magnetic dipole is represented as a dimer of two
opposite magnetic charges, then this ice rule corresponds to charge
minimization within each tetrahedron, and excitations have an effec-
tive monopolar charge.
This dimer picture can be applied generally to a range of ‘ice-like’
magnetic systems. For lattices such as pyrochlore with even numbers of
spins around each point of convergence, local energy minimization
yields perfect charge cancellation, and excitations correspondingly lead
to effective monopolar charges as topological defects in an emergent
gauge field. In lattices with odd spin coordination, however, the cancel-
lation is imperfect and one obtains a lattice of effectivemagnetic charges
even in the absence of excitation (a multipole expansion shows that
Coulomb’s law can approximate the interactions among thesemagnetic
charges9,10). Although all of these charges can broadly be defined as
monopoles, a more restrictive definition of ‘monopole’ reserves that
term formobile topological defects that violate anemergent gauge field5.
Under either definition, however, the collective dynamics of the net
magnetic charges in these systems are a fascinating venue for the study
of emergent behaviour, and we avoid the term ‘monopole’ in the dis-
cussion below to minimize the semantic ambiguity.
Artificial spin-ice systems1 are composed of arrays of single-domain
ferromagnetic nanoislandswhosemagneticmoments behave like giant
Ising spins and whose geometry results in competing interactions that
mimic the ‘icemodels’ of statisticalmechanics11. Themagneticmoments
of the individual nanoislands can be imaged by magnetic force micro-
scopy (MFM),permitting thedirect observationofmagnetic charges3,12–14.
The square and kagome lattices, as shown in Fig. 1, have been the focus of
most attention.
Artificial square spin ice, the first such system to be studied, consists
of islands having the same coordination number as the atomic spins in
naturally occurring spin-ice materials but has no residual entropy. Its
two-fold degenerate ground state has proved difficult to reach15,16,
although some groups have achieved sizeable domains in as-grown
samples3.We note that, in this systemwith even coordination number,
magnetic charges exist only as excitations. Artificial kagome spin ice
corresponds to spins arranged on a kagome lattice4,17. This system
has been predicted to possess a complex phase diagram, including a
charge-ordered phase due to the interactions of the magnetic charges
intrinsic to the odd coordination at each vertex9,10. These phases have
*These authors contributed equally to this work.
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Figure 1 | The artificial spin-ice lattices used in this study. Left panels
(a, c) illustrate the nanomagnet configurations used to create artificial square
(a) and kagome (c) spin ice. Right panels (b, d) showMFM images of artificial
square (b) andkagome (d) spin ice. The black andwhite spots correspond to the
magnetic poles of the islands. The arrows in a and c correspond to themagnetic
moments revealed by the corresponding MFM images. a, Lattice constant.
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Figure 4.5: Thermally annealed artificial square spin ice. Panel (a) shows a small-scale MFM image, the
island moment configuration of which is shown in (b). Panels (c)–(f) show larger-scale MFM images revealing
large domains of ordered Type I vertices. Note that the size of the domains shrinks as the lattice constant
is increased from 320 nm (c) to 440 nm (f). Reproduced from Ref. [97].67
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Artificial spin ice1 is a class of lithographically created arrays of
interacting ferromagnetic nanometre-scale islands. It was intro-
duced to investigate many-body phenomena related to frustration
and disorder in a material that could be tailored to precise speci-
fications and imaged directly. Because of the largemagnetic energy
scales of these nanoscale islands, it has so far been impossible to
thermally anneal artificial spin ice into desired thermodynamic
ensembles; nearly all studies of artificial spin ice have either treated
it as a granular material activated by alternating fields2 or focused
on the as-grown state of the arrays3. This limitation has prevented
experimental investigation of novel phases that can emerge from
the nominal ground states of frustrated lattices. For example, arti-
ficial kagome spin ice, inwhich the islands are arrangedon the edges
of a hexagonal net, is predicted to support states with monopolar
charge order at entropies below that of the previously observed
pseudo-ice manifold4. Here we demonstrate a method for therma-
lizing artificial spin ices with square and kagome lattices by heating
above the Curie temperature of the constituent material. In this
manner, artificial square spin ice achieves unprecedented thermal
ordering of the moments. In artificial kagome spin ice, we observe
incipient crystallization of the magnetic charges embedded in
pseudo-ice, with crystallites of magnetic charges whose size can be
controlled by tuning the lattice constant. We find excellent agree-
ment between experimental data and Monte Carlo simulations of
emergent charge–charge interactions.
In the past few years, the low-temperature physics of the pyrochlore
spin-ice materials has been described in terms of magnetic monopole
excitations5–8. In such systems, the three-dimensional pyrochlore lat-
tice is composed of corner-sharing tetrahedra, with rare-earth-ion
magnetic moments residing on the corners of the tetrahedra. The
ground state of each tetrahedron consists of two spins pointing in
and two spins pointing out of the tetrahedron, satisfying Pauling’s
‘ice rule’. If each magnetic dipole is represented as a dimer of two
opposite magnetic charges, then this ice rule corresponds to charge
minimization within each tetrahedron, and excitations have an effec-
tive monopolar charge.
This dimer picture can be applied generally to a range of ‘ice-like’
magnetic systems. For lattices such as pyrochlore with even numbers of
spins around each point of convergence, local energy minimization
yields perfect charge cancellation, and excitations correspondingly lead
to effective monopolar charges as topological defects in an emergent
gauge field. In lattices with odd spin coordination, however, the cancel-
lation is imperfect and one obtains a lattice of effectivemagnetic charges
even in the absence of excitation (a multipole expansion shows that
Coulomb’s law can approximate the interactions among thesemagnetic
charges9,10). Although all of these charges can broadly be defined as
monopoles, a more restrictive definition of ‘monopole’ reserves that
term formobile topological defects that violate anemergent gauge field5.
Under either definition, however, the collective dynamics of the net
magnetic charges in these systems are a fascinating venue for the study
of emergent behaviour, and we avoid the term ‘monopole’ in the dis-
cussion below to minimize the semantic ambiguity.
Artificial spin-ice systems1 are composed of arrays of single-domain
ferromagnetic nanoislandswhosemagneticmoments behave like giant
Ising spins and whose geometry results in competing interactions that
mimic the ‘icemodels’ of statisticalmechanics11. Themagneticmoments
of the individual nanoislands can be imaged by magnetic force micro-
scopy (MFM),permitting thedirect observationofmagnetic charges3,12–14.
The square and kagome lattices, as shown in Fig. 1, have been the focus of
most attention.
Artificial square spin ice, the first such system to be studied, consists
of islands having the same coordination number as the atomic spins in
naturally occurring spin-ice materials but has no residual entropy. Its
two-fold degenerate ground state has proved difficult to reach15,16,
although some groups have achieved sizeable domains in as-grown
samples3.We note that, in this systemwith even coordination number,
magnetic charges exist only as excitations. Artificial kagome spin ice
corresponds to spins arranged on a kagome lattice4,17. This system
has been predicted to possess a complex phase diagram, including a
charge-ordered phase due to the interactions of the magnetic charges
intrinsic to the odd coordination at each vertex9,10. These phases have
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Figure 1 | The artificial spin-ice lattices used in this study. Left panels
(a, c) illustrate the nanomagnet configurations used to create artificial square
(a) and kagome (c) spin ice. Right panels (b, d) showMFM images of artificial
square (b) andkagome (d) spin ice. The black andwhite spots correspond to the
magnetic poles of the islands. The arrows in a and c correspond to themagnetic
moments revealed by the corresponding MFM images. a, Lattice constant.
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Figure 4.6: Thermally annealed artificial kagome spin ice. As in Fig. 4.5, (a) shows a small-scale MFM
image and (b) shows the corresponding island moment configuration, while (c)–(f) show larger-scale MFM
images of kagome arrays with several different lattice constants. Reproduced from Ref. [97].
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Figure 4.7: (a) Vertex population fractions for thermally annealed artificial square spin ice. Note that at
small lattice spacings, as is to be expected from the MFM images in Fig. 4.5, nearly all the vertices are
in the Type I ground state configuration. (b) Correlation between pairs of islands as a function of the pair
separation. The distance at which the correlation falls to 1/e ≈ 0.368 (dashed line) can be taken as an
estimate of the radius of an average domain. Figure reproduced from Ref. [97].
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Figure 4.8: The fraction of Type I vertices (i.e. vertices obeying the pseudo-ice rule) as a function of lattice
spacing for the thermally annealed artificial kagome spin ice samples. Reproduced from Ref. [97].
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Figure 4.9: Magnetic charge ordering in artificial kagome spin ice. The MFM images from Fig. 4.6c and f
are reproduced in (a) and (c). In (b) and (d), the vertices in (a) and (c) are represented by colored dots. The
red and blue dots correspond to vertices belonging to the two degenerate kagome ice II configurations, one
of which is shown in Fig. 2.4c. This allows the crystallites of magnetic charge order to be seen as clusters
of red and blue dots. The green and yellow vertices in (d) correspond to three-in or three-out vertices,
demonstrating that the array with larger lattice spacing in (c) is not in either the kagome ice I or II phase
but rather in the high-effective-temperature paramagnetic phase. Image reproduced from Ref. [97].
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Figure 4.10: Fourier transforms of the magnetic charge configurations in Fig. 4.6c (a) and Fig. 4.6f (b). The
hexagonal pattern is indicative of magnetic charge ordering and is much stronger in the lattice with smaller
spacing. Panel (c) is a similar Fourier transform of the magnetic charge configuration from a Monte Carlo
simulation with the same effective temperature as the 260 nm lattice, and (d) is an average over many such
simulations. Figure partially reproduced from Ref. [97].
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Figure S8. Static structure factors for magnetic charge crystallites in artificial kagome spin ice.
(a) and (b) are the static structure factors for magnetic charge crystallites for the 260 and 490 nm 
lattices shown in Fig. 4.
The magnetic charge-charge correlation functions at varying temperatures are shown in Fig. S9. 
The different monopolar-charge pairs are defined in the inset of Fig. (a) of the main text. The
correlations clearly increases as temperature is lowered toward the transition temperature Tc ~1.8 
J. Fig. S10(a) shows a snapshot of the magnetic charge configurations at the effective 
temperature T=3.1 J, corresponding to the spin-ice array with lattice constant 260 nm. Both the 
snapshot configuration and the corresponding Fourier transform [Fig. S10(b)] are similar to those 
from MFM data shown in Figures 4(a,b) and S8(a). Fig. S10(c) shows the structure factor 
obtained by averaging over ~3000 different charge configurations. 
Figure S9. Magnetic charge-charge correlation obtained from Monte Carlo simulations at 
various temperatures. The temperature is measured in units of J.
a b 
c
Figure 4.11: (a) and (b) show magnetic charge-charge correlations between vertices from first- to seventh-
nearest-neighbors, defined in the inset of (a). The zigzag character of the correlation is the hallmark of
kagome ice II magnetic charge ordering. In panel (c), magnetic charge-charge correlations from Monte Carlo
simulations at several effective temperatures are shown. The 260 nm kagome lattice corresponds to T = 3.1.
Image reproduced from Ref. [97].
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Figure 4.12: The entropy (in units of bits per spin) of thermally annealed artificial kagome spin ice as
a function of the nearest-neighbor magnetic charge-charge correlation C1 (increasing C1 corresponds to
decreasing lattice constant). The entropy of the 260 nm lattice is higher than that of the charge-ordered
kagome ice II phase (dashed magenta line), but significantly lower than that of the kagome ice I phase
(dashed green line), suggesting an incipient phase transition to kagome ice II. The inset shows the entropy
as a function of lattice spacing (the entropy extracted from each individual MFM image is shown as a distinct
point). Reproduced from Ref. [97].
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Chapter 5
The Shakti Lattice
5.1 Shortcomings of artificial square and kagome spin ice
Interest in artificial spin ice was initially based on studies of the square lattice [77], due to the approximate
correspondence between the four nanoislands in a vertex and the four spins in a tetrahedron in the pyrochlore
lattice of spin ice materials such as Dy2Ti2O7 and Ho2Ti2O7 [28]. On closer examination, however, this
correspondence starts to break down [94, 140]: whereas the rare earth spins on the four corners of a tetrahe-
dron of the pyrochlores lattice are equidistant, the islands composing a vertex of artificial square spin ice are
not; and whereas the relative orientation of a pair of spins in spin ice is the same for all pairs of spins in a
tetrahedron, square lattice vertices have parallel and perpendicular pairs of islands. These differences mean
that, unlike the identical interactions of spins in spin ice, the interactions between different pairs of islands
in a vertex of the square lattice are inequivalent due to the anisotropy and 1/r3 distance dependence of the
dipolar interaction. While a number of three-dimensional artificial spin ice lattices have been proposed in
order to make all a vertex’s nanoislands equidistant [94, 139, 140], none make the dipole-dipole interactions
identical for all pairs of nanoislands. Furthermore, magnetic imaging of the microstate of multiple layers of
nanoislands would be extremely difficult at best.
The lifting of the degeneracy of vertices in the square lattice can be fixed by instead studying artificial
kagome spin ice [90, 91]. All the interactions between islands in a vertex of artificial kagome spin ice
are the same, but this solution comes at a price: vertices contain three islands, not four, so the ice rule
must be modified from two-in/two-out to one-in/two-out or vice versa. A further consequence of the odd
coordination number of the vertices in the kagome lattice is that in the dumbbell model [48], the ground-state
vertices always possess magnetic charge, even in their lowest-energy configuration, unlike ice-rule-obeying
tetrahedra in spin ice. Evidently, while the interesting consequences of geometrical frustration, such as zero-
point entropy [35, 45, 65] and magnetic monopole excitations [48, 59, 60, 61, 64, 66], are easily modeled by
artificial spin ice [81, 95, 118, 119, 195], care must be taken to understand where the analogy with materials
systems like spin ice fails.
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Electron beam lithography allows us to fabricate virtually any imaginable two-dimensional lattice, but
only a few isolated experimental [197, 121, 122, 92, 126, 127] (or even theoretical [124, 125, 132]) studies
have ever been carried out on lattices other than square and kagome. In light of this flexibility, the question
arises whether we design other lattices to give us more insight into interesting phenomena such as zero-point
entropy and magnetic monopoles. The shakti lattice, described here, represents a first important step in
this direction.
5.2 Spin frustration vs. vertex frustration
We have seen in previous chapters that it is often easiest to think of the microstate of an artificial spin ice
lattice in terms of vertices, rather than in terms of individual nanoisland moments. While the commonly-
studied square and kagome lattices possess states in which every vertex is in its lowest-energy configuration
[94, 95, 99, 100], more complicated new lattices have been proposed in which the simultaneous placement
of all vertices in their ground states is impossible, a situation called vertex frustration [130, 131]. With the
advent of second-generation thermalization techniques [95, 97, 98], it is straightforward to experimentally
access states comprised of only lowest-energy vertices if such a state exists. Creating ground state degeneracy
through vertex frustration would allow us to gain further insight into the physics of the zero-point entropy
that has proved so interesting in spin ice materials.
One of these new lattices, the shakti lattice, is shown in Fig. 5.1 along with the previously-studied square
and hexagonal lattices. While it looks significantly more complex than the square lattice, it is derived from
the square lattice by a decimation process in which one fourth of the islands are removed. In the case of
the long island lattice in Fig. 5.1d, the two central islands of each plaquette are fused together to create a
single long island. Note that while the shakti lattice is topologically equivalent to the Cairo lattice, which
is occasionally found in natural materials [198, 199], the shakti lattice itself does not directly correspond to
any known naturally-occurring crystal.
Fig. 5.2 enumerates the different types of vertices that occur in the shakti lattice. Vertices of a given
coordination are labeled by Roman numerals in order of increasing energy, and the number of islands
comprising the vertex is indicated by a subscript. For example, a Type II3 vertex contains three islands and
is the second-lowest-energy configuration. While it is possible to arrange island moments on the shakti lattice
such that all the four-island vertices are in the Type I4 ground state, only half of the three-island vertices can
be put in their Type I3 ground state, leaving the remaining half in excited Type II3 configurations (which
we will call “defects”). Thus the shakti lattice is vertex-frustrated.
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The significance of vertex frustration in the shakti lattice is that it allows us to explore ground state
degeneracy (and consequently zero-point entropy) at the vertex level rather than the spin level. While
artificial square and kagome spin ice can both reach states in which every vertex is in its ground state, this
is impossible for the shakti lattice. As mentioned above, the shakti lattice can place at most only half of its
three-island vertices in their ground state. In such a state, each plaquette of the lattice (the shaded islands in
Fig. 5.1c and d) will have to arrange two “defect” Type II3 vertices on four possible sites [130, 131], causing a
six-fold degeneracy that can be mapped directly onto spin ice or a six-vertex model [44, 88, 200, 201, 202, 89].
By creating a more complicated lattice, we have lost the simple nanoisland-to-spin correspondence with spin
ice, but we have gained the ground state degeneracy that artificial square spin ice lacks.
5.3 Fabrication
We fabricated artificial shakti spin ice using the methods described in Chapter 3. An electron beam lithog-
raphy writer was used to write arrays with lattice constants ranging from 320 to 880 nm on wafers with a
silicon nitride layer to avoid film/substrate interdiffusion during thermal annealing, as described in Chapter
4. Pattern transfer was achieved by our standard bilayer liftoff process. Square arrays were also fabricated
on the same chips in order to directly compare the shakti lattices with the well-understood square lattice.
Following liftoff, the arrays were polarized along a 〈11〉 direction and thermally annealed above the islands
Curie temperature, again using the same protocol as that described in Chapter 4 and Ref. [97]. Following
thermal annealing, the arrays were imaged with a magnetic force microscope. The configuration of the in-
dividual island moments was then extracted for quantitative analysis by automatic image analysis routines
implemented in Matlab (see Appendix C).
When constructing vertex-frustrated lattices through decimations of the square lattice (as for the shakti
lattices), it is in principle necessary to remove two opposite islands from a four-island vertex and fuse the
remaining two together into a single long island [130], as in Fig. 5.1d. Fusing the two islands forces the long
island to pick the orientation of one of the original two islands at the expense of the other (since the ground
state of the square lattice comprises entirely Type I vertices, pairs of opposite islands tend to have magnetic
moments oriented antiparallel to one another). This fusion is technically necessary for frustration since,
without it, the lattice could simply inherit a nondegenerate ground state from the square lattice. However,
since the energy of a Type II2 vertex (i.e. one consisting of two unfused, antiparallel moments) is much
higher than that of a Type I2 vertex, we expect that in our well-thermalized annealed samples, nearly all
the two island vertices will be in the Type I2 configurations, so at least for small lattices which approach
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the ground state, the short-island and long-island shakti lattices should behave similarly.
Magnetic force microscopy confirms that, like the standard 220×80nm islands, the long islands are single
domain, even the longest ones in the a = 880 nm lattice. Since the long islands shape and size differs from
that of the short islands, the energy hierarchy of the vertex types is in principle modified. To first order,
however, we can neglect this issue, since in the dumbbell approximation the vertex energies are not affected.
Since the width of the long and short islands are identical, we expect similar amounts of magnetic charge at
the ends of both types of islands, so especially when the long island length is greater than the separation of
the tips of the islands in a vertex, the energies of the short- and long-island shakti lattice vertices will not
differ much.
5.4 Results
Fig. 5.3 shows scanning electron micrographs, MFM images, and corresponding island moment configura-
tions for square, short-island shakti, and long-island shakti lattices with lattice constant a = 360 nm. The
square lattice is in its ground state composed entirely of Type I vertices, indicating that the annealing process
was successful at thermalizing the arrays. Nearly all the four-coordinated vertices in the shakti lattice are in
their vertex ground state (Type I4), but about half of the three-coordinated vertices are in the higher-energy
Type II3 configuration, as the lattice geometry dictates. Also note that all the two-island vertices in Fig.
5.3e are in the Type I2 ground state, so we expect this lattice to behave similarly to the corresponding long
island shakti lattice.
Previous numerical work has predicted the evolution of the shakti lattice vertex population fractions
with effective temperature [131]. Having fabricated shakti lattices with a wide range of lattice constants,
we were able to compare our experimental results with these predictions by noting that, since the islands
interact with each other via their dipolar fields, the interaction energies should scale as J ∝ a3. The results,
presented in Figure 5.4, compare favorably with results from Monte Carlo simulations conducted by our
collaborator Gia-Wei Chern.
These Monte Carlo simulations were implemented using an Ising model with the Hamiltonian H =∑
i,j
Jijsisj , where Jij is the interaction energy of islands i and j, and si and sj are Ising variables representing
the island moments. The interactions between near neighbors were characterized by three parameters:
interactions α between perpendicular nearest neighbors, β between parallel next-nearest-neighbors, and α′
between perpendicular long and short islands (in the case of the long-island shakti lattice). Further neighbor
interactions were absorbed into interactions between magnetic charges of the form K
∑
mn
qmqn, where qm
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represents the magnetic charge on vertex m. Two magnetic charge interaction parameters were used in the
simulations: K1 represented the charge-charge interaction between a three-island and four-island vertex, and
K2 represented the interaction between two three-island vertices. Further details of the simulations can be
found in Ref. [133] and the associated supplementary materials.
5.5 Discussion
The disordered, highly degenerate ground state of the shakti lattice can be seen in Fig. 5.3e and f, but
further analysis makes it more clear. In Fig. 5.5c, the locations of the ground state (Type I3) and defect
(Type II3) three-island vertices are charted. The disorder in the locations of the open and filled circles makes
the disorder of the shakti lattice ground state clear.
The ground state of the shakti lattice can be mapped onto the F-model [88, 201], a type of six-vertex
model [202, 89, 44], using the mapping enumerated in Fig. 5.5e. While the magnetic moment of the central
long island provides an extra degree of freedom in some cases (i.e., if a plaquette’s two defect vertices are
at either end of the long island, the long island’s moment can reverse without altering the arrangement of
vertices on the plaquette), this complication can be absorbed as a “fictitious temperature” of the F-model
[131]. The result for the MFM image of Figs. 5.3e and 5.5a is shown in Fig. 5.5d. In the ground state of the
shakti lattice, half of the three-island vertices are Type I3 and half are Type II3. In an individual plaquette
there are six different ways to achieve this, a situation exactly analogous to the ice rule in water and spin
ice. While there are occasional thermally excited Type II4 or Type II2 vertices found in the MFM images,
Fig. 5.5 demonstrates that for the most part, the thermally annealed short-island shakti lattice achieves the
highly degenerate ice manifold.
The long-island shakti lattice approaches the ground state a little less closely, as can be noted from the
presence of two Type II4 excited vertices in Fig. 5.4f. We suspect that the long islands, which will have
somewhat different dynamics than the short islands during the thermalization process, slightly inhibit the
system’s approach to the ground state. This finding may inform the fabrication of the other vertex frustrated
lattices described in Ref. [130] in that short island versions of these lattices may need to be made as well.
Even in the ground state, each of the three-coordinated vertices of the shakti lattice possesses an intrinsic
magnetic charge. Additionally, some of the excited, even-coordinated vertices (e.g. Type III4) also possess
magnetic charges. Previous work (Chapter 4 and Ref. [97]) by our group suggests significant interactions
between these charges. These magnetic charge-charge interactions produce readily-observable consequences
in the shakti lattice.
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First, inspired by the magnetic charge order found in thermally annealed artificial kagome spin ice, we
look for similar magnetic charge order in the annealed shakti arrays. Charge ordering on the sublattice
comprised only of three-island vertices will most likely occur in the arrays of small lattice constant, where
interactions between charged vertices will be the strongest, and where charged Type III4 vertices that might
disrupt the order are fewest. Fig. 5.6 reproduces MFM images of short- and long-island shakti lattices of
the smallest lattice constant fabricated (320 nm). In order to better visualize any potential charge ordering,
we created schematics of the three-island vertex configurations in these images. There are two possible
orderings of charges on the three-island vertex sublattice: either the vertices on the horizontal edges of the
plaquettes will be positive and those on the vertical edges of the plaquettes will be negative, or vice versa.
Vertices are shaded red and blue in Fig. 5.6c and d based on which of the these two configurations they
belong to. Crystallites of ordered magnetic charges similar to those found in Ref. [97] are evident, providing
clear evidence for interactions between the intrinsic charges of the three-island vertices in the ground state
of the shakti lattice. The degree of ordering is the same for both the long and short island shakti lattices,
underscoring the similarity of these to lattices at low effective temperature.
Second, we examine the screening of Type III4 monopole excitations. If magnetic charge-charge inter-
actions do indeed play a significant role in these systems, we would expect more of the excitations’ nearest
neighbors (which are intrinsically-charged three-island vertices) to have a magnetic charge opposite that of
the excitation than we would if the vertex charges were random, as shown in Fig. 5.7. In order to quantify
this magnetic charge screening, we introduce the quantity Qnn =
1
NIII
∑
i
δi
∑
j
qij , in which the sum over i
runs over all Type III4 vertices, the sum over j runs over all a Type III4 vertex’s nearest neighbors, NIII is
the number of Type III4 vertices, δi is the sign of the i
th Type III4 vertex’s charge, and qij is the charge of
ith excitation’s nearest-neighbor vertex j. In Fig. 5.8a and c, we compare the experimentally-measured Qnn
with two different Monte Carlo simulations: one which includes only nearest-neighbor vertex interactions
(MC 1), and one which also incorporates long-range interactions between magnetic charges (MC 2). Both
MC 1 and MC 2 exhibit some screening (Qnn is always negative for both), but the screening of MC 1 is
strictly due to the constraints of the underlying spin manifold. Only MC 2 can match the extent of the charge
screening evident from the experimental data, again underscoring the importance of magnetic charge-charge
interactions in artificial spin ice systems.
An alternative way to quantify the degree of screening of Type III4 excitations by the surrounding
magnetic charges is P (Qnn = −4), i.e., the probability that the excitation is surrounded by four Type I3
and Type II3 vertices of opposite charge (or also two Type III3 and a Type I3 or Type II3 of opposite
charge and a Type I3 or Type II3 of like charge, though this is unlikely, especially in the arrays of smaller
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lattice constant, because of the high energy cost of Type III3 vertices). In Fig. 5.8b and d, we compare the
experimental P (Qnn = −4) with the same quantity extracted from MC 1 and MC 2, and again we find that
only MC 2, which includes long-range magnetic charge interactions, can accurately match the data.
5.6 Conclusion
The shakti lattice lacks the intuitive simplicity of the square lattice, but at the cost of added complexity we
regain the ground state degeneracy of spin ice materials. In addition, the mixed coordination of the shakti
lattice allows us to study the interactions of intrinsic magnetic charges and magnetic monopole excitations.
The shakti lattice is not, however, the only vertex frustrated lattice that can be constructed by decimating
the square lattice. Ref. [130] describes several other similar systems, including the Santa Fe and tetris
lattices depicted in Fig. 5.9. Such new lattices permit the study of other exotic states, such as sliding
phases, smectic phases, and emergent chirality, in artificial spin ice systems [130, 131]. While the original
artificial square spin ice is now fairly well-understood, artificial spin ice’s potential as an easily-tunable model
spin system with which to study emergent phenomena is only just beginning to be realized.
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5.7 Figures
a
d
b
c
Figure 5.1: Schematics of the square (a) and kagome (b) artificial spin ice lattices that have been the subject
of many previous studies. Panels (c) and (d) show the short-island and long-island shakti lattices described
in this chapter. The short-island shakti lattice is obtained by removing one fourth of the islands of the square
lattice, and the long-island shakti lattice is obtained by fusing the islands at the two-coordinated vertices in
the short-island shakti lattice to make single, longer islands. In both (c) and (d), the central plaquette is
shaded. Reproduced from Ref. [133].
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Figure 5.2: All the different types of vertices found in the shakti lattice are listed here. Vertex types are
numbered with Roman numerals according to increasing energy, and the subscript denotes how many islands
comprise the vertex. In the long-island shakti lattice, the two-island vertices are fused into a single long
island, and the middle island of the three-island vertices is a long island. Reproduced from Ref. [133].
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Figure 5.3: Square, short-island shakti, and long-island shakti artificial spin ice lattices with lattice constant
a = 360 nm. Panels (a)–(c) are scanning electron micrographs, (d)–(f) are MFM images, and (g)–(i) are
schematics that show the corresponding island moment configurations of (d)–(f). Reproduced from Ref.
[133].
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Figure 5.4: Vertex population fractions of the short-island shakti (a)–(c), long-island shakti (d)–(e), and
square (f) artificial spin ice lattices as a function of lattice constant. Solid lines are Monte Carlo simulations,
the details of which may be found in Refs. [100] and [133]. The low-temperature kink in the simulations in
(d) and (e) is due to the charge-ordering transition. Reproduced from Ref. [133].
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Figure 5.5: Panels (a) and (b) reproduce Fig. 5.3e and h. Throughout panels (b)–(e), the plaquette
boundaries are marked in gray, and the orientations of the central islands are indicated with a dashed gray
line. In (c), the arrows denoting the island moments have been removed and the sites of the three-coordinated
vertices have been marked with circles. Open circles mark the ground state Type I3 vertices in (a), and filled
circles mark the defect Type II3 vertices. As expected, about half of the three-island vertices are forced to be
Type II3 by the lattice. The shakti lattice’s ice-like degeneracy comes from the freedom in distributing the
defect vertices among all the three-coordinated sites. The vertex configuration is mapped onto the F-model
in (d), using the mapping depicted in (e). Reproduced from Ref. [133].
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Figure 5.6: Charge order in the shakti lattice. Magnetic force microscope images of the 320 nm short-island
and long-island shakti lattices are shown in (a) and (b), respectively. The three-island vertices from these
images are represented in (c) and (d). The dots are colored according to which of the two possible charge
ordered states they belong. Reproduced from Ref. [133].
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Figure 5.7: A positive Type III4 monopole excitation (central large green circle) in the long-island shakti
lattice being screened by four oppositely-charged three-island nearest-neighbor vertices. For this excitation,
Qnn = −4.
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Figure 5.8: Magnetic charge screening in the shakti lattice. Panels (a) and (c) show the average total charge
of a Type III4 monopole excitation’s four nearest neighbors in the long- and short-island shakti lattices,
respectively. Panels (b) and (d) show the probability that all four of a Type III4 monopole excitation’s
nearest neighbors will be Type I3 or Type II3 vertices of opposite charge. In all panels, solid lines are Monte
Carlo simulations, with the blue line representing simulations utilizing only nearest-neighbor interactions
(MC1), and the red line representing simulations including charge-charge interactions (MC2). Reproduced
from Ref. [133].
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Figure 5.9: The Santa Fe (a) and tetris (b) lattices introduced in Ref. [130]. The Santa Fe lattice has a
disordered ground state and can be mapped onto an eight-vertex model. The ground state of the tetris
lattice can be described as a system of disordered 1D Ising chains and will be described in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 6
Return Point Memory
6.1 What is return point memory?
Hysteretic systems such as ferromagnets typically repeat their hysteresis loops exactly when driven through
multiple cycles. Bulk measurements of M−H loops do not reveal, however, whether this agreement between
successive hysteresis loops occurs only on a large scale when averaged over a bulk sample, or whether
the individual components of the system (e.g., the spins in a ferromagnet) return to exactly the same
microscopic configuration on successive loops, a phenomenon called return point memory [203, 204, 205].
This phenomenon has been the subject of numerous theoretical and indirect experimental investigations,
but direct experimental validation has been limited.
Return point memory has been indirectly experimentally studied in a variety of systems. The Barkhausen
effect [206], in which the motion of domain walls in a ferromagnet during a hysteresis loop induces an emf
in a search coil, is one method that is frequently used [207]. Some experiments show significant similarity
in the Barkhausen signal across many hysteresis loops [208], as shown in Fig. 6.1a. Measurements of
superfluid helium condensation in capillaries [209] and thermally-cycled shape memory alloys [210] show
similar behavior, and several papers have described microscopy measurements of magnetic thin films, with a
variety of conflicting results [211, 212, 213, 214] that probably depend on the details of the material system
investigated. A similar type of memory effect has been observed in colloid suspensions that are subjected to
a periodic shearing force [215, 216]. The most comprehensive investigations of return point memory to date
utilized x-ray magnetic speckle measurements (see Fig. 6.1b), which provide a fingerprint of the microscopic
domain configuration within a magnetic thin film [217, 218, 219, 220, 221].
Unfortunately, resolving the individual spins in a magnet is extremely difficult [68], so direct observation
of return point memory has remained elusive. Artificial spin ice [77, 79, 80], a system designed so that
its microstate is easily imaged directly, offers an opportunity to perform such a direct observation, and
simulations of an analogous system comprised of optically-trapped colloids in square and kagome lattice
geometries indicate return point memory should develop quickly [222]. Artificial spin ice possesses the key
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attributes identified in Ref. [203] for return point memory: athermal spins [77] and a small amount of
quenched disorder [109, 136]. Measurements of the microstate of artificial spin ice as it is driven through
multiple minor hysteresis loops provide an unprecedented picture of how return point memory develops on
a microscopic scale. We will see that the magnetic-monopole-like Type III vertices of the square lattice play
a major role in the development of return point memory in artificial square spin ice. This chapter describes
experiments designed to look for and characterize return point memory in artificial spin ice systems.
6.2 Fabrication, measurement, and simulation
Most previous experimental studies of artificial spin ice focused on extended arrays of islands [77, 95, 97].
There is typically no need to repeatedly identify individual islands, since any given area is only imaged once.
In order to measure return point memory, however, we must be able to identify the same islands in multiple
MFM images of the same region in order to calculate the similarity of the island moment configurations
after successive hysteresis loops. We fabricated artificial square and kagome spin ice lattices in small arrays
(e.g., 25 × 25 island square lattice arrays) so that each entire array easily fit within the field of view of a
typical MFM image (∼ 10×10µm), as shown in Fig. 6.2. The small size of the arrays permits each island to
be unambiguously identified across an entire series of images. As in previous studies [95, 97], the permalloy
islands themselves are stadium-shaped with dimensions 220 × 80 × 25 nm, with an additional 3 nm Al cap
to prevent oxidation.
Precision measurement of return point memory in artificial spin ice also requires the ability to apply a
magnetic field of exactly the same magnitude at exactly the same angle multiple times. We had a precision
sample stage, shown in Fig. 6.3, for our GMW 5403EG-20 electromagnet fabricated by the MRL machine
shop. The sample mount consisted of a shelf which held a rotational stage (marked in 2◦ increments). On
this stage was a rod that centered the sample between the electromagnet’s pole pieces. A lip on one side
of the top of this rod allowed us to align the field with a flat of the edge of the sample’s MFM puck. By
using the rotational stage, we were able to limit the uncertainty in the angle of the sample with respect
to the applied field to about ±0.5◦. In order to monitor fluctuations in the applied field provided by the
electromagnet, we supplemented the magnet’s built-in Hall sensor with an AKM linear Hall effect EQ733L
sensor, which provided more precise measurements in the relevant field range. Fig. 6.4 shows a plot of one of
the field applications during these experiments as measured by this sensor. For the applied magnetic fields
used in this experiment (∼ 600− 700 Oe), fluctuations about the nominal field strength were limited to less
than 0.3 Oe, as shown in Fig. 6.4.
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Samples were first saturated (along the [11] diagonal of the square lattice and the armchair direction
of the kagome lattice, as shown by the arrows in Fig. 6.2) to provide a consistent initial island moment
configuration. Then the samples were driven through six minor hysteresis loops by alternately applying a
magnetic field of magnitude Ha antiparallel and parallel to the direction of the original saturating field.
After each field application (i.e., after each half minor loop), the island moment configuration was measured
at remanence by MFM. Because the island moments are frozen in place at room temperature [77], there is
no difference between imaging at Ha and imaging after the field was reduced to zero. A schematic of the
measurement protocol is depicted in Fig. 6.5. In order to quantitatively measure the development of return
point memory, we extracted from our MFM data the spin overlap parameter
q =
1
N
∑
i
s
(n)
i s
(n−1)
i (6.1)
where N is the number of islands in the array, s
(n)
i = ±1 is the value of the Ising variable representing island
i for minor loop n, and s
(n−1)
i is the same Ising variable measured exactly one minor loop earlier [222]. If
return point memory is perfect (every spin returns to exactly the same configuration after one minor loop),
then q = 1; if there is no return point memory (the island configurations are completely uncorrelated from
one minor loop to the next), then q ≈ 0.
The experimental data were also modeled by simulations by our collaborator Gia-Wei Chern. In these
simulations, each island moment is described by an Ising variable. Dipolar interactions between islands are
included for neighbors separated by up to ten lattice constants. The intrinsic disorder of the experimental
arrays was modeled by giving the islands a Gaussian distribution of switching fields with a standard deviation
of approximately 5%, which is in the weak-disorder regime identified in Ref. [109] and is consistent with
other experimental works (and the spin overlap parameter data in Fig. 6.12). For every field application,
first all the islands for which the projection of the local field (applied field plus dipolar fields from neighbors)
along the island’s long axis exceeded the island’s individual coercivity were reversed. Then the dipolar fields
were recalculated and the process iterated until no more islands reversed. As in experiment, the arrays are
subjected to an alternating applied field ±Ha along the [11] direction after initial saturation.
6.3 Results
Vertex population fractions (Fig. 6.6a,b) and the spin overlap parameter (Fig. 6.6c,d) for the 360nm square
lattice are shown for both experiment (a,c) and simulation (b,d). Both quantities level off to a steady
state after approximately four minor loops. The spin overlap parameter does not quite reach precisely 1.0,
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presumably due to unavoidable experimental errors such as random, slight misalignment with the applied
field and slight variations in applied field strength. Simulations for up to twenty minor loops show that the
spin overlap parameter is nearly exactly unity after six minor loops (Fig. 6.7), and the spin overlap parameter
saturated at a much lower value in experiments in which the applied field direction was intentionally varied
randomly by several degrees instead of the ±0.5◦ limit of the experimental apparatus. The fact that the
experimentally-measured spin overlap parameter reaches the 0.9 − 0.95 range indicates that, after the first
several “training” cycles, nearly all the islands are returning to the same configuration loop after loop.
Note that for applied fields significantly above or below the array coercivity Hc, the spin overlap parameter
saturates after one or two minor loops, indicating that return point memory is achieved much more quickly
in this field regime. Unlike the thermalized samples described in Chapter 4, large domains of ground state
ordering do not develop. Fig. 6.8 presents the vertex population fractions (a) and the spin overlap parameter
(b) for 300 nm artificial kagome spin ice. These quantities saturate much more quickly than in the square
lattice, reaching their steady-state values in less than two minor loops. The detailed mechanism for these
distinct approaches to the return point memory state will be discussed below.
6.4 Discussion
The onset of return point memory in the square lattice can be understood in terms of the magnetic monopoles
and associated Dirac strings that facilitate the magnetic reversal of this lattice [81, 95, 117]. Consider first
the field regime in which Ha < Hc. In this case, when the applied field is first reversed after the initial
saturation (−Ha), a few isolated monopole-antimonopole pairs are nucleated. These are then driven further
apart, leaving a Dirac string comprised of the reversed island moments between the monopoles, as shown in
Fig. 6.9a. The local field (the projection of the fields produced by an islands neighbors along that island’s
long axis) generally favors perpendicular hops (defined in Fig. 6.10) by the monopole that create a stair-step-
shaped Dirac string, while it neither assists nor opposes parallel hops which form a straight Dirac string. To
understand this, consider the nearest-neighbor (NN) approximation, in which only an island’s perpendicular
(nearest) and parallel (next-nearest) neighbors interact with it, as shown in Fig. 6.10a. Let H1 be the
projection of the field from a perpendicular NN along the island long axis, and H2 be the projection of the
field from a parallel NN along the island’s long axis. For an island about to flip to form a perpendicular hop
(Fig. 6.10c), the local field is HNN = 2 (H1 −H2) > 0, so the local field assists the applied field in flipping
the island moment. Calculating the field for a parallel hop (Fig. 6.10d) yields HNN = 0, so the local field
neither assists or opposes the applied field in flipping the island.
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When the applied field is again reversed (+Ha), the monopoles will start to retrace their paths along the
Dirac strings. The parallel hops can be undone without any opposition from the local field (again, the local
field neither helps nor hinders the retracing of parallel hops), but the local field (now HNN = −2 (H1 −H2) <
0) opposes the retracing of perpendicular hops. Thus in the NN approximation, the monopoles can retrace
any parallel hops at the ends of the Dirac strings, but as soon as they encounter a perpendicular hop, they
become pinned, and the Dirac string cannot be completely erased (Fig. 6.9b). In experiment, the situation is
complicated by longer-range interactions between islands, disorder in the distribution of island coercivities,
and slight misalignments of the applied field from one minor loop to the next; however, the general picture
of a ratchet mechanism for the Dirac strings remains unchanged: isolated monopole-antimonopole pairs
nucleate at the first application of −Ha and form Dirac strings which cannot be completely erased by the
subsequent application of +Ha, and since the strings are well-separated, after the first minor loop, no further
changes in configuration occur. The monopoles simply retrace the ends of their Dirac strings in exactly the
same way loop after loop. This can be seen in Fig. 6.9c and d, which are nearly identical to Fig. 6.9a and
b, respectively. Since the monopoles move in exactly the same pattern during each successive minor loop,
the spin configuration is reproduced on each loop, yielding return point memory. This explains the rapid
saturation of the spin overlap parameter q for Ha < Hc in Fig. 6.6e and d.
The situation is changed at higher applied fields Ha ≈ Hc. As in the previous case, the first application
of −Ha nucleates monopole-antimonopole pairs which grow into extended Dirac strings. However, because
the applied field is now comparable to the average island coercivity, many monopole-antimonopole pairs are
formed. Even during this first application of −Ha, monopoles can annihilate with antimonopoles other than
the ones from which they were first produced, and the Dirac strings cross and merge, forming a complex
network (Fig. 6.11a). When the field is reversed (+Ha) again, the monopoles have another opportunity to
annihilate with antimonopoles other than the one from which they nucleated. As before, at the end of the
first loop (Fig. 6.11b) there remain a number of Dirac strings which, owing to the ratchet effect, cannot be
completely erased.
These remnant Dirac strings alter the initial conditions for the second minor loop. For the case Ha < Hc,
this did not matter much, as the few Dirac strings formed were isolated and did not interact significantly.
Now, however, the configuration of the complex network of Dirac strings formed during the application of
−Ha is sensitive to the initial conditions, and the configuration after the second minor loop is less similar to
that after the first minor loop than it was for the case Ha < Hc. This can be seen by comparing Fig. 6.11c
to 6.11a and Fig. 6.11d to 6.11b. As more minor loops are traversed, however, the initial conditions become
increasingly similar until a steady state is achieved after roughly four minor loops. Thus the interactions
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between neighboring monopoles and Dirac strings causes the spin overlap parameter to rise to saturation
more slowly in Fig. 6.6c and d for Ha ≈ Hc.
At still higher applied fields Ha > Hc, the first application of −Ha reverses nearly all of the island
moments, leaving only a few isolated monopoles and Dirac strings of unflipped island moments. Since the
strings are once again sparse, the arguments from the previously-discussed Ha < Hc case apply, and return
point memory sets in quickly again, as can be seen in Fig. 6.6c and d. We measured the coercivities of
each of the arrays studied and plotted the value of the spin overlap parameter after six minor loops (q6),
which closely approximates the saturation value of the spin overlap parameter, as a function of Ha/Hc.
The results are shown in Fig. 6.12. alongside corresponding simulation results. As expected, the minimum
occurs around Ha/Hc = 1. The minimum is shifted to fields slightly higher than Hc because, in order to
nucleate a monopole-antimonopole pair, the applied field must overcome not only the intrinsic coercivity of
the island to be flipped but also the local field of the surrounding islands magnetized against the field.
Consistent with the numerical predictions of Ref. [222], the onset of return point memory occurs much
sooner in artificial kagome spin ice than in artificial square spin ice. This is ultimately a consequence of
the unequal coupling of the various sublattices of islands to the applied field. The islands in one of the
sublattices (“parallel islands” hereafter) are oriented parallel to the applied field, while the islands in the
other sublattices (“diagonal islands” hereafter) are oriented 60◦ to the applied field. When the applied field
is first reversed (−Ha), many of the parallel island moments will be flipped, which induces some of the
adjacent diagonal island moments to flip as well (Fig. 6.13a), creating the 1D avalanches of reversed island
moments that have been observed in previous studies [118, 119, 120, 223, 224, 225]. This reduces the number
of energetically-costly three-in and three-out vertices, the removal of which is aided by the local field. When
the field is reversed again (+Ha), the parallel island moments are flipped back to their original orientation
(Fig. 6.13b). The diagonal island moments reversed by −Ha, however, are largely left in their reversed
configuration, since they cannot couple as strongly to the applied field as the parallel island moments, and
the local field no longer assists in their reversal. Subsequent applied fields will continue to flip the same
parallel island moments back and forth. All the diagonal island moments that can be reversed, however,
were already flipped at the first minor loop. Therefore the initial conditions do not change after the first
minor loop, and nearly perfect return point memory occurs within two minor loops, as seen in Fig. 6.8b.This
can be verified by comparing Fig. 6.13c to 6.13a and Fig. 6.13d to 6.13b; the island moment configurations
are nearly identical.
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6.5 Conclusion
In this study, we have used artificial spin ice for one of the first truly microscopic real-space investigations
of return point memory. As predicted in Ref. [222], after a few training cycles, both square and kagome
artificial spin ice exhibits almost perfect return point memory, with the square lattice requiring more training
cycles. The delayed onset of return point memory in the square lattice is a consequence of the interactions
between magnetic monopoles and Dirac strings. Return point memory has already been suggested as a
means to improve information recording technology [226]. The ratchet-like behavior of the Dirac strings in
the square lattice may prove useful in artificial spin ice-based devices which utilize monopole excitations
as bits for processing and/or storage of information [227]. Since at room temperature the island moments
are typically frozen in place, the type of artificial spin ice considered here is useful for studying repeatable
Barkhausen effects. The development of thermally-active artificial spin ice [98, 115, 181] makes it possible to
comprehensively study the crossover to the regime in which thermal fluctuations erase memory effects, and
the development of artificial spin ice comprised of arrays of superconducting vortices [145, 146, 147] promises
the ability to study return point memory in a quantum mechanical system. Tuning the island interactions by
changing the lattice constant is also an effective means by which to tune the return point memory of artificial
spin ice. Return point memory provides another example of a broadly-applicable physical phenomenon whose
microscopic nature is revealed through measurements of artificial spin ice.
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6.6 Figures
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Reproducibility of Magnetic Avalanches in an Fe-¹iCoFerromagnet
J.S. Urbach, * R. C. Madison, and J.T. Markert
Center for Nonlinear Dynamics and Department of Physics, The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas 78712
(Received 16 August 1995)
A study of magnetic avalanches in Perminvar, an Fe-Ni-Co alloy, shows that some avalanches are
almost exactly reproducible from one magnetic field cycle to the next, while others show significant
variability. Averaging over many cycles produces a fingerprint rejecting the reproducibility of the
noise. The fingerprint is not strongly temperature or driving-rate dependent, indicating that the
variability is a consequence of dynamical effects. We also find that the slope of the cycle-averaged
magnetization, d(M)/dH, is correlated with the cycle-to-cycle variations in magnetization, ((BM)2).
PACS numbers: 75.60.Ej, 05.70.Ln, 75.60.Nt
When a slowly varying magnetic field is applied to a fer-
romagnet, the response is usually dominated by a sequence
of abrupt jumps, or avalanches, as the system moves from
one metastable state to another. This characteristic, known
as Barkhausen noise, is the origin of magnetic hystere-
sis [1,2]. Barkhausen noise is usually modeled with sim-
ple magnetic dynamics interacting with quenched disorder,
and the avalanche sequence is a result of the interaction
between the two [3]. At zero temperature, the avalanches
are exactly reproducible: If the system is repeatedly
prepared in a particular configuration, the sequence of
avalanches observed as the field is changed will be iden-
tical on each repetition. A system exhibiting the return-
point memory effect, such as the random-field Ising model
[4], will always return to its initial configuration after a
field cycle, so the same sequence of avalanches is produced
on each cycle.
In experiments on macroscopic magnets, by contrast,
the only correlation between the avalanche sequence on
subsequent cycles is the average rate at which avalanches
occur, which determines the shape of the hysteresis loop.
The absence of reproducibility is a natural result of the
combination of environmental noise, including thermal
effects, and the dynamic complexity of systems with
many interacting degrees of freedom. As a consequence,
there has been very little investigation of the reproducibil-
ity of magnetic noise [5].
We have been studying the Barkhausen effect in an
unusual Fe-Ni-Co alloy that allows us to repeatedly pre-
pare the magnet in a particular configuration [6]. We have
found that the avalanche sequence observed as the system
is forced out of this configuration has features that are
almost exactly reproducible (events of a particular size
that occur at the same value of applied field on each
cycle) intermingled with events that show no apparent
reproducibility (Fig. 1). The behavior is frequency inde-
pendent (at low driving rates) and at most weakly temper-
ature dependent, suggesting that dynamic instability plays
an important role in the observed behavior. The repro-
ducibility is less evident at higher fields, after a large
number of avalanches have occurred on each cycle. The
avalanche activity averaged over many field cycles, how-
ever, shows clear fluctuations as a function of applied
field. Thus the averaging produces a fingerprint, analo-
gous to effects observed in mesoscopic samples, that is
presumably a reAection of the quenched disorder in the
material. Finally, we have discovered a remarkable cor-
relation between this averaged activity and the cycle-to-
cycle variation in the magnetization. This result suggests
an analogy with the fluctuation-dissipation relationship of
equilibrium thermodynamics, with cycle averaging replac-
ing thermal averaging.
The magnetization changes of a ferromagnet are dom-
inated by the motion of magnetic domain walls. The
application of a magnetic field produces a force on the
walls, causing domains that are aligned along the field to
grow at the expense of domains which are magnetized in
the opposite direction. This growth is very uneven and
the wall configurations are usually far from equilibrium
due to the pinning of the walls by inhomogeneities. When
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FIG. 1. Magnetic avalanches in Perminvar on successive
magnetic field cycles. Data from the increasing field portion of
a —6 to 6 Oe triangle wave applied field (0.32 Oe/sec). Each
line represents voltage vs field for one cycle, offset by 50 p, V
to show cycle-to-cycle variability.
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a
but their interfacial roughness increases with increased
sputtering pressure. The sputtering pressure modifies the
energies of the deposited atoms and alters the growth
kinetics. In general, low-pressure sputtering results in
smooth layers while high-pressure growth leads to
cumulative roughness that evolves into domed columns
with well defined grain boundaries [8]. Our goal is to
study the microscop c RPM versus th roughness. The
wo samples discussed here were grown at 3 and
12 mTorr with surface roughness, as determined by
atomic force microscopy, of 0.45 and 0.90 nm rms, re-
spectively. The major hysteresis loops measured with
the applied field perpendicular to the film reflect the
difference in the roughness and are shown in Fig. 1.
The smooth, low-pressure sample (3 mT) exhibited re-
versal by nucleation and domain wall motion, and the
shape of its major loop reflects the thin film geometry
and the perpendicular anisotropy [9]. The rough, high-
pressure sample (12 mT) exhibited much higher coer-
cive fields as a direct consequence of the increased
interfacial roughness. Kerr and SQUID measurements
showed that both of our samples exhibited ‘‘perfect’’
macroscopic RPM.
Our experiments, performed at the Advanced Light
Source at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, use
linearly polarized x rays from the third harmonic of the
beam line 9 undulator [10]. The photon energy is set to the
cobalt L3 resonance at 778 eV. To achieve transverse
coherence, the raw undulator beam is passed through a
25-	m-diam pinhole before being scattered in trans-
mission by the sample. The resonant magnetic scatter-
ing is collected by a soft x-ray charge-coupled device
(CCD) camera. The magnetic domains are manipulated
by an electromagnet, which applies fields perpendicular
to the film. The intensity of the raw undulator beam
is 2 1014 photons=sec, that of the coherent beam is
2 1012 hotons=sec, and that of the scattered beam is
2 107 phot ns=sec. We ollect data for 100 s at each
magnetic field value, so our speckle patterns have a total
of 2 109 photons in 106 CCD pixels.
A typical magnetic speckle pattern for the 3 mT sample
at zero applied field is shown in Fig. 2. The dominant
structure is a ring of diffuse scattering reminiscent of the
scattering from a classical 2d liquid exhibiting short-
range positional correlations. Note that this diffuse scat-
tering is strongly speckled due to our use of transversely
coherent x rays. Since changes in the domain structure
will produce changes in the speckle pattern, the degree of
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FIG. 1 (color online). Kerr measurements of the major loops
for the samples grown at different argon sputtering pressures.
FIG. 2 (color online). X-ray metrology for the 3 mT sample.
Top: the measured speckle pattern at zero field. Bottom: the
calculated autocorrelation function. Our CCD has 1024 by 1024
pixels; the autocorrelation function is plotted in terms of 2047
by 2047 pixels. The very sharp spike in the center is a few
pixels wide and is due to the speckles produced by the coherent
scattering; the broad mountain under the coherent spike is
hundreds of pixels wide and is due to the smooth average
(incoherent) scattering.
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Figure 6.1: Data from previous investigations of return point memory. (a) shows Barkhausen signals (induced
voltage) from a f rromagnetic s mple ubjected o multiple hysteresis loops. The many similarities in the
signals of different loops are suggestive of return point memory. (b) shows the x-ray magnetic speckle pattern
of a Co/Pt multilayer film. By measuring the correlation between speckle patterns collected at the same
point on different hysteresis loops, it is possible to characterize the return point memory of the films. Figures
reproduced from Refs. [208] and [217], respectively.
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Figure 6.2: Scanning electron micrographs of the square (a) and kagome (b) artificial spin ice arrays used in
this return point memory study. The double-headed yellow arrows denote the axes along which the magnetic
field was applied. Corresponding MFM images are shown in (c) and (d), respectively. Reproduced from Ref.
[135].
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Figure 6.3: A schematic of the sample stage used to precisely mount the artificial spin ice samples in the
applied magnetic field. The samples are mounted on the top of the rod, which itself is mounted on a precision
rotation table from OptoSigma. The top of the rod has a raised tab on one side, which fits against a flat on
the sample’s AFM puck. Figure courtesy of Ernest Northen.
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Figure 6.4: Applied magnetic field as a function of time during one of the 718 Oe minor loops of the kagome
lattices. (a) shows the overall form of the applied field, and (b) shows a closer view during the top of the
square wave, showing fluctuations of about 0.2 Oe at most. Note the difference in y-axis scales between (a)
and (b).
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Figure 6.5: A sketch showing the sequence of magnetic field application and measurement used to characterize
minor hysteresis loops of artificial spin ice in this investigation.
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Figure 6.6: Return point memory in artificial square spin ice. The vertex population fractions for Ha ≈ Hc
extracted from experiment (a) and simulation (b) agree and show saturation to steady-state values after
about four minor loops. Similarly, the spin overlap parameter (experiment, from a single array, (c), and
simulation, (d)) also saturate close to 1.0 after about four minor loops for Ha ≈ Hc, demonstrating the onset
of return point memory. Note that for Ha < Hc and Ha > Hc, the return point memory state is achieved
much more quickly, and the spin overlap parameter saturates after only 1−2 minor loops. Reproduced from
Ref. [135].
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Figure 6.7: Simulation of the spin overlap parameter q for the square lattice as a function of number of
minor loops. The spin overlap parameter saturates to unity after about five or six minor loops, consistent
with experiment. Figure courtesy of Gia-Wei Chern.
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Figure 6.8: (a) Experimental vertex population fractions for a = 300 nm artificial kagome spin ice for
Ha ≈ Hc. (b) Spin overlap parameter for one of the a = 300 nm artificial kagome spin ice arrays (same
applied field strength). Note that both quantities saturate after fewer minor loops than in the corresponding
square lattice measurements.
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Figure 6.9: Monopole and Dirac string configurations in the square lattice for Ha < Hc. The configuration
after the first application of −Ha is shown in (a). Most pairs of monopoles nucleate and remain isolated
from each other, and few Dirac strings meet or cross. In (b), after the subsequent application of +Ha,
the monopoles partially retrace their associated Dirac strings in accordance with the ratchet mechanism
described in the text. Because monopoles and strings do not significantly interact with each other, in
subsequent minor loops (e.g., second application of −Ha in (c) and second application of +Ha in (d)), the
monopoles largely retrace their previous paths, and return point memory sets in quickly.
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Figure 6.10: (a) The central (black) island’s nearest (green) and next-nearest (yellow) neighbors defined.
After a monopole-antimonopole pair is nucleated by the flip of a single spin (black) on the polarized Type
II initial state (b), the Dirac string can grow by perpendicular hops (c), which are favored by the local field,
or by parallel hops (d), which are neither favored nor disfavored by the local field, as described in the text.
Reproduced from Ref. [135].
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Figure 6.11: Monopole and Dirac string configurations in the square lattice for Ha ≈ Hc. Panel (a) shows the
configuration following the first application of −Ha after polarization. The result is a complicated network
of interconnected Dirac strings. Some monopoles annihilate with antimonopoles other than the ones from
which the originally dissociated, both in the first application of −Ha and also during the first reversal to
+Ha (b). These interactions mean that the configuration in (c), after the next application of −Ha, differs
from that in (a), and the configuration after the second application of +Ha (d), differs from that in (b). The
complex interactions of monopoles and Dirac strings prevent the immediate development of return point
memory, and several training cycles are required before the array settles into a steady state.
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Figure 6.12: The plot in (a) shows the spin overlap parameter after six minor loops (q6, which closely
approximates the saturation value of the spin overlap parameter) as a function of the ratio of the applied
field to the array coercivity. The results of analogous simulations are shown in (b). The field that produces
the minimum in q6, i.e., the applied field that produces return point memory the most slowly, is approximately
equal to the array coercivity, because here the network of Dirac strings is densest. The minimum is slightly
above Hc because to nucleate the monopoles necessary to inhibit the development of return point memory,
the applied field must overcome not just the intrinsic island coercivities but also the local field. Reproduced
from Ref. [135].
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Figure 6.13: Island moment configuration for the kagome lattice for Ha ≈ Hc after the first application
of −Ha (a), then the first application of +Ha (b), the second application of −Ha (c), and the second
application of +Ha (d). The field is applied along the vertical axis. In (a), many parallel island moments
are reversed, inducing adjacent diagonal island moments to flip as well, creating avalanches of flipped island
moments. In (b), all the parallel island moments are flipped back, but the flipped diagonal island moments
remain reversed. When the sample is driven through a second minor loop, nearly all the same parallel island
moments reverse and flip back again, while the diagonal island moments remain in the same configuration
as in (a) and (b), as can be seen by comparing (a) to (c) and (b) to (d).
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Chapter 7
Thermally Active Artificial Spin Ice
7.1 Introduction
Most artificial spin ice samples studied to date have been frozen in one microstate during measurement.
Typically the energy required to reverse an island moment is on the order of 104 K [77]. Recently, however,
a new type of sample has been developed which has much lower energy barriers to island moment reversal,
so that the island moments can be flipped by random thermal fluctuations at room temperature [98, 116,
115, 181, 196, 228]. Combined with an appropriate magnetic microscopy technique, such as photoemission
electron microscopy with x-ray magnetic circular dichroism contrast [178, 179, 186, 187] (XMCD-PEEM,
described in Section 3.2), that does not perturb the sample during measurement and has a short image
acquisition time, individual thermal fluctuations of the sample can be captured in real time. This important
development allows us to study not only the static, equilibrium properties of artificial spin ice (and, more
generally, frustrated spin systems), but also gives us an unprecedented picture of the dynamics of these
systems [98, 116, 181].
We used XMCD-PEEM imaging to study thermally active island moments arranged on a new type of
array, the tetris lattice [130], which is shown in Fig. 7.1. Note that as with the shakti lattice in Chapter 5, we
investigated a version of the tetris lattice in which the long islands of the lattice originally proposed [130] were
replaced with two short islands [133]. The two-dimensional lattice can be decomposed into alternating one-
dimensional bands that known as backbones and staircases which are joined by islands called connectors.
This decomposition of the lattice is illustrated in Fig. 7.1b. In our experiments, we verified the ground
state of the tetris lattice, which consists of ordered island moments on the backbones and disordered island
moments on the staircases, and discovered that the disordered staircase bands were able to fluctuate among
many states of similar energy, whereas the ordered backbone bands, which are only two-fold degenerate,
remain frozen in place to much higher temperatures. Dimensionality reduction has important consequences
in many condensed matter systems including liquid crystals [229, 230], mercury chain salts [229, 231, 232],
high temperature superconductors [233], and low-dimensional magnetic systems [234], as well as more recent
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areas of investigation such as graphene [235, 236] and topological insulators [237, 238], so the insights gained
from the tetris lattice have broad relevance.
7.2 Sample fabrication
In order to observe room temperature thermal fluctuations in artificial spin ice, it is necessary to change
the dimensions of the islands so that the energy barrier to island moment reversal is of the same order of
magnitude as the thermal energy available at 300 K, since the island moments of standard artificial spin ice
samples (such as those in Ref. [77]) are frozen at room temperature. Also, since the typical resolution of
PEEM is somewhat lower than MFM [166] it is helpful if the lateral dimensions of the islands are increased.
For this study we used 470 × 170 × 3 nm stadium-shaped permalloy (Ni81Fe19) islands with a 2 nm Al
capping layer to prevent oxidation. Even with this capping layer, within a month of fabrication, these thin
permalloy samples will oxidize and show no XMCD contrast, so it is imperative to minimize the time between
fabrication and imaging. The island dimensions are similar to those used in previous studies of thermally
active artificial spin ice by other groups [98, 115, 116, 181, 228]. A scanning electron micrograph and a
diagram of the lattice are presented in Fig. 7.1.
Because the rate of thermal fluctuations depends strongly on the thickness of the islands, instead of
fabricating samples with only one island thickness, we created samples with several rows of arrays spaced
1.5 mm apart. As shown in Fig. 7.2, by moving a shutter in several 1.5 mm steps in front of the substrate
during permalloy deposition, each row of arrays receives a different thickness of permalloy. A typical sample
had four rows of arrays with 2.5, 3, 3.5, and 4 nm permalloy islands (plus the 2 nm Al cap). We found the
3 nm thick permalloy arrays underwent observable thermal fluctuations around room temperature that were
infrequent enough that most islands did not fluctuate during the acquisition of PEEM images but frequent
enough to change the island moment configuration over the course of several hours. This is consistent with
pervious works [98, 115, 116, 181, 228].
7.3 Measurements
We collected XMCD-PEEM images with the PEEM3 instrument at beamline 11.0.1 of the Advanced Light
Source [239, 240]. As described in Chapter 3, this technique has a rapid image acquisition time and does not
perturb the sample magnetization, both requirements for imaging fluctuating magnetic systems [98, 241, 242].
The instrument allows temperature control between 30 − 800 K and (with the appropriate sample holder)
can apply magnetic field pulses up to 100 G. Unfortunately, thermally active artificial spin ice islands have
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extremely low coercivity, so the remanent field from the sample holder magnet’s pole pieces can partially
polarize the array even when no field is applied. For the experiments here we used only temperature control
to study samples in a zero-field environment thermally fluctuating about the ground state so as to avoid
complications introduced by the remanent field of the magnetic field holder. Final 15×15µm XMCD-PEEM
images were typically a combination of nine 2-secound exposures taken with left-circularly-polarized x-rays
and nine 2-second exposures taken with right-circularly-polarized x-rays. The x-ray energy was tuned to the
Fe L3 edge at 707 eV [243], as we found this edge provided marginally better XMCD contrast than the Ni
L3 edge even though the permalloy islands were 81% Ni. A typical XMCD-PEEM image is shown in Fig.
7.3a.
7.4 Ground state and dynamics
The ground state of the tetris lattice can be identified in Fig. 7.3. The first thing to notice is that the
backbones (the blue arrows in Fig. 7.3b) exhibit long-range order. The backbones consist of segments of
five ferromagnetically-aligned island moments, and the magnetization neighboring segments alternates in
direction. This can be seen as alternating diagonal segments of black and white XMCD contrast in Fig.
7.3a. On the other hand, the island moments of the staircases are not ordered. Examining the connector
islands more closely, we find that the magnetization of the connectors on each side of a staircase alternates
in direction. The staircases have many possible low-energy configurations, but because there are only two
(ferro)magnetically ordered configurations for the staircase, the disordered configurations are entropically
favored.
This disordered ground state of the tetris lattice can be mapped onto the one-dimensional Ising model
[89, 244] using a method developed by our collaborator Cristiano Nisoli. Because disordered configurations
of the staircases are dominant, adjacent connectors (e.g., ui and vi) are arranged antiparallel to one another,
as illustrated in Fig. 7.4. The two islands between them form an unfrustrated two-island vertex and
are assumed to always be magnetized parallel to each other (though experimentally they are found to be
magnetized antiparallel to each other ∼ 10% of the time) so that they can be considered a single long spin
si. These long spins form the Ising degree of freedom for the staircases. However, some of the vertical island
moments (e.g., the dark red arrow in Fig. 7.4) are free to reverse as well without creating any three-in or
three-out defects, so it is necessary to introduce an extra degree of freedom for these free vertical spins. The
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total number of free vertical spins for a given configuration {si} of the long spins of a staircase is given by
nFVS [{si}] =
∑
i
(
1 + sivi
2
)(
1 + si+1ui+1
2
)
(7.1)
To see why this is the case, note that for a vertical spin to be free to flip without creating three-in or three-
out vertices, the adjacent pairs of horizontal spins (i.e., si, vi and si+1, ui+1 in Fig. 7.4) must be arranged
head-to-tail. If either of these pairs is antiferromagnetically aligned, one of the terms in the sum will be
zero, but if both pairs are ferromagnetically aligned, then the summand is 1, so the sum in Eqn. 7.1 counts
the number of free vertical spins.
Multiplying Eqn. 7.1 through, we find
nFVS [{si}] = 1
4
∑
i
(1 + sisi+1ui+1vi + si+1ui+1 + sivi) (7.2)
Because ui = −vi in the ground state, the second two terms sum to zero, and the number of free vertical
spins is
nFVS [{si}] = 1
4
∑
i
(1 + sisi+1ui+1vi) (7.3)
Finally we can find the partition function of the staircase:
Z =
∑
{si}
2nFVS [{si}] = 2Ns/4
∑
{si}
e(ln(2)/4)
∑
i
sisi+1 (7.4)
Here Ns is the number of long spins in the staircase. The above expression is, however, equivalent to the
partition function of the one-dimensional Ising model in the absence of an applied field and with a fictitious
temperature J/kBT = ln (2) /4. Using the statistical mechanics of the one-dimensional Ising model, it is
possible to extract the entropy: S = Ns ln
(
1 +
√
2
)
. Quantitative comparison of the experimental tetris
lattice data with this theory involves two steps. First, we compare the experimental correlations 〈uiui+1〉,
〈ui+1vi〉, and 〈uivi〉 with their expected values (−1, 1, and −1, respectively). Second, we can find the
fictitious temperature T by relating it the correlation 〈sisi+1〉 using properties of the one-dimensional Ising
model (in the 1D Ising model, 〈sisi+1〉 = tanh (J/kBT ) [89, 244]).
The results are shown in Table 7.1 for two measurements of a 600 nm tetris lattice at 160 K. The signs of
the correlations 〈uiui+1〉, 〈ui+1vi〉, and 〈uivi〉 all agree with the predictions of theory, and the magnitudes
of the correlations are all fairly close to 1.0. The extracted correlation 〈sisi+1〉 and fictitious temperature
J/kBT for the staircases agree less well with theory. The reasons for this remain unclear, but it may be
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due in part to the fact that the long spins si in these experiments are actually two islands arranged head to
tail, and at equilibrium at finite temperature these island moments have a finite chance of being arranged
head-to-tail, a situation not considered in the theory.
Besides offering thermalization without the high-temperature annealing described in Chapter 4 and Ref.
[97], XMCD-PEEM measurements of the ground state of the tetris lattice offer little additional insight to
MFM measurements. However, PEEM imaging can do more than just image the ground state. Because
images can be acquire in seconds, instead of half an hour or more with MFM, and because PEEM measure-
ments do not perturb the sample magnetization, it is possible to observe thermal fluctuations of the island
moments in real time.
Figure 7.5 shows four XMCD-PEEM images of a 600 nm tetris lattice at 250 K taken fifteen minutes
apart. Thermal fluctuations of the island moments at this temperature are slow enough that nearly all the
islands show strong XMCD contrast, but rapid enough that close comparison of subsequent images reveals
differences in the island moment configuration as island moments are reversed by the thermal fluctuations.
Since it is difficult for the eye to pick out all the differences in the images, Fig. 7.6 shows the island
moment configuration of the lattice shown in Fig. 7.3, 90 minutes after the image in Fig. 7.3 was captured.
Island moments remaining in their original configurations are shown as gray, and island moments that have
reversed are shown in black. The most important point to note is that most of the island moments flipped
by thermal fluctuations belonging to the staircases; furthermore, the single backbone island moment that
flipped occurred at a defect in the ordered five-island chains. These data suggest a situation in which the
backbone island moments are frozen into a single nondegenerate ordered configuration and do not fluctuate,
whereas at the same temperature the staircases remain free to explore the large manifold of low energy
disordered configurations.
This picture is reinforced by movies comprised of XMCD images taken over the course of several hours as
the sample is heated from a frozen, static state to a temperature at which all of the island moments fluctuate
so rapidly that no XMCD contrast is visible at all. The staircase island moments begin to fluctuate first, and
the backbone island moments only start to fluctuate at a higher temperature. Moreover, when the backbone
moments do flip, they tend to do so in a correlated fashion, with all five islands in a five-island segment
reversing simultaneously.
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7.5 Conclusion
This XMCD-PEEM study of the tetris lattice demonstrates several promising trends in artificial spin ice.
From an experimental perspective, time-resolved PEEM measurements of thermal fluctuations of island
moments permit us to examine the consequences of geometrical frustration on the dynamics of the system,
not just its ground state. It may also permit closer comparison to traditional Monte Carlo simulations of
spin systems [44], for example by extracting the magnetostatic energy from PEEM images of a thermally
active array and then calculating the heat capacity using C =
(〈E2〉 − 〈E〉2) /kBT 2. From a theoretical
perspective, the tetris lattice demonstrates that the details of the lattice geometry can have a profound
effect on the dynamical behavior of the system. In this case, the structure of the lattice decomposes it into
ordered and disordered bands, the backbones and staircases. While the backbones tend to remain static to
higher temperatures, the disordered staircases can undergo thermal fluctuations at lower temperatures at
which the backbones remain static. In addition to the fundamental appeal of this interesting phenomenon,
it could also have important technological consequences, perhaps in informing the arrangement of elements
of bit-patterned media in future hard disks [78, 245].
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7.6 Figures and tables
1 µm
a b
Figure 7.1: The tetris lattice. A scanning electron micrograph (a) shows the basic lattice geometry. As
shown in (b), the lattice can be decomposed into parallel bands of “backbones” (blue) and “staircases”
(red), joined by “connectors” (green). The backbones have a two-fold degenerate ordered ground state.
Depending on the configuration of the connector island moments, the staircases can be either ordered or
disordered [130], although the large manifold of low-energy disordered states means that ordered staircases
are entropically suppressed.
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Direction of shutter motion
Substrate
Shutter
Py flux
Figure 7.2: Diagram of the deposition technique used to fabricate samples with a graded thickness. As
permalloy (Py) was evaporated, a shutter was moved in steps in front of the substrate. Arrays covered by
the shutter only a short amount of time (on the left in the diagram above) received more permalloy and
consequently had thicker islands than arrays that were covered by the shutter for most of the deposition (on
the right in the diagram above). These graded thickness samples allowed us to easily find arrays that were
thermally active around room temperature.
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Figure 7.3: (a) XMCD-PEEM image of a 600nm tetris lattice, showing the lattice’s ground state. The yellow
arrow indicates the polarization direction of the incident x-rays. Islands exhibit white (black) contrast if the
magnetization has a positive (negative) projection on the arrow. (b) Diagram showing the island moment
configuration in (a). As in Fig. 7.1b, the backbone islands are colored blue, the staircase islands red, and
the connector islands green. The arrowheads and the intensities of the colors denote the directions in which
the islands are magnetized. Note that nearly all the islands in the backbones are ordered in segments of five
islands magnetized parallel to each other.
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Figure 7.4: Labeling conventions for the island moments in a staircase of the tetris lattice. In the experimental
lattices, the moments si are actually two islands moments head-to-tail, but these pairs of islands are assumed
to be magnetized parallel to each other, as can generally be seen in Fig. 7.2a, and act like a single moment.
The green arrows are connectors, and the red arrows belong to the staircase. The dark red vertical arrow is
a free vertical spin, whereas the other red vertical arrows are not free vertical spins, as reversing them would
create one or more three-in/out vertices.
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Theory Experiment Error
〈uiui+1〉 -1.0 -0.91 ±0.01
〈ui+1vi〉 1.0 0.88 ±0.02
〈uivi〉 -1.0 -0.85 ±0.02
〈sisi+1〉 0.172 0.60 ±0.04
J/kBT 0.173 0.69 ±0.06
Table 7.1: Island moment correlations in a thermally active 600 nm tetris lattice at 160 K compared to
those predicted by theory for the ground state. The correlations among the connector islands are close to
those predicted by theory, but the correlation of the staircase spins 〈sisi+1〉 (and consequently the fictitious
temperature) does not match the prediction of theory.
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Figure 7.5: Four XMCD-PEEM images of the same area of a 600nm tetris lattice at 250K taken at 15 minutes
intervals. As in Fig. 7.3a, the yellow arrow indicates the x-ray polarization direction. Close examination of
the images shows that some of the islands change from bright to dark contrast, indicating that the island
moment reversed between the images.
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Figure 7.6: This figure represents an image of the island moment configuration of the same area of a
tetris lattice as in Fig. 7.3 approximately 90 minutes later. The gray arrows represent island moments that
remained in the same configuration between the two images, while the black arrows represent island moments
that flipped between the first image and the second image. Notice that most of the flipped moments belong
to the staircases.
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Appendix A
Electron Beam Lithography Processes
This appendix contains a more detailed description of the electron beam lithography process used to fabricate
typical artificial spin ice samples such as the ones studied in this thesis. Fig. 3.2 provides a good illustration
of this process.
The most fundamental law of experimental condensed matter physics is Never make just one sample!
Samples should be fabricated in batches of at least four. Making many samples in one batch not only averts
disaster when a sample is accidentally dropped or destroyed, but also provides several nominally identical
samples so that phenomena observed in one can be verified (or not!) by reproduction in the others.
1. Substrates. Artificial spin ice samples are usually fabricated on silicon substrates. Three-inch wafers
are a convenient and readily available size, and our resist spin coating speeds are calibrated for this size. The
samples investigated here were fabricated on three-inch prime-grade CZ silicon wafers with 〈111〉 orientation
from Silicon Quest International. They had a 200 nm layer of LPCVD Si3N4 in order to prevent substrate-
film interdiffusion during thermal annealing. Prior to fabrication, the wafers are cleaned with a standard
rinse in acetone, then isopropyl alcohol (IPA), and then in deionized (DI) water, and are then dried with a
nitrogen gun and 1 minute bake on a hot plate at 120 ◦C.
2. Resist. As described in Chapter 3, we use a bilayer PMGI/PMMA resist stack. First a layer of
MicroChem Corp. PMGI SF2 resist [160] is spun onto the substrate. The wafer is spun at 500 rpm for 10 s
with a 500 rpm/s spin-up while the resist is applied to the wafer with a pipette. Then the resist is cast by
spinning the substrate at 3000 rpm for 45 s with a 5000 rpm/s spin-up and then spin-down. The substrate is
then baked at 190 ◦C for 5 minutes. Next a layer of MicroChems PMMA (950k MW, 2% in anisole, [161])
is applied. A 10 s, 500 rpm dispense phase is used, and then the PMMA is cast at 3000 rpm for 60 s with a
1000 rpm/s spin-up and a 5000 rpm/s spin-down. The substrate is then baked again at 180 ◦C for 5 minutes.
3. Gold layer. Some nanofabrication experts recommend applying a 10 nm layer of Au on top of the
resist stack when performing EBL on an insulating substrate in order to avoid the effects of charging. I
have generally found this to be unnecessary with the Silicon Quest Si/Si3N4 substrates, so this step may be
viewed as optional; however, since EBL writers typically measure substrate height by reflecting a laser beam
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from the substrate, the added reflectivity the Au layer brings can be helpful. To avoid prematurely exposing
the resist, thermal (rather than electron-beam) evaporation should be used. A 10 nm layer of thermal Au
should be deposited at about 1A˚/s. If a thermal Au layer is deposited, it must be removed before developing
the underlying resist.
4. Exposure. The substrate is then loaded into the electron beam lithography writer so that the pattern
can be exposed. I have obtained the best results with samples written on Penn State’s Vistec EBPG5200
electron beam lithography writer. This instrument uses a 100 kV electron beam to expose patterns. The
two writers at the University of Illinois (a Raith e-Line system in the MRL and a JEOL JBX-6000FS in the
MNTL) use lower-energy beams (maximum 30 and 50 kV, respectively), which allows electrons to scatter
more easily at shallow depths within the substrate and resist stack. This leads to overexposure of features
by scattered electrons from neighboring features, a problem known as the proximity effect (see Fig. B.8.
The JEOL system can also only write orthogonal features faithfully, so patterns with angles, such as the
kagome lattice, are not accurately written. With the Vistec writer, a dose of approximately 700µC/cm2 and
a 20 nm beam give good results.
5. Development. If a thermal Au layer was deposited on the resist stack, it should be removed with gold
etch first. The PMMA layer is developed by immersing in a 1:3 mixture of methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK)
and IPA at 20 ◦C for 90 s, followed by a 60 s bath in IPA. The substrate is then rinsed with DI water and
dried with a nitrogen gun. Then the underlying PMGI layer is developed by immersing in MicroChem’s
Developer 101A for 48 s, followed by a 60 s bath in DI water. The sample is dried again with a nitrogen gun.
6. Deposition. Now that an effective mask has been made with the PMMA/PMGI resist stack, the
island material can be deposited. We usually ship our samples to Chris Leighton’s group at the University
of Minnesota for MBE deposition. First 25 nm of permalloy (Ni81Fe19) is deposited at 0.5 A˚/s at room
temperature from a 99.95% purity source. The typical base pressure for deposition is 10−10 torr. Then a
3 nm capping layer of Al is deposited on top of the permalloy to prevent oxidation.
7. Liftoff. The unexposed resist and excess permalloy are removed by liftoff. The sample is placed in
a bath of Remover PG, MicroChem’s proprietary NMP-based solvent designed to strip a variety of resists
including PMGI and PMMA [164]. Heating the Remover PG to 65−75 ◦C facilitates efficient resist removal,
but care must be taken because the flash point of Remover PG is 88 ◦C [164]. It is best to start heating the
solvent on a hotplate after the sample has been placed in the bath. The temperature can be monitored by
placing the tip of a thermometer in the bath with the sample. The Remover PG bath is usually 4 hours,
and the sample should be transferred to a fresh beaker of solvent after the first two hours. I suspect that a
shorter bath (perhaps 1 hour total) would work nearly as well, but I have not tested this yet. After the final
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Remover PG bath has been brought back to room temperature, the sample is placed in acetone for 5 − 10
minutes. At this stage, the sample can be sonicated by placing the acetone beaker in a sonicator. Sonication
for 90 s with the sonicator’s input voltage reduced to 75% by a variac works well. The sample is then put in
an IPA bath for another 5−10 minutes, immersed in DI water for 5 minutes, and dried with a nitrogen gun.
8. At this point, the sample fabrication process is complete, and the sample can be inspected. Finder
bars (mm-scale features written adjacent to the arrays to facilitate locating them on the substrate) should be
visible to the unaided eye; the arrays themselves can be seen in an optical microscope. They should appear as
uniform bluish-gray to gold rectangles, depending on substrate type and illumination. Individual islands on
arrays with larger lattice constants can be just resolved with dark field illumination and high magnification.
SEM images should be taken to verify that the island dimensions are within 10% of the nominal values from
the design pattern. SEM measurements can charge insulating substrates and make MFM measurements
difficult, so one sample from a batch should be reserved exclusively for SEM measurements. Finally MFM
measurements should verify that the islands are magnetic and single-domain.
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Appendix B
Common Problems
The motivation of this appendix is to aid future experimental workers in artificial spin ice in diagnosing
problems with their sample fabrication and measurement processes. I have included images and descriptions
of the more significant problems I have encountered.
a b
Figure B.1: AFM (a) and MFM (b) image of a 320 nm kagome lattice that did not have a clean liftoff. This
sample was made with the MNTL JEOL JBX-6000FS EBL writer, and the resist stack was not the usual
PMGI/PMMA but instead a combination of PMMA 495kMW (bottom) and PMMA 950kMW (top) resists,
both 2% in anisole. In my experience this resist stack tends to leave significantly more residual resist on
the islands. The AFM image shows clumps of resist remaining on the islands as well as streaks caused by
tip-resist interactions. The MFM image (taken at a lift height of 40 − 50 nm above the surface) is largely
unaffected, however.
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Figure B.2: Island moments flipped by an MFM tip. AFM (a) and MFM (b) of a 400nm square array imaged
with an MFM tip with a large magnetic moment. The stray field of the MFM tip has caused a number of the
island moments to reverse mid-scan. One of them is highlighted in the enlarged region (magenta surround)
in (c).
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Figure B.3: Two artificial square spin ice samples that did not liftoff properly. A large amount of unexposed
resist is visible remaining between the islands in both images, and the sample in (b) is missing some islands.
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Figure B.4: Two overexposed lattices of circular islands with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy that were
supposed to be similar to the samples used in Ref. [126]. The lattice in (a) was so overexposed that all the
resist in the array was removed during development, resulting in a continuous film. The overexposure in (b)
was less, but adjacent islands still overlapped, forming a continuous film with a triangular lattice of holes.
The liftoff process was not successful in removing all the resist, leaving oyster-cracker-like patches of resist
in some of the holes.
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Figure B.5: Overexposed lattices of in-plane islands. Panel (a) is a scanning electron micrograph showing
a 320 nm square lattice in which many of the islands have begun to merge. Two squares of residual resist
are also visible, as well as many dots of resist at the centers of some of the vertices. Panel (b) shows an
overexposed 230 nm kagome lattice in which all the islands have joined to form a continuous network.
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Figure B.6: Electron beam lithography does not always faithfully reproduce the designed pattern. Panel (a)
shows a 700 nm kagome lattice (with nominally 470× 170 nm islands) that was written on the MNTL JEOL
JBX-6000FS EBL writer, which cannot handle diagonal patterns well. Islands in different sublattices have
different widths, though the island dimensions in the design pattern were all identical. Panel (b) shows a
480 nm tetris lattice fabricated on Penn State’s Vistec EBPG5200 EBL writer. The islands had polygonal
ends as shown in Fig. B.7, which the instrument did not handle appropriately, leaving many of the islands
misshapen.
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Figure B.7: Screenshot of three possible island shapes as drawn in LayoutEditor. The blue island on the
left has consistently yielded properly-shaped islands on the Penn State Vistec EBL instrument (the limited
resolution of the instrument and the properties of the resist round out the corners to produce stadium-shaped
islands). Though the center island with polygonal ends and the right island with round ends appear as if
they would produce better results, they require a larger amount of data to be transferred to the EBL writer,
and that, in some way not completely understood, leads to misshapen islands. A sample written from a
pattern comprised of islands with the center design is shown in Fig. B.6b.
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Figure B.8: This scanning electron micrograph shows a 360 nm square lattice written with the MRL’s Raith
e-Line EBL writer with a 20 kV beam. The lower-energy beam means that electrons tend to scatter at a
shallower level in the resist stack and substrate. The scattered electrons from one island can then go on to
overexpose the resist at the site of another island. Note how the islands at the corners of the array (i.e., the
ones with the smallest number of neighbors contributing extra, scattered electrons) are disconnected, but
the ones on the edges form a connected network, and the islands at the center of the array (i.e., those with
the largest number of neighbors) have completely merged into a continuous film.
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Appendix C
Sample Directory
Project Samples
Thermal annealing 20120423B & F
Shakti lattice 20130422B & D
Return point memory 20130327C, E, & F
Tetris (XMCD-PEEM) 20140730A, 20150106G
Table C.1: This table lists the samples that were used for data collection in the projects described in Chapters
4-7 of this thesis. Samples used for other projects or to troubleshoot lithography processes are not listed
here, but are available on the Schiffer group Dropbox account.
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Appendix D
Image Analysis Code
Below the Matlab code used to analyze MFM images of artificial square spin ice is reproduced. The original
version of the code was developed by William McConville at Penn State. This code has been adapted for
use with MFM images of the shakti and tetris lattices and also for XMCD-PEEM images. A similar version
of this program is used for MFM images of artificial kagome spin ice samples.
function spread = ImageAnalysis3(CoordPlane, spacing, sheetname)
%Given an MFM image (matrix of doubles ranging from -127.5 to 127.5) and
%its lattice spacing, creates a matrix of 1's and -1's. Lower or raise
%thresholds within the main to compensate for fuzziness of image. Fuzzier
%images require lower thresholds, clearer images require higher thresholds.
%Program written by Bill McConville : ')~
%NOTE: This is the same code as SquareAnalysis.m - Jason Bartell 15/11/2010
%filter and 320 nm lattice added by Ian Gilbert 6/7/2011.
% 320 nm lattice code modified by Ian Gilbert 4/13/2013.
dim = size(CoordPlane);
for i=1:dim(1)
for j=1:dim(2)
if CoordPlane(i,j) > 40
CoordPlane(i,j) = 127.5;
end
if CoordPlane(i,j) < -40
CoordPlane(i,j) = -127.5;
end
end
end
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X1=input('enter the coordinates of the upper-left vertex using notation [x y]: ');
X2=input('enter the coordinates of the upper-right vertex using notation [x y]: ');
X3=input('enter the coordinates of the lower-right vertex using notation [x y]: ');
X4=input('enter the coordinates of the lower-left vertex using notation [x y]: ');
rows=input('enter the total number of rows: ');
columns=input('enter the total number of columns: ');
modPlane=CoordPlane;%copy of original coordinate plane used for superimposed image
spread=zeros(rows*2+1,columns*2+1);%the matrix to be turned into a worksheet of 1's and -1's
xCoordPlane=[linspace(X1(1),X4(1),rows)]';
%matrix keeping track of the x-coordinates of each vertex
yCoordPlane=[linspace(X1(2),X4(2),rows)]';
%matrix keeping track of the y-coordinates of each vertex
xCoordPlane(:,columns)=[linspace(X2(1),X3(1),rows)]';
yCoordPlane(:,columns)=[linspace(X2(2),X3(2),rows)]';
modx=zeros(rows, columns);%set of modified x coordinates to be used for superimposing the image
mody=zeros(rows, columns);%set of modified y coordinates to be used for superimposing the image
for k=1:rows
xCoordPlane(k,:)=linspace(xCoordPlane(k,1),xCoordPlane(k,columns),columns);
yCoordPlane(k,:)=linspace(yCoordPlane(k,1),yCoordPlane(k,columns),columns);
end
fprintf('(%3.2f %3.2f) (%3.2f %3.2f)\n(%3.2f %3.2f) (%3.2f %3.2f) ',xCoordPlane(1,1),...
yCoordPlane(1,1),xCoordPlane(1,columns),yCoordPlane(1,columns),xCoordPlane(rows,1),...
yCoordPlane(rows,1),xCoordPlane(rows,columns),yCoordPlane(rows,columns));
[left, right, top, bottom] = defineDots(spacing);
bowtie = -left + right + top - bottom; %defines the bowtie lattice
yinYangA = -left -right + top + bottom;%defines yinYangA
yinYangB = left + right + top + bottom;%defines yinYangB
threeInA = -left + right - top - bottom;%defines threeInA
threeInB = -left - right - top + bottom;%defines threeInB
threeInC = -left + right + top + bottom;%defines threeInC
threeInD = left + right - top + bottom;%defines threeInD
fourIn = -left + right - top + bottom;%defines fourIn
%sets the number of pixels (length by width) in each defined vertex.
%Also sets the threshold values for different spacings. Thresholds may be
%modified to compensate for fuzziness of image
switch spacing
case 320
pixels=21;
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threshold=1600000;
case 360
pixels=23;
threshold=1700000; % orig. 1300000
case {400, 440}
pixels=27;
threshold=1900000; % orig. 1800000
case 480
pixels=29;
threshold=2000000;
case 560
pixels=33;
threshold=2500000;
case 620 % Added IJG 6/9/2011
pixels=37;
threshold=1800000;
case 680
pixels=39;
threshold=2600000;
case 800
pixels=43;
threshold=2400000;
case 880
pixels = 47;
threshold=2400000;
otherwise
pixels=0;
end
fprintf('\npixels = %f\n',pixels);
%obtains correlation values and coordinates for every vertex, then appends
%the proper digits onto the worksheet using getVertex. Also corrects
%errors in the original x-y coordinates using findModxy
for r=1:rows
for c=1:columns
[cBT, cBTxy] = obtainCor(pixels, bowtie, r, c, CoordPlane, xCoordPlane, yCoordPlane);
[cYYa, cYYaxy] = obtainCor(pixels, yinYangA, r, c, CoordPlane, xCoordPlane,...
yCoordPlane);
[cYYb, cYYbxy] = obtainCor(pixels, yinYangB, r, c, CoordPlane, xCoordPlane,...
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yCoordPlane);
[c3In1a, c3In1axy] = obtainCor(pixels, threeInA, r, c, CoordPlane, xCoordPlane,...
yCoordPlane);
[c3In1b, c3In1bxy] = obtainCor(pixels, threeInB, r, c, CoordPlane, xCoordPlane,...
yCoordPlane);
[c3In1c, c3In1cxy] = obtainCor(pixels, threeInC, r, c, CoordPlane, xCoordPlane,...
yCoordPlane);
[c3In1d, c3In1dxy] = obtainCor(pixels, threeInD, r, c, CoordPlane, xCoordPlane,...
yCoordPlane);
[c4In, c4Inxy] = obtainCor(pixels, fourIn, r, c, CoordPlane, xCoordPlane,...
yCoordPlane);
%spread = testSingle(spread, r, c, threshold, c4In);
spread = getVertex(spread, r, c, threshold, cBT, cYYa, cYYb, c3In1a, c3In1b, c3In1c,...
c3In1d, c4In);
[modx(r,c),mody(r,c)] = findModxy(spread, r, c, cBTxy, cYYaxy, cYYbxy, c3In1axy,...
c3In1bxy, c3In1cxy, c3In1dxy, c4Inxy, xCoordPlane, yCoordPlane);
end
end
%create the superimposed image
modPlane = colorCode(modPlane, spread, modx, mody, rows, columns, left, right, top, bottom,...
pixels);
modPlane = (modPlane/127.5)+127.5;
modPlane = uint8(modPlane);
figure;colormap(gray(256));image(modPlane);
%print final worksheet to excel spreadsheet
xlswrite(sheetname,spread);
end
%this function obtains the correlation value for any lattice. It also returns
%the correctly modified xy coordinates of the vertex with highest
%correlation (used for superimposing the image)
%input:number of pixels in a single row/column of a lattice, the lattice matrix itself,
% the number of rows, the number of columns, the image matrix, the matrix of
% x coordinates for each lattice, the matrix of y coordinates
function [cor, xy] = obtainCor(pixels, lattice, r, c, CoordPlane, xCoordPlane, yCoordPlane)
cor=0;%the correlation value
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xy=[0,0];
% thexy coordinate vector corresponding to the coordinates of the highest correlation vertex
for Modx=-4:4 %Modx and Mody temporarily modify the coordinates of each vertex in order to
for Mody=-4:4 %find the best match, thus giving the highest possible correlation value
q=0;%temporary correlation value for every modified x and y, to be compared to cor
x=round(xCoordPlane(r,c))-((pixels-1)/2)+Modx;%begin at the left-most x value
y=round(yCoordPlane(r,c))-((pixels-1)/2)+Mody;%begin at the top y value
[m,n]=size(CoordPlane);
%m and n are used to prevent going outside of the matrix dimensions
if x>=1 && x+pixels-1<=n && y>=1 && y+pixels-1<=m%checks if we're still in bounds
for i=1:pixels
for j=1:pixels
%multiplies every pixel of the predefined lattice by
%its corresponding pixel value in CoordPlane and sums
%with q
q=q+((lattice(i,j)*CoordPlane(y+i-1,x+j-1)));
end
end
if abs(q)>abs(cor)%compare q to the highest correlation obtained so far
cor=q; %if q is higher, set cor equal to it
xy=[x+((pixels-1)/2), y+((pixels-1)/2)];
%and change the xy coordinates accordingly
end
end
end
end
end
%this function creates a new image matrix in which correct dots are colored
%black and incorrect dots are colored white
%input:the image matrix to be modified, the completed spreadsheet matrix,
% correctly modified x and y coordinates of each vertex, number of rows,
% number of columns, pre-defined "perfect" left dot, right dot, top dot, and
% bottom dot, and number of pixels in a row/column of each vertex.
function plane = colorCode(modPlane, spread, modx, mody, rows, columns, left, right, top,...
bottom, pixels)
plane=modPlane;%initialize the modified plane by setting it equal to the image
for r=1:rows %for every row
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for c=1:columns %and every column
if(modx(r,c)~=[0,0])
x=round(modx(r,c))-((pixels-1)/2);%begin at upper-left corner
y=round(mody(r,c))-((pixels-1)/2);
if spread(r*2,c*2-1)==1 %if the left dot of the current vertex is a 1
for i=1:pixels
for j=1:pixels
if left(i,j)~=0
%multiply each pixel of modplane by each non-zero
%pixel of left, and set plane equal to it
plane(y+i-1,x+j-1) = left(i,j)*modPlane(y+i-1,x+j-1);
end
end
end
end
if spread(r*2,c*2+1)==1 %then check the right dot and do the same, etc.
for i=1:pixels
for j=1:pixels
if right(i,j)~=0
plane(y+i-1,x+j-1) = right(i,j)*modPlane(y+i-1,x+j-1);
end
end
end
end
if spread(r*2-1,c*2)==1
for i=1:pixels
for j=1:pixels
if top(i,j)~=0
plane(y+i-1,x+j-1) = top(i,j)*modPlane(y+i-1,x+j-1);
end
end
end
end
if spread(r*2+1,c*2)==1
for i=1:pixels
for j=1:pixels
if bottom(i,j)~=0
plane(y+i-1,x+j-1) = bottom(i,j)*modPlane(y+i-1,x+j-1);
end
end
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end
end
if spread(r*2,c*2-1)==-1
for i=1:pixels
for j=1:pixels
if left(i,j)~=0
plane(y+i-1,x+j-1) = -left(i,j)*modPlane(y+i-1,x+j-1);
end
end
end
end
if spread(r*2,c*2+1)==-1
for i=1:pixels
for j=1:pixels
if right(i,j)~=0
plane(y+i-1,x+j-1) = -right(i,j)*modPlane(y+i-1,x+j-1);
end
end
end
end
if spread(r*2-1,c*2)==-1
for i=1:pixels
for j=1:pixels
if top(i,j)~=0
plane(y+i-1,x+j-1) = -top(i,j)*modPlane(y+i-1,x+j-1);
end
end
end
end
if spread(r*2+1,c*2)==-1
for i=1:pixels
for j=1:pixels
if bottom(i,j)~=0
plane(y+i-1,x+j-1) = -bottom(i,j)*modPlane(y+i-1,x+j-1);
end
end
end
end
end
end
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end
end
%this function takes the coordinates found for the corresponding vertices
%and obtains a set of new coordinates which best fits the lattice
%input:the incomplete spreadsheet, the current row, the current column, xy
% coordinates of every correlation value, and the original x and y
% coordinates of the vertex.
function [xx,yy] = findModxy(spread, r, c, cBTxy, cYYaxy, cYYbxy, c3In1axy, c3In1bxy,...
c3In1cxy, c3In1dxy, c4Inxy, x, y)
xy=[0,0];
xx=0;
yy=0;
%if r==9 & c==8
% fprintf('the xy coordinates of vertex 9,8 are (%3.0f, %3.0f)\n',xy(1),xy(2));
% fprintf('c3In1axy is (%3.0f, %3.0f)\n',c3In1axy(1),c3In1axy(2));
% fprintf('cBTxy is (%3.0f, %3.0f)\n',cBTxy(1),cBTxy(2));
% fprintf('cYYaxy is (%3.0f, %3.0f)\n',cYYaxy(1),cYYaxy(2));
% fprintf('cYYbxy is (%3.0f, %3.0f)\n',cYYbxy(1),cYYbxy(2));
% fprintf('c3In1bxy is (%3.0f, %3.0f)\n',c3In1bxy(1),c3In1bxy(2));
% fprintf('c3In1cxy is (%3.0f, %3.0f)\n',c3In1cxy(1),c3In1cxy(2));
% fprintf('c3In1dxy is (%3.0f, %3.0f)\n',c3In1dxy(1),c3In1dxy(2));
% fprintf('c4Inxy is (%3.0f, %3.0f)\n',c4Inxy(1),c4Inxy(2));
% fprintf('the sheet looks like %i %i %i %i', spread(r*2, c*2-1), spread(r*2, c*2+1),...
% spread(r*2-1, c*2), spread(r*2+1, c*2));
%end
if spread(r*2, c*2-1)==1 %if the left dot is a 1
if spread(r*2, c*2+1)==1 %and the right dot is a 1
if spread(r*2-1, c*2)==1 %and the top dot is a 1
if spread(r*2+1, c*2)==1%and the bottom dot is a 1
xy=cYYbxy; %set the modified coordinates equal to those of YinYangb
elseif spread(r*2+1, c*2)==-1%but if the bottom dot is a -1
xy=c3In1bxy; %set them equal to those of 3-in 1-out b
else %and if the bottom dot is undetermined
xy=(cYYbxy+c3In1bxy)/2;%set it equal to the average of cYYb and c3In1b
end
elseif spread(r*2-1, c*2)==-1%etc etc etc
if spread(r*2+1, c*2)==1
xy=c3In1dxy;
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elseif spread(r*2+1, c*2)==-1
xy=cYYaxy;
else
xy=(c3In1dxy+cYYaxy)/2;
end
else
if spread(r*2+1, c*2)==1
xy=(cYYbxy+c3In1dxy)/2;
elseif spread(r*2+1,c*2)==-1
xy=(c3In1bxy+cYYaxy)/2;
end
end
elseif spread(r*2, c*2+1)==-1
if spread(r*2-1, c*2)==1
if spread(r*2+1, c*2)==1
xy=c3In1axy;
elseif spread(r*2+1, c*2)==-1
xy=c4Inxy;
else
xy=(c3In1axy+c4Inxy)/2;
end
elseif spread(r*2-1, c*2)==-1
if spread(r*2+1, c*2)==1
xy=cBTxy;
elseif spread(r*2+1, c*2)==-1
xy=c3In1cxy;
else
xy=(cBTxy+c3In1cxy)/2;
end
else
if spread(r*2+1, c*2)==1
xy=(c3In1axy+cBTxy)/2;
elseif spread(r*2+1,c*2)==-1
xy=(c4Inxy+c3In1cxy)/2;
end
end
else
if spread(r*2-1, c*2)==1
if spread(r*2+1, c*2)==1
xy=(cYYbxy+c3In1axy)/2;
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elseif spread(r*2+1, c*2)==-1
xy=(c3In1bxy+c4Inxy)/2;
end
elseif spread(r*2-1, c*2)==-1
if spread(r*2+1, c*2)==1
xy=(cBTxy+c3In1dxy)/2;
elseif spread(r*2+1, c*2)==-1
xy=(c3In1cxy+cYYaxy)/2;
end
end
end
elseif spread(r*2, c*2-1)==-1
if spread(r*2, c*2+1)==1
if spread(r*2-1, c*2)==1
if spread(r*2+1, c*2)==1
xy=c3In1cxy;
elseif spread(r*2+1, c*2)==-1
xy=cBTxy;
else
xy=(c3In1cxy+cBTxy)/2;
end
elseif spread(r*2-1, c*2)==-1
if spread(r*2+1, c*2)==1
xy=c4Inxy;
elseif spread(r*2+1, c*2)==-1
xy=c3In1axy;
else
xy=(c4Inxy+c3In1axy)/2;
end
else
if spread(r*2+1, c*2)==1
xy=(c3In1cxy+c4Inxy)/2;
elseif spread(r*2+1,c*2)==-1
xy=(cBTxy+c3In1axy)/2;
end
end
elseif spread(r*2, c*2+1)==-1
if spread(r*2-1, c*2)==1
if spread(r*2+1, c*2)==1
xy=cYYaxy;
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elseif spread(r*2+1, c*2)==-1
xy=c3In1dxy;
else
xy=(cYYaxy+c3In1dxy)/2;
end
elseif spread(r*2-1, c*2)==-1
if spread(r*2+1, c*2)==1
xy=c3In1bxy;
elseif spread(r*2+1, c*2)==-1
xy=cYYbxy;
else
xy=(c3In1bxy+cYYbxy)/2;
end
else
if spread(r*2+1, c*2)==1
xy=(cYYaxy+c3In1bxy)/2;
elseif spread(r*2+1,c*2)==-1
xy=(c3In1dxy+cYYbxy)/2;
end
end
else
if spread(r*2-1, c*2)==1
if spread(r*2+1, c*2)==1
xy=(cYYaxy+c3In1cxy)/2;
elseif spread(r*2+1, c*2)==-1
xy=(cBTxy+c3In1dxy)/2;
end
elseif spread(r*2-1, c*2)==-1
if spread(r*2+1, c*2)==1
xy=(c4Inxy+c3In1bxy)/2;
elseif spread(r*2+1, c*2)==-1
xy=(c3In1axy+cYYbxy)/2;
end
end
end
else
if spread(r*2, c*2+1)==1
if spread(r*2-1, c*2)==1
if spread(r*2+1, c*2)==1
xy=(cYYbxy+c3In1cxy)/2;
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elseif spread(r*2+1, c*2)==-1
xy=(cBTxy+c3In1bxy)/2;
end
elseif spread(r*2-1, c*2)==-1
if spread(r*2+1, c*2)==1
xy=(c3In1dxy+c4Inxy)/2;
elseif spread(r*2+1, c*2)==-1
xy=(cYYaxy+c3In1axy)/2;
end
end
elseif spread(r*2, c*2+1)==-1
if spread(r*2-1, c*2)==1
if spread(r*2+1, c*2)==1
xy=(cYYaxy+c3In1axy)/2;
elseif spread(r*2+1, c*2)==-1
xy=(c3In1dxy+c4Inxy)/2;
end
elseif spread(r*2-1, c*2)==-1
if spread(r*2+1, c*2)==1
xy=(cBTxy+c3In1bxy)/2;
elseif spread(r*2+1, c*2)==-1
xy=(cYYbxy+c3In1cxy)/2;
end
end
end
end
if (xy~=[0,0])
if xy(1)<x(r,c)-5 | | xy(1)>x(r,c)+5 | | xy(2)<y(r,c)-5 | | xy(2)>y(r,c)+5
fprintf('warning: vertex %i %i is out of bounds\n',r,c);
end
end
%if r==9 & c==8
% fprintf('the new xy coordinates of vertex 9,8 are (%3.0f, %3.0f)\n',xy(1),xy(2));
%end
if (xy~=[0,0])
xx=xy(1);
yy=xy(2);
end
end
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%this function determines the correct vertex and appends the proper digits
%to the worksheet
function wksht = getVertex(spread, r, c, threshold, cBT, cYYa, cYYb, c3In1a, c3In1b, c3In1c,...
c3In1d, c4In)
if cBT>threshold %if the correlation value for bowtie is greater than the threshold
if c3In1b<-threshold%and the correlation value for 3In1b is less than -threshold
if spread(r*2,c*2-1)~=1 && spread(r*2,c*2-1)~=-1
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=99; %set the left particle of the current vertex as unknown
end
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=-1;
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=-1;
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=1;
elseif c3In1d<-threshold%or if the correlation for 3In1d is less than -threshold
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=1;
if spread(r*2,c*2+1)~=1 && spread(r*2,c*2+1)~=-1
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=99;%set the right particle as unknown, etc
end
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=-1;
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=1;
elseif c3In1a>threshold
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=1;
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=-1;
if spread(r*2-1,c*2)~=1 && spread(r*2-1,c*2)~=-1
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=99;
end
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=1;
elseif c3In1c>threshold
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=1;
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=-1;
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=-1;
if spread(r*2+1,c*2)~=1 && spread(r*2+1,c*2)~=-1
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=99;
end
else
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=1;
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=-1;
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=-1;
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=1;
end %end if/elseif chain for cBT>threshold
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elseif cBT<-threshold
if c3In1b>threshold
if spread(r*2,c*2-1)~=1 && spread(r*2,c*2-1)~=-1
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=99;
end
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=1;
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=1;
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=-1;
elseif c3In1d>threshold
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=-1;
if spread(r*2,c*2+1)~=1 && spread(r*2,c*2+1)~=-1
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=99;
end
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=1;
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=-1;
elseif c3In1a<-threshold
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=-1;
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=1;
if spread(r*2-1,c*2)~=1 && spread(r*2-1,c*2)~=-1
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=99;
end
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=-1;
elseif c3In1c<-threshold
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=-1;
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=1;
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=1;
if spread(r*2+1,c*2)~=1 && spread(r*2+1,c*2)~=-1
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=99;
end
else
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=-1;
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=1;
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=1;
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=-1;
end %end if/elseif chain for cBT<-threshold
elseif cYYa>threshold
if c3In1a<-threshold
if spread(r*2,c*2-1)~=1 && spread(r*2,c*2-1)~=-1
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=99;
end
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spread(r*2,c*2+1)=1;
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=-1;
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=-1;
elseif c3In1c>threshold
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=1;
if spread(r*2,c*2+1)~=1 && spread(r*2,c*2+1)~=-1
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=99;
end
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=-1;
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=-1;
elseif c3In1b>threshold
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=1;
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=1;
if spread(r*2-1,c*2)~=1 && spread(r*2-1,c*2)~=-1
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=99;
end
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=-1;
elseif c3In1d<-threshold
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=1;
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=1;
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=-1;
if spread(r*2+1,c*2)~=1 && spread(r*2+1,c*2)~=-1
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=99;
end
else
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=1;
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=1;
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=-1;
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=-1;
end %end if/elseif chain for cYYa>threshold
elseif cYYa<-threshold
if c3In1a>threshold
if spread(r*2,c*2-1)~=1 && spread(r*2,c*2-1)~=-1
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=99;
end
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=-1;
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=1;
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=1;
elseif c3In1c<-threshold
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=-1;
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if spread(r*2,c*2+1)~=1 && spread(r*2,c*2+1)~=-1
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=99;
end
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=1;
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=1;
elseif c3In1b<-threshold
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=-1;
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=-1;
if spread(r*2-1,c*2)~=1 && spread(r*2-1,c*2)~=-1
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=99;
end
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=1;
elseif c3In1d>threshold
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=-1;
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=-1;
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=1;
if spread(r*2+1,c*2)~=1 && spread(r*2+1,c*2)~=-1
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=99;
end
else
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=-1;
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=-1;
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=1;
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=1;
end %end if/elseif chain for cYYa<-threshold
elseif cYYb>threshold
if c3In1c>threshold
if spread(r*2,c*2-1)~=1 && spread(r*2,c*2-1)~=-1
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=99;
end
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=-1;
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=-1;
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=-1;
elseif c3In1a<-threshold
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=-1;
if spread(r*2,c*2+1)~=1 && spread(r*2,c*2+1)~=-1
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=99;
end
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=-1;
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=-1;
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elseif c3In1d>threshold
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=-1;
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=-1;
if spread(r*2-1,c*2)~=1 && spread(r*2-1,c*2)~=-1
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=99;
end
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=-1;
elseif c3In1b<-threshold
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=-1;
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=-1;
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=-1;
if spread(r*2+1,c*2)~=1 && spread(r*2+1,c*2)~=-1
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=99;
end
else
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=-1;
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=-1;
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=-1;
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=-1;
end %end if/elseif chain for cYYb>threshold
elseif cYYb<-threshold
if c3In1c<-threshold
if spread(r*2,c*2-1)~=1 && spread(r*2,c*2-1)~=-1
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=99;
end
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=1;
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=1;
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=1;
elseif c3In1a>threshold
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=1;
if spread(r*2,c*2+1)~=1 && spread(r*2,c*2+1)~=-1
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=99;
end
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=1;
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=1;
elseif c3In1d<-threshold
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=1;
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=1;
if spread(r*2-1,c*2)~=1 && spread(r*2-1,c*2)~=-1
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=99;
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end
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=1;
elseif c3In1b>threshold
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=1;
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=1;
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=1;
if spread(r*2+1,c*2)~=1 && spread(r*2+1,c*2)~=-1
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=99;
end
else
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=1;
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=1;
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=1;
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=1;
end %end if/elseif chain for cYYb<-threshold
elseif c4In>threshold %if c4In is greater than the threshold
%and c3In1d is greater, but all other 3In1Out correlations are smaller
if c3In1d>threshold && (abs(c3In1b)<threshold && abs(c3In1c)<threshold &&...
abs(c3In1a)<threshold)
if spread(r*2,c*2-1)~=1 && spread(r*2,c*2-1)~=-1
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=99;%set the left particle as unknown
end
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=-1;
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=1;
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=-1;
%if c3In1b is greater, and all other thresholds are less
elseif c3In1b>threshold && (abs(c3In1a)<threshold && abs(c3In1c)<threshold)
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=1;
if spread(r*2,c*2+1)~=1 && spread(r*2,c*2+1)~=-1
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=99;%set the right particle as unknown, etc
end
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=1;
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=-1;
elseif c3In1c>threshold && abs(c3In1a)<threshold
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=1;
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=-1;
if spread(r*2-1,c*2)~=1 && spread(r*2-1,c*2)~=-1
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=99;
end
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=-1;
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elseif c3In1a>threshold
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=1;
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=-1;
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=1;
if spread(r*2+1,c*2)~=1 && spread(r*2+1,c*2)~=-1
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=99;
end
%else if all 3In1Out correlation values are less than the threshold,
%and there is no conflict with other existing particles, set as normal
elseif abs(c3In1d)<threshold && abs(c3In1b)<threshold && abs(c3In1c)<threshold &&...
abs(c3In1a)<threshold
if spread(r*2,c*2-1)~=-1 && spread(r*2,c*2-1)~=99
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=1;
end
if spread(r*2,c*2+1)~=1 && spread(r*2,c*2+1)~=99
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=-1;
end
if spread(r*2-1,c*2)~=-1 && spread(r*2-1,c*2)~=99
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=1;
end
if spread(r*2+1,c*2)~=1 && spread(r*2+1,c*2)~=99
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=-1;
end
else
if spread(r*2,c*2-1)~=-1 && spread(r*2,c*2-1)~=1
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=99;
end
if spread(r*2,c*2+1)~=1 && spread(r*2,c*2+1)~=-1
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=99;
end
if spread(r*2-1,c*2)~=-1 && spread(r*2-1,c*2)~=1
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=99;
end
if spread(r*2+1,c*2)~=1 && spread(r*2+1,c*2)~=-1
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=99;
end
end %end if/elseif chain for c4In>threshold
elseif c4In<-threshold
if c3In1d<-threshold && abs(c3In1b)<threshold && abs(c3In1c)<threshold &&...
abs(c3In1a)<threshold
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if spread(r*2,c*2-1)~=1 && spread(r*2,c*2-1)~=-1
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=99;
end
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=1;
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=-1;
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=1;
elseif c3In1b<-threshold && abs(c3In1a)<threshold && abs(c3In1c)<threshold
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=-1;
if spread(r*2,c*2+1)~=1 && spread(r*2,c*2+1)~=-1
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=99;
end
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=-1;
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=1;
elseif c3In1c<-threshold && abs(c3In1a)<threshold
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=-1;
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=1;
if spread(r*2-1,c*2)~=1 && spread(r*2-1,c*2)~=-1
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=99;
end
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=1;
elseif c3In1a<-threshold
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=-1;
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=1;
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=-1;
if spread(r*2+1,c*2)~=1 && spread(r*2+1,c*2)~=-1
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=99;
end
elseif abs(c3In1d)<threshold && abs(c3In1b)<threshold && abs(c3In1c)<threshold &&...
abs(c3In1a)<threshold
if spread(r*2,c*2-1)~=1 && spread(r*2,c*2-1)~=99
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=-1;
end
if spread(r*2,c*2+1)~=-1 && spread(r*2,c*2+1)~=99
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=1;
end
if spread(r*2-1,c*2)~=1 && spread(r*2-1,c*2)~=99
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=-1;
end
if spread(r*2+1,c*2)~=-1 && spread(r*2+1,c*2)~=99
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=1;
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end
else
if spread(r*2,c*2-1)~=-1 && spread(r*2,c*2-1)~=1
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=99;
end
if spread(r*2,c*2+1)~=1 && spread(r*2,c*2+1)~=-1
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=99;
end
if spread(r*2-1,c*2)~=-1 && spread(r*2-1,c*2)~=1
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=99;
end
if spread(r*2+1,c*2)~=1 && spread(r*2+1,c*2)~=-1
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=99;
end
end %end if/elseif chain for c4In<-threshold
elseif c3In1a>threshold
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=1;
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=-1;
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=1;
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=1;
elseif c3In1a<-threshold
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=-1;
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=1;
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=-1;
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=-1;
elseif c3In1b>threshold
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=1;
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=1;
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=1;
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=-1;
elseif c3In1b<-threshold
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=-1;
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=-1;
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=-1;
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=1;
elseif c3In1c>threshold
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=1;
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=-1;
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=-1;
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=-1;
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elseif c3In1c<-threshold
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=-1;
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=1;
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=1;
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=1;
elseif c3In1d>threshold
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=-1;
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=-1;
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=1;
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=-1;
elseif c3In1d<-threshold
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=1;
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=1;
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=-1;
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=1;
else
if spread(r*2,c*2-1)~=1 && spread(r*2,c*2-1)~=-1
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=99;
end
if spread(r*2,c*2+1)~=1 && spread(r*2,c*2+1)~=-1
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=99;
end
if spread(r*2-1,c*2)~=1 && spread(r*2-1,c*2)~=-1
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=99;
end
if spread(r*2+1,c*2)~=1 && spread(r*2+1,c*2)~=-1
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=99;
end
end
wksht = spread;
end
%this function is meant to test the accuracy of finding single vertices
%ones and minus ones must be changed to fit the appropriate vertex. This
%function is NOT DIRECTLY USED BY THE PROGRAM
function wksht = testSingle(spread, r, c, threshold, cor)
bestCor=cor;
if bestCor>threshold
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=1;
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=-1;
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spread(r*2-1,c*2)=1;
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=-1;
elseif bestCor<-threshold
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=-1;
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=1;
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=-1;
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=1;
else
if spread(r*2,c*2-1)~=1 && spread(r*2,c*2-1)~=-1
spread(r*2,c*2-1)=99;
end
if spread(r*2,c*2+1)~=1 && spread(r*2,c*2+1)~=-1
spread(r*2,c*2+1)=99;
end
if spread(r*2-1,c*2)~=1 && spread(r*2-1,c*2)~=-1
spread(r*2-1,c*2)=99;
end
if spread(r*2+1,c*2)~=1 && spread(r*2+1,c*2)~=-1
spread(r*2+1,c*2)=99;
end
end
bestCor=0;
wksht = spread;
end
%this function defines the individual dots in a lattice
function [left, right, top, bottom] = defineDots(spacing)
switch spacing
case 320
left=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 127.5 127.5 0 0 -127.5 -127.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
127.5 127.5 127.5 0 0 -127.5 -127.5 -127.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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127.5 127.5 127.5 0 0 -127.5 -127.5 -127.5 -127.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
127.5 127.5 127.5 0 0 -127.5 -127.5 -127.5 -127.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
127.5 127.5 127.5 0 0 -127.5 -127.5 -127.5 -127.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
127.5 127.5 127.5 0 0 -127.5 -127.5 -127.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 127.5 127.5 0 0 -127.5 -127.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0];
case 360
left=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 127.5 127.5 0 0 -127.5 -127.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 127.5 127.5 127.5 0 0 -127.5 -127.5 -127.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
127.5 127.5 127.5 127.5 0 0 -127.5 -127.5 -127.5 -127.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
127.5 127.5 127.5 127.5 0 0 -127.5 -127.5 -127.5 -127.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
127.5 127.5 127.5 127.5 0 0 -127.5 -127.5 -127.5 -127.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 127.5 127.5 127.5 0 0 -127.5 -127.5 -127.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 127.5 127.5 0 0 -127.5 -127.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0];
% Remaining cases omitted for brevity here. They are the same as cases
% 320 and 360 but with more zeros to fill in the larger gray areas
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% between islands in the arrays with larger lattice spacings.
case {400, 440}
case 480
case 560
case 620
case 680
case 880
otherwise
fprintf('unknown spacing');
end
top=left';%top dot points down
bottom=-rot90(left);%bottom dot points down
right=rot90(bottom);%right dot points to the right
end
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